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1. INTRODUCTION
A commonly used physical term is isolated system, which means that there are no energy
and matter exchange between the investigated system and its surrounding environment. The
isolated system is an idealized concept and a rough approximation that works only for macro-
scopic objects in classical mechanics. In reality, the quantum system under study can not
be isolated from its surrounding environment. The trivial surrounding environment is the
vacuum where the creation and annihilation of virtual particles are allowed according to
Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle. In other non-trivial surroundings, e.g. plasmas, the phys-
ical problem, that we tackle for a real quantum system, is a many-body problem, where a
statistical description is always indispensable. Moreover, a quantitative change of a system
can lead to a qualitative change of the system, since new physical phenomena can arise from
the correlations of many particles [Wen86], such as collective excitations [HM86, Zim87],
screening effects [KKER86, KSKB05], localization [JZK+03], modifications of the spectral
lines [Gri97], and Rydberg blockades [LFC+01].
Among all many-body systems in nature, plasma plays a fundamental role. Matter in
plasma states covers a wide range of physical regimes, as shown in the temperature-density
plane for plasmas (see Fig. 1.1). More than 90% of visible matter in the universe is in the
plasma state [KSKB05]. A plasma is an ionized neutral gas consisting of a large number of
charged particles, i.e. electrons ans ions, as well as the force carrier for the electromagnetic
interaction between the charged particles, i.e. photons. Generally, the plasma is characterized
by density, temperature, and its chemical composition. To describe the geometrical or the
dynamical properties of the plasma system, some useful parameters can be introduced to
quantify the plasma system. The following parameters are introduced to characterize the
dynamical properties of a plasma: the Landau length lL, the thermal de Broglie wavelength
λth, and the Debye screening length λD [KKER86, Red13],
lcL =
z2c e
2
4piε0kB T
, λcth =
√
2pi~2
mckB T
, λ−1D =
√∑
c
z2c e
2 nc
ε0kB T
, (1.1)
where the index c denotes the particle species with the corresponding mass mc, charge number
zc and density nc. Further plasma parameters are the average distance ac between particles
of species c (also known as Wigner-Seitz radius) and the Thomas-Fermi radius RTF [Sal98]:
ac =
( 3
4pi nc
)1/3
, RcTF =
1
2
(3pi
4
)2/3 aB
z
1/3
c
(1.2)
with the Bohr radius aB = 4piε0~2/(me e2).
From these parameters, the plasma coupling parameter Γc and the degeneracy parameter
θc can be defined. Due to the long-range nature of the Coulomb interaction, the plasma
particles interact simultaneously with each other. In other words, the motion of particles in
plasma is correlated with the motion of nearby particles. The strength of this correlation can
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be represented via a dimensionless parameter Γc, which is taken as the ratio of the average
potential energy and the thermodynamic kinetic energy
Γc =
lcL
ac
= z
2
c e
2
4piε0ackB T
∼ T−1 · n1/3e . (1.3)
For the last relation, the charge neutrality condition ∑c zcnc = ne is used. According to the
point of view of scattering theory, the plasma coupling parameter can also be interpreted as
follows: with respect to the Coulomb collisions, the Landau length lL describes the critical
collision, in which the particle is deflected by 90◦ [DKMS05]. If the distance of two charged
particles ac is larger than the Landau length lL, the deflection angle after the collision must
be smaller than 90◦. In this case, the investigated particle is less affected by the neighboring
particles and the plasma can be regarded as weakly coupled (Γc < 1). In the opposite case,
a strongly coupled plasma system is established (Γc > 1).
Abb. 1.1: The density-temperature plane of plasmas (taken from [Oma07]).
The degeneracy parameter θc is defined via the ratio of the thermodynamic kinetic en-
ergy kBT and the Fermi energy EcF = ~2 (3pi2nc)2/3/(2mc). Due to their large masses, ions
can generally be treated classically, which means the ionic subsystem is weakly degenerate.
Therefore, one is always interested in the degeneracy for the electron subsystem, i.e. θe,
which reads as
θe =
kBT
EeF
∼ T · n−2/3e . (1.4)
Approaching the low temperature limit, the quantification for plasmas discussed above
is complicated by degeneracy effects and strong coupling effects (ion lattice effects). Due to
3their different thermal wavelengths compared to the average interparticle distance, the degen-
eracy and coupling strength for electrons and ions should be treated independently [GGL06,
GRH+07]. To account for these effects in the low temperature limit, more appropriate con-
cepts of effective temperatures in plasmas can be introduced. For free electrons in plasmas,
the effective temperature can be introduced as [GGL06, GRH+07]
T effe =
(
T 2q + T 2e
)1/2
(1.5)
with temperature Tq = TF/(1.3251 − 0.1779√rs) related to the Fermi temperature TF =
EeF/kB and the Bru¨nckner parameter rs = ae/a0 with the Bohr radius a0. Then the effective
degeneracy parameter for electron system can be written as
θeffe =
kB T
eff
e
EeF
. (1.6)
Similarly, as the ion temperature is decreased, the ionic system becomes more strongly coupled
and trends to crystallize. The ions can still oscillate around their lattice sites and the collective
excitation modes, i.e. phonons, are generated. In this case, the following effective temperature
for ions can be defined [GGL06]
T effi =
(
γ0 T
2
D + T 2i
)1/2
(1.7)
with γ0 = 3/(2pi2). The Debye temperature TD accounts for the ion lattice effects and
screening of ions by free electrons and is expressed as
TD =
~
kB
· ωpi1 + κ2e/k2
(1.8)
with the ion plasma frequency ωpi =
√
z2i ni e
2/ (ε0mi) and k = (2/zi)1/3
(
3pi2ne
)1/3. The
inverse screening length for electrons can be represented as
κe =
ne e
2
ε0kBT effe
. (1.9)
This expression interpolates the inverse Debye screening length and the inverse Thomas-
Fermi length for electron systems. Consequently, the effective ion coupling parameter can be
rewritten as
Γeffi =
z2i e
2
4piε0 kBT effi ai
. (1.10)
To determine these parameters and therefore to reveal the physical essence of the many-
body systems (plasmas), information of density, temperature, and their spatial distributions
are necessary. Therefore, special diagnostic techniques are needed to infer these conditions
in a plasma. One of the most important diagnostic techniques is the optical spectroscopy,
more explicitly speaking, the emission spectrum, because it carries a wealth of informa-
tion about the local instantaneous plasma density and temperature conditions surrounding
the emitter [Sal98, Fuj05, KSKB05]. In particular, for short lifetime plasmas generated by
nanosecond or femtosecond laser pulses or particle beams, the emission spectral lines may
be the only reliable method for studying the dynamical properties of these plasmas [Sal98].
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The intensity, shift, and broadening of the emitted spectra carry a wealth of information
to describe the many particle plasma system. When talking about spectral lines, one dis-
tinguishes the continuous spectrum (i.e. the bremsstrahlung and inverse bremsstrahlung)
and spectra emitted from discrete bound levels (for instance, bound-bound transition and
photo-ionization).
Abb. 1.2: Emission spectra in a hydrogen plasma at Te = 16000 K and ne = 1.9 ·
1017 cm−3 [OWR11]. The continuum background, the emission from the low-lying
levels and from the Rydberg states near the continuum edge are shown, where no
discontinuity between the bound and free states is observed.
As shown in Fig. 1.2 for a hydrogen plasma, the total emission spectrum can be divided
into three regimes with respect to the wavelength λ: bound-bound transitions in the range
of 420 − 700 nm, free-free transitions in the range of 350 − 380 nm, and the bound-free
related regime in the range of 380−420 nm. Two important features can be clearly seen from
this figure: 1) there is no abrupt jump in the bound-free transition regime (in the range of
380 − 420 nm); 2) the position of the continuum edge is shifted in contrast to the isolated
case Hlim.
Among all the emission mechanisms, transitions from Rydberg states (including bound-
free and bound-bound transitions), which are energetically near to the continuum of scat-
tering states, are of particular interest. The correct treatment of the Rydberg states which
are near the continuum edge is a longstanding problem in plasma spectroscopy [EKKR85,
GR06, GR07, LGRR16]. In contrast to the low-lying bound states, the Rydberg states are
more sensitive to the influence of the surrounding plasmas. As we know, the screening of a
given ion by the free electrons and neighboring ions in a plasma results in the reduction of
the ionization potential and line broadening of eigenenergy levels of the given atom. Con-
sequently, the bound states should be truncated up to some main quantum number. This
phenomenon is well known in calculating the partition function, for example as in the de-
scription of Planck-Larkin partition function [KKER86, KSKB05]. One should note that,
5from the experimental measurements of spectral lines, no discontinuity for bound-bound and
bound-free transitions is observed, see Fig. 1.2. This fact is extensively discussed by different
authors [WKP72, HZ82, RGS86, NMG+98, D’y98, OWR11, D’y16]. For the Rydberg states
near the continuum edge, it may be quite difficult to rigorously distinguish the borderline
between the real continuum edge and bound states. On one hand, the real continuum edge
is lowered because of the screening of the plasma particles. Consequently, some bound levels
are dissolved or, equivalently, are shifted into continuous states. This phenomenon is termed
in the literature as pressure ionization, or continuum lowering, or ionization potential de-
pression (IPD) [KKER86, Sal98, Gri97, Fuj05, KSKB05]. On the other hand, the bound
states are broadened due to the fluctuating micro-field experienced by the bound electrons.
If the broadening (or width) of the bound states is larger than half of the energy difference
to the adjacent levels, a quasi-continuum state could be established. This effect is knows as
Inglis-Teller (IT) effect [IT39]. To distinguish and better understand the IPD and IT effect,
a more accurate theory is necessary.
In addition to plasma physics, Rydberg states play an important role in other research
fields of physics, such as in quantum information [LBMW03, ASSR13, And15], in under-
standing the basic concepts of quantum mechanics [LFC+01, Sch07, GAH+16], in astro-
physics [GMI+09], in semiconductor physics [KFS+14, GAH+16], and so on [Gal94]. Because
of their macroscopic characters and long lifetimes, the Rydberg atoms may be regarded as
an outstanding example demonstrating both macroscopic classical and microscopic quantum
behavior. The appearance of the classicality in a quantum system due to localization, i.e., the
loss of quantum information of a quantum system, can be described by decoherence resulting
from the interaction of an open quantum system with its surroundings [JZK+03].
In the context of new experimental facilities exploring confined neutral atoms, warm dense
matter (WDM), and materials in the high-energy density regime with the newly developed
laser techniques, a detailed theoretical investigation of thermodynamic, transport, and optical
properties of strongly coupled and nearly degenerate Coulomb systems becomes of emerging
interest. For example, the emission spectra for carbon plasmas were measured [NMG+98],
where the influence of the IPD and IT effect was discussed. Traditional expressions for
the IPD given by Ecker and Kro¨ll (EK) [EK63] or Stewart and Pyatt (SP) [SPJ66] are
commonly applied in different simulation codes for understanding the experimental results.
More recently, using intense short-pulse laser irradiation to produce highly excited plasmas at
condensed matter densities, different measurements related to the IPD were performed [Ve12,
CVC+12, HAJ+13a, FKP+14, Ct16, KCK+16], for example, measurements on the ionization
energy of the K-shell in aluminum and the subsequent Kα lines by Ciricosta et al. [Ve12,
CVC+12, Ct16], Ly- and He-lines for ions Al11+ and Al12+ by Hoarty et al. [HAJ+13a], and
the Thomson scattering spectrum for CH mixtures [FKP+14, KCK+16].
Various approaches can be used to calculate the spectral line profiles in a plasma envi-
ronment, for instance, unified theory or quantum mechanical scattering theory. Using the
thermodynamic Green’s function technique, a systematic quantum statistical approach has
been developed [RSK81, HRSZ86, Gu¨n95]. This approach has been successfully applied to
calculate the line profiles of hydrogen, H-like ions, and helium in plasma environments [Gu¨n95,
Oma07, Lor14]. Generally, the electrons are considered in the impact approximation, while
the ions are treated quasi-statically by the microfield distribution [Gu¨n95, Dem10, SM10]. In
this investigation, we introduce the ionic structure factor to account for ionic correlations.
Motivated by these exciting perspectives, we study the optical properties of a radiating
particle surrounded by a warm dense plasma environments. Obviously, the accurate atomic
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structures of this radiating particle are evidently modified by the surrounding plasma due to
their interactions. We concentrate on the following questions in the present investigation:
• What is the most suitable description for Rydberg states in a plasma?
• How can we describe the spectral lines within the theory of open quantum systems?
• What is the reasonable quantum statistical description for the shift of the continuum
edge and for the ionization potential depression in plasmas?
• What are the differences and the connections between the ionization potential depres-
sion and the Inglis-Teller effect?
In attempt to answer these questions, this thesis is organized as following. In chapter 2,
general descriptions of the Green’s function technique and open quantum system are reviewed.
The Green’s function technique is a powerful tool for both equilibrium and non-equilibrium
many-body system. The modifications of the accurate atomic properties by the plasma
surroundings are described via the self-energy. In particular, the fundamental theory about
the single- and two-particle GF under the so-called cluster decomposition is presented. In
contrast to GF theory, where the time evolution is described by the operators, we take
into account the time-dependence through the density operator (or statistical operator). The
equation of motion for the relevant density operator is derived in Born-Markov approximation.
Chapter 3 presents the study of a test particle interacting through collisions with a low-
density plasma background by using the quantum master equation approach. The influence
of the plasma on the dynamics of the atom is determined by the dynamical structure factor
of the surrounding plasma. To describe transition rates of the Rydberg states, a Gaussian
wave packet description is introduced. The optimized Gaussian wave packet which is most
stable under collisions with plasma particle is denoted as robust state which is characterized
by a special width in the Gaussian distribution. Additionally, the application of the quantum
master equation approach to calculate the profiles of spectral lines is also presented.
In chapter 4, we return to the Green’s function theory, with which the ionization potential
depression in plasmas is investigated. We take into account the ionic correlation effects by
introducing the dynamical structure factor within the framework of the quantum statistical
theory. A general expression for the IPD is obtained. Different experimental measurements,
for instance, via the K-shell ionization energy, via the dissolution of spectral lines, and via the
Thomson scattering, are analyzed. The calculated IPD values under different experimental
conditions are illustrated and discussed.
Subsequently, spectral properties of the Green’s function approach to spectral line shapes
of non-ideal plasmas are described in chapter 5. Finally, conclusions and future prospects are
given in chapter 6.
2. THEORIES FOR OPTICAL PROPERTIES IN
PLASMAS
In this chapter, we will discuss two theoretical approaches to investigate the properties, in
particular the optical properties, within plasmas. The first approach is the Green’s function
(GF) technique, which is an effective theory in the language of the quasi-particle concept. The
influence of the surroundings on the investigated system is accounted for by the self-energy.
The other approach, the quantum master equation (QME) approach, is based on the theory of
open quantum systems, where a reduced density operator, acting only on the Hilbert space of
the system under study, is introduced by taking the average over the degrees of freedom of the
surrounding environment. The optical transitions in the electrodynamic field are determined
by the solution of the QME.
2.1 Quantum description for a quantum system
2.1.1 Operators, states, and their evolution equations
The fundamental elements to describe a quantum system in quantum mechanics are the state
vectors |Ψ(t)〉 and the operators Oˆ(t) that act on the quantum states. The time evolution
of the quantum system can be described in different pictures, i.e., the Schro¨dinger picture
(indicated by an index S), the Heisenberg picture (denoted by an index H) or the interaction
picture which is also known as the Dirac picture (signified by an index D). More details about
those fundamental concepts can be found in textbooks, for example, see Refs. [Sch68, Nol17].
In the Schro¨dinger picture, the equation of motion of the quantum system is described
by the time evolution of the state vectors |ΨS(t)〉 while the operator OˆS(t) ≡ OˆS(t0) := OˆS
are constant with respect to time t. The state vectors |ΨS(t)〉 evolve in time according to the
Schro¨dinger equation (SE),
i~
∂
∂t
|ΨS(t)〉 = HˆS |ΨS(t)〉, (2.1)
with the Hamiltonian HˆS . Introducing the time evolution operator Uˆ(t, t0), the transform of
a state |ΨS(t0)〉 at the initial time t0 to another state |ΨS(t)〉 at the time t can be written as
|ΨS(t)〉 = Uˆ(t, t0)|ΨS(t0)〉. (2.2)
In general, the time evolution operator Uˆ(t, t0) is an unitary operator which fulfills the relation
Uˆ †(t, t0)Uˆ(t, t0) = Uˆ(t, t0)Uˆ †(t, t0) = Iˆ with the identity operator Iˆ. Here the superscript
” † ” denotes the Hermitian conjugate of an operator. Inserting the expression (2.2) into the
SE (2.1), we find the time evolution operator obeys the following equation
i~
∂
∂t
Uˆ(t, t0) = HˆS Uˆ(t, t0) (2.3)
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with the initial condition
Uˆ(t0, t0) = Iˆ. (2.4)
Note that in the Schro¨dinger picture, an operator, for instance, the Hamiltonian HˆS , can also
have an explicate dependence on the time t, if there exists an external driving, for example,
by a laser field. More generally, if the Hamiltonians at different times do not commute, then
the time evolution operator can be expressed as a time-ordered exponential
Uˆ(t, t0) = T exp
(
− i
~
∫ t
t0
HˆS(τ) dτ
)
, (2.5)
where T is the chronological time-ordering operator which arranges the products of time-
dependent operators such that the operators will be ordered from left to right in descending
order of time t.
Another useful physical quantity in quantum mechanics is the statistical operator or the
density operator. It is given in the Schro¨dinger picture as
ρˆS(t) = |ΨS(t)〉〈ΨS(t)| =
∑
m,n
am(t)a∗n(t) · |ψS,m〉〈ψS,n | = Uˆ(t, t0) ρˆS(t0) Uˆ †(t, t0), (2.6)
where we have use the possibility to express the state |ΨS(t)〉 as a superposition of basis states
|ψS,m〉 with the corresponding coefficient am(t). Differentiating the Eq. (2.6) with respect to
time with the help of the SE, we obtain the equation of motion for the density matrix
i~
∂
∂t
ρˆS(t) =
[
HˆS(t), ρˆS(t)
]
−
, (2.7)
which is commonly referred to as the von Neumann or Liouville-von Neumann equation. Here[
Aˆ, Bˆ
]
−
:= AˆBˆ − BˆAˆ denotes the commutator of two operators. It can be seen that once
the state vector |ΨS(t)〉 is determined by solving the SE, the density operator ρˆS(t) is also
totally determined.
In contast to the Schro¨dinger picture, in the Heisenberg picture the time evolution of
the system is incorporated in the operator OˆH(t), while the state vector is time-independent,
i.e., |ΨH(t)〉 ≡ |ΨH(t0)〉 for arbitrary time t. Consequently, the statistical operator in the
Heisenberg picture ρˆH(t) = ρˆH(t0) is also a constant of time. Assuming that at the initial
time t0 the quantum states in both picture coincide, i.e., ΨˆH(t0) = ΨˆS(t0), ρˆH(t0) = ρˆS(t0),
and OˆH(t0) = OˆS(t0), then the operators in the Heisenberg picture are related to those in the
Schro¨dinger picture through the canonical transformation
OˆH(t) = Uˆ †(t, t0) OˆS(t) Uˆ(t, t0). (2.8)
The equation of motion for operators in the Heisenberg picture is described by
d
dt
OˆH(t) =
i
~
[
HˆH(t), OˆH(t)
]
−
+ ∂
∂t
OˆH(t), (2.9)
In this equation, d/dt denotes the total time derivative, while ∂/∂t is the partial derivative
with respect to the explicit time dependence of the operators in the Schro¨dinger picture. In
the case that the operator in the Schro¨dinger picture does not explicitly depend on time, the
Eq. (2.9) reduces to the form
d
dt
OˆH(t) =
i
~
[
HˆH(t), OˆH(t)
]
−
. (2.10)
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time evolution
representation Schro¨dinger picture Heisenberg picture Dirac picture
state vectors |Ψ(t)〉 time-dependent constant time-dependent
operators Oˆ(t) constant time-dependent time-dependent
density matrix ρˆ(t) time-dependent constant time-dependent
Tab. 2.1: Time-dependence in different formulations of quantum mechanics for a quantum
system.
The interaction picture is an intermediate representation between the Schro¨dinger picture
and the Heisenberg pictures. In other words, the Schro¨dinger and the Heisenberg picture are
the limiting cases of the interaction picture. To transform into the interaction representation,
we separate the Hamiltonian HˆS(t) into two parts
HˆS(t) = Hˆ0S + Hˆ
int
S (t), (2.11)
and define the unperturbed time evolution operator
Uˆ0(t) = exp
(
−iHˆ0S t/~
)
. (2.12)
The selection of the part Hˆ0S , which is usually time-independent, depends on the particular
physical situation under study. A general principle for this seperation is to ensure the simpli-
fied problem under study with the Hamiltonian Hˆ0S solvable and to treat the time-dependent
part with Hamiltonian HˆSint(t) as a perturbation to the system under investigation [Wik17].
The state vector and the operator in the interaction picture are then defined via
|ΨˆI(t)〉 = eiHˆ
0
S t/~ |ΨˆS(t)〉, OˆI(t) = exp
(
iHˆ0S t/~
)
OˆS(t) exp
(
−iHˆ0S t/~
)
. (2.13)
Using these definitions, we have for the Hamiltonian and the density operator
Hˆ0I (t) = exp
(
iHˆ0S t/~
)
· Hˆ0S (t) · exp
(
−iHˆ0S t/~
)
= Hˆ0S , (2.14)
Hˆ intI (t) = exp
(
iHˆ0S · t/~
)
· Hˆ intS (t) · exp
(
−iHˆ0S t/~
)
, (2.15)
ρˆI(t) = exp
(
iHˆ0S · t/~
)
ρˆS(t) · exp
(
−iHˆ0S t/~
)
. (2.16)
Transforming the SE for the state vector and the von Neumann equation for the density
operator from the Schro¨dinger picture to the interaction picture gives
i~
d
dt
ΨˆI(t) = Hˆ intI (t) · ΨˆI(t), (2.17)
i~
d
dt
ρˆI(t) =
[
Hˆ intI (t), ρˆI(t)
]
−
. (2.18)
A summary of formulations of quantum mechanics in the different pictures is given in Tab.
2.1. In addition to these three representations for quantum mechanics, Feynman introduced
a path integral formulation of quantum mechanics based on a semiclasscial picture. The path
integral is a particular representation of the law of superposition in quantum mechanics,
and is an attempt to describe the quantum world in terms of the pictures of corresponding
classical systems [Wen86]. For further details on this approach, the textbook by Feynman
and Hibbs [FH65] is recommended.
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2.1.2 Average for observables: pure state and statistical mixture
The expectation value of an operator is given by
O(t) = 〈Φ(t)| Oˆ(t) |Φ(t)〉 = Tr
{
ρˆ(t)Oˆ(t)
}
. (2.19)
For a pure state, the density operator is described by ρˆ(t) = |Ψ(t)〉〈Ψ(t)| and the trace
procedure is represented via Tr {· · ·} = 〈Φ(t)| · · · |Φ(t)〉. The physical equivalence of the
three pictures in Tab. 2.1 is shown evidently by the fact that the expectation value of an
observable Oˆ(t) is the same in all pictures
O(t) := 〈 Oˆ(t) 〉 = 〈 OˆS(t) 〉 = 〈 OˆH(t) 〉 = 〈 OˆI(t) 〉, (2.20)
where the average is taken over the degree of freedom of the quantum system and is defined
in the different pictures as
〈 OˆS(t) 〉 = Tr
{
ρˆS(t)OˆS(t)
}
= Tr
{
ρˆS(t)OˆS(t0)
}
, (2.21)
〈 OˆH(t) 〉 = Tr
{
ρˆH(t)OˆH(t)
}
= Tr
{
ρˆH(t0)OˆH(t)
}
, (2.22)
〈 OˆI(t) 〉 = Tr
{
ρˆI(t)OˆI(t)
}
. (2.23)
Here we assume that the quantum system is not driven by any external field, i.e., the Hamil-
tonian HˆS and other operators in the Schro¨dinger picture have no explicit time dependence.
Working in the Heisenberg picture, the time-dependent average can be expressed as [ZMR97,
SL13]
O(t) = Tr
{
ρˆH(t0)OˆH(t)
}
= 〈Ψ0| Uˆ(t0, t)Oˆ(t)Uˆ(t, t0) |Ψ0〉. (2.24)
This relation can be interpreted as that the time-dependent average of an observable is the
overlap between the initial state described by the bra 〈Ψ0| and a ket obtained by transforming
|Ψ0〉 from some initial time t0 to t, after which an action is carried out via an operator Oˆ(t),
and then evolving the resulting ket backward from t to t0. Therefore, the expression (2.24)
can be more distinctly depicted as in the following figure, which is denoted as the Keldysh
contour γK, also known as Schwinger-Keldysh contour [ZMR97, SL13].
Abb. 2.1: The Schwinger-Keldysh contour γK = γ− + γ+ [SL13] includes a forward (upper)
γ− and a backward (lower) branch γ+ between t0 and t. The final time t can be
extended to ∞ without influence on the real physical dynamics.
Generally, it is not possible to completely isolate a quantum system from its surrounding
environment. The trivial environment is the vacuum which may have only negligible influence
on the test system. Because of the complicate interactions between the quantum system and
its environment, the complete information on the state of the system at a particular time is
not perfectly known. Within the framework of quantum statistical physics, this incomplete
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information about a quantum system due to system-environment interaction is described by
assigning a probability pn ∈ [0, 1] to a corresponding state |φn〉 with∑n pn = 1 [SL13, Ro¨p13].
In other words, the essential idea here is to describe the total quantum system (system +
environment) in terms of a statistical mixture of isolated systems, and to account for the
system-environment coupling via the probability pn that is completely determined by the
features of the environment. Obviously, the pure isolated state is described by setting the
probabilities pn = 0 for all states |φn〉 except for one single state |φm〉 (m 6= n) with pm = 1.
The probabilities pn can be time-dependent for the non-equilibrium case. In the equi-
librium case, the probabilities are related to the partition function and the macroscopic
quantities are connected to the ensemble average (no dependence on time t). In this work,
we use the grand-canonical ensemble, where the statistical operator [ZMR97, SL13, Ro¨p13]
ρˆgrand =
exp
(
−βHˆM
)
Zgrand =
∑
n
e−βEMn
Zgrand |φn〉〈φn| (2.25)
describes the thermodynamical equilibrium of a system at a given temperature T and the
chemical potential µ with the partition function
Zgrand = Tr
{
exp
(
−βHˆM
)}
=
∑
n
exp
(
−β EMn
)
, (2.26)
where EMn is related to the eigenenergy En via the relation EMn = En− µN with the particle
number N . Correspondingly, the average of any macroscopic quantity is determined via
OM = Tr
{
ρˆgrandOˆ
M
}
=
∑
m
〈φm| ρˆgrandOˆM |φm〉. (2.27)
The temperature-dependence in the exponential exp
(
−βHˆM
)
can be also expressed as a
time evolution operator e−iHˆt/~, if we regard the parameter β as an imaginary time [SL13],
β · ~→ eiθ t→ it, (2.28)
where we continuously change θ from 0 to pi/2. This replacement is known as analytic
continuation, also known in field theory as Wick rotation. Then the ensemble average can also
be graphically described by a contour which is known as the Matsubara contour γM [ZMR97,
SL13] in the thermodynamic GF techniques.
Abb. 2.2: The Matsubara contour γM [SL13]: the time evolves along the negative axis from
t0 to t0 − iβ.
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For operators along the contour γM, we have the following definitions
HˆM ≡ Hˆ(z ∈ γM) := Hˆ(t0)− µNˆ for the Hamiltonian ; (2.29)
OˆM ≡ Oˆ(z ∈ γM) := Oˆ(t0) for any other operator. (2.30)
Abb. 2.3: Konstantinov-Perel’s contour γ = γK ⊕ γM [SL13]: the time ordering is indicated
by the arrow along the contour, i.e., any time point between za and t0− (t0+ and
zb) is earlier (later) than a point in the Keldysh contour γK.
The analytic continuation allow us to describe the real time evolution and the ensemble
average in a consistent way. Introducing a more general contour γ = γK ⊕ γM, as depicted
in Fig. 2.3, then we have for the average along the contour
O(z) =
Tr
[
T
{
e
−i
∫
γ
dz¯ Hˆ(z¯)
Oˆ(z¯)
}]
Tr
[
T
{
e
−i
∫
γ
dz¯ Hˆ(z¯)
}] , (2.31)
where the operator T is the extended time-ordered operator. The contour introduced above
is known as the Konstantinov-Perel’s contour [ZMR97, SL13]. The physical meaning of the
Konstantinov-Perel’s contour can be explained as following: the system is initially prepared
in equilibrium at some time t0 and then evolves out of equilibrium because of the perturbation
of an external field. After the external perturbation is turned off, the system will relax into
the equilibrium once again. Based on this contour idea, both the equilibrium and the non-
equilibrium properties of a system can be described in a systematic theory [ZMR97, Wei99,
SL13, Ro¨p13].
To acquire the time-dependent average of an observable (including both real-time aver-
age and imaginary-time average), the corresponding equation of motion for the observable
should be solved under some boundary conditions. The equation of motion for the observ-
able 〈 Oˆ(t) 〉 can be obtained by differentiating it with respect to time t. As we discussed at
the beginning of this chapter, the time-dependence is described by the state vector and the
corresponding density operator in the Scho¨dinger picture or can be assigned to the operator
in the Heisenberg picture [ZMR97]. This fact indicates that we can have different methods
to access the dynamical properties of a system. The first approach, constructed from the
equation of motion for the density operator in the Scho¨dinger picture, i.e., the quantum
Liouville-von Neumann equation, is well known in the research field of dissipative quantum
systems [BP07, JZK+03, Wei99, Ro¨p13, ZMR97]. In this case, the concept of the so-called
reduced density operator has to be introduced. We will describe this method in detail in
the last section of this chapter. In the following section, we introduce an alternative to the
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method based on the Liouville-von Neumann equation, i.e., the Green’s function formalism
in terms of the quasi-particle concept [Ro¨p13, ZMR97, KKER86, KSKB05, SL13], which is
an approach based on the equations of motion for field operators given in the Heisenberg
picture.
2.1.3 Correlation functions and their relation to physical properties of a system
To study properties of a physical system, one experimentally perturbs the system and see how
it responds to this perturbation [Wen86]. However, the experimental observations can not be
described by a simple and universally valid theory. To develop a theory for a system, one has
to find out the corresponding physical quantities related to the special problem under ques-
tion [Gu¨n95, KSKB05, Ro¨p13]. For instance, measurements of conductivity, emission spec-
trum, structure factor and many other physical properties can be performed [Wen86, Ro¨p13].
Theoretically, the force-force (current-current) correlation function is used to described the
conductivity [Rei05, KSKB05], while we use dipole-dipole correlation functions for the emis-
sion spectrum [KKER86, Gu¨n95] and density-density correlation functions for structure fac-
tors [GR09]. Evidently, theorists always tend to find the corresponding correlation functions
to describe the desired properties of a physical system.
The correlation functions can be expressed in a general form of time-ordered strings of
operators
kˆ(z1, · · · , zn) = T
{
Oˆ1(z1) · · · Oˆn(zn)
}
(2.32)
with the time-order operator T. Physically observed quantities are then determined via
k(z1, · · · , zn) = Tr
{
kˆ(z1, · · · , zn)
}
, (2.33)
where the trace is taken over certain relevant degrees of freedom. In fact, all physical observ-
ables should be described by the corresponding operators. For example, the density operator
is given in terms of creation and annihilation field operators at equal time [KKER86, KSKB05,
SL13]
nˆ(z) = φˆ†(z) φˆ(z). (2.34)
Another special series of important operators are constructed by an equal number of creation
and annihilation field operators [SL13]
Gˆn(1, · · · , n; 1′, · · · , n′) = 1
in
T
{
φˆH(1) · · · φˆH(n) φˆ†H(n′) · · · φˆ†H(1′)
}
, (2.35)
from which the Green’s functions can be defined. An important feature of this series of
correlation operators is hidden in their corresponding equations of motion. It is found that
the equation of motion for Gˆn, given by the derivative of Gˆn, is expressed in terms of Gˆn−1
and Gˆn+1, which is known as BBGKY hierarchy [KSKB05, Ro¨p13, SL13]. This means that we
have to solve an infinite hierarchy of coupled differential equations, if we attempt to obtain
the exact knowledge of the n−th correlation operator Gˆn. This renders these equations
practically unsolvable. Moreover, in most cases one is only interested in the properties of Gˆn.
Consequently, the system of coupled differential equations should be truncated under some
assumptions or approximations. This simplification results in the quasi-particle concept and
the definition of self-energy within the framework of the Green’s function approach [KKER86,
Gu¨n95, KSKB05, Ro¨p13, SL13].
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2.2 Green’s function technique
As mentioned above, the ensemble average includes the interaction between the system and
the environment via the statistical weight pn, which can be described by a modified Hamilto-
nian related to the quasi-particle concept. In this section, we introduce the thermodynamic
(or Matsubara) Green’s function and the quasi-particle concept [KSKB05, Ro¨p13, SL13].
Using these definitions, we will discuss the relations between the Green’s function and the
continuum lowering as well as the spectral lines.
From the n−th order correlation operator Gˆn
Gˆn(1, · · · , n; 1′, · · · , n′) = 1
in
T
{
φˆH(1) · · · φˆH(n) φˆ†H(n′) · · · φˆ†H(1′)
}
, (2.36)
the thermodynamical n−particle GF Gn is defined as [SL13]
GM (1, · · · , n; 1′, · · · , n′) =
Tr
{
exp
(
−β HˆM
)
Gˆn(1, · · · , n; 1′, · · · , n′)
}
Tr
{
exp
(
−β HˆM
)} . (2.37)
In the following, we are merely interested in the single- and two-particle Green’s func-
tions. The generalization to a n−particle GF, for example the 4-particle GF for α parti-
cles [RSSN98], is straightforward.
2.2.1 Single-particle Green’s function and continuum lowering
2.2.2.1 Single-particle Green’s function
In this and the following subsections we discuss the general properties of the one-particle
and the two-particle GFs in equilibrium denoted by the superscript ”M” (short hand notation
for ”Matsubara”) following the notations in Ref. [SL13]. The one-particle GF G1 represents
the propagation of an additionally created particle inserted in a many-body environment at
some initial time τ2 and at the position x2 to an other time point τ1 and position x1. The
general informations contained in the single-particle GF G1 are the one-particle energy and
its lifetime. Obviously, the GF can also be represented in another basis, for example, in the
momentum space |p〉. Therefore, it is more convenient to work with the GF operator (i.e., the
GF correlator) which is invariant with respect to the basis. In thermodynamic equilibrium,
the GF operator Gˆ1 only depends on the time τ1 and τ2 via their difference, i.e., τ1 − τ2 in
the form [KKER86, Ro¨p13, SL13]
GˆM1 (τ1, τ2) = GˆM1 (τ1 − τ2) =
1
−iβ
∑
ν
e−i ων (τ1−τ2) GˆM1 (ων), (2.38)
with the Matsubara frequencies containing the statistical information on temperature
ων =
piνβ ν = 0,±2,±4 · · · for bosonspiν
β ν = ±1,±3,±5 · · · for fermions
(2.39)
and where the Matsubara GF operator in ων space is defined by
GˆM1 (i ων) =
1
i ων − hˆM
. (2.40)
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Here, the chemical potential is included in the one-particle Hamiltonian hˆM = hˆ − µ. Al-
ternatively, we can also assign the chemical potential in the definition of the Matsubara
frequencies [Ro¨p13]. To investigate the properties of plasma, the homogeneity of space and
time is generally assumed because of the momentum and energy conservation. Consequently,
the Hamiltonian is diagonal in the single-particle quantum numbers c = {pc, sc} with the
momentum pc and the spin sc of the particle species c. Working in momentum space, we
have
GM1,0(c, i ωcν) =
1
i ωcν − c
. (2.41)
The free GF GM1,0(c, i ωcν) is only valid for a non-interacting system. In reality, the interac-
tions between different particles in a physical system must be taken into account. Generally,
during the propagation, the test particle can interact with its surrounding particles and also
dynamically interact with itself. The latter process is known as re-absorption of a photon,
i.e., the test particle emits a photon which will move freely in the plasma and then will
be absorbed again by this test particle. For the interacting system, the full (dressed) GF
GM1 (c, i ωcν) incorporating the influence of the plasma environment can be expressed in terms
of the free GF GM1,0(c, i ωcν) and the ”self-energy” Σ1(c, i ωcν) as follows
 =  + (2.42)
GM1 (c, i ωcν) = GM1,0(c, i ωcν) +GM1,0(c, i ωcν) · Σ1(c, i ωcν) ·GM1 (c, i ωcν) (2.43)
= 1{
GM1,0(c, i ωcν)
}−1 − Σ1(c, i ωcν) .
This equation is known as Dyson equation [KKER86, KSKB05, SL13, Ro¨p13]. The self-energy
appears in the denominator and can be formally regarded as an energy shift. However, the
self-energy is in general a complex quantity and frequency-dependent. We will discuss this
point in more details later. The self-energy Σ1(c, i ωcν) originates from the fact that we wish
to construct an effective theory for the investigated system by embedding all the irrelevant
degrees of freedom into one effective quantity [ZMR97, SL13, Ro¨p13].
2.2.2.2 Screened potential
Similar to the modification of the free GF by the plasma environment, the bare Coulomb
potential is also changed in plasmas. More accurately, the long range Coulomb potential of
the test particle is shielded by the plasma particles [KKER86, KSKB05, SL13, Ro¨p13]. In the
basic equations of quantum statistical theory, the binary interaction of charged particles of a
plasma is characterized via the Coulomb potential which is a long range potential in the form
of ∼ 1/r. A shortcoming of the bare Coulomb interaction is that this long range potential
leads to divergences in the calculation of relevant physical quantities [KSKB05]. Additionally,
such long range potential allows the charged particles in the plasma to interact with each
other simultaneously which leads to a collective motion of the charged particles. Because
of the simultaneity and instantaneity of the mutual interaction, the interaction between
two test particles is modified by the surrounding particles. This phenomenon is known as
the dynamical screening of the Coulomb potential, which is an important and fundamental
quantity for all many-body systems [KKER86, KSKB05].
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In the language of the GF technique, the dynamically screened potential is given in the
diagrammatic representation as [Ro¨p13]
and, correspondingly, in the mathematical form via
V scrab (q, ω) = Vab(q) +
∑
cd
Vac(q) Πcd(q, ω)V scrdb (q, ω). (2.44)
This expression, known as screening equation, can be further simplified by reordering and
rejoining the charges ea, eb, ec, ed. The the following expression is obtained
V scrab (q, ω) =
Vab(q)
1−∑cd Vcd(q) Πcd(q, ω) := Vab(q)ε(q, ω) (2.45)
with the dielectric function that is defined via the polarization function Πcd(q, ω)
ε(q, ω) = 1−
∑
cd
Vcd(q) Πcd(q, ω). (2.46)
The quantity (2.45) is the Fourier transform of the Coulomb potential modified by the di-
electric function. This modification may be explained as follows: a charged test particle
immersed in plasma polarizes its surrounding particles, so that any other particle experiences
the test particle and its screening cloud at the same time. The dielectric function (2.46) is a
complex quantity whose real and imaginary part satisfy the Kramers-Kronig relation. Then
Eq. (2.45) can be rewritten in the spectral representation in the following form
V scrab (q, ω) = Vab(q) ·
{
1 +
∫ ∞
−∞
dω′
pi
· Im ε
−1(q, ω′ − iη)
ω − ω′
}
. (2.47)
The simplest approximation for the polarization function Πcd(q, ω) and, correspondingly,
for the dielectric function ε(q, ω) is the so-called random-phase approximation (RPA)
ΠRPAcc (q, ω) = = 2sc + 1Ω0
∑
p
fc(p−q)− fc(p)
ω + p−q − p (2.48)
where the polarization functions are assumed to be diagonal in the particle species. Inserting
this expression into Eq. (2.46), the dielectric function in RPA is obtained
εRPA(q, ω) = 1−
∑
c
Vcc(q) ΠRPAcc (q, ω)
= 1−
∑
c,p
2sc + 1
Ω0
· Vcc(q) · fc(p−q)− fc(p)
ω + p−q − p . (2.49)
The dielectric function in RPA includes profound information of the properties of the plasma
and is valid for arbitrary degeneracy and can be evaluated in different limits. For example,
collective oscillation, described by the plasma frequency (plasmon resonance), appears in
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the long-wavelength limit (q → 0). Additionally, the well-known Debye screening for a
non-degenerate plasma can be derived in the static limit (ω → 0), while the Thomas-Fermi
screening for a strongly degenerate plasma is recovered in the low-temperature limit (T → 0).
The consequences of the screening effects in plasma are the following: 1) the continuum
edges that describe the eigenenergies of free particles are changed; 2) the bound state energies
of the composite ions are modified. Consequently, the transition energies for bound-bound
and bound-free transitions are different from those in the case of isolated ions.
2.2.2.3 Self-energy and continuum lowering
After the introduction of the screened potential and the dressed GF, we follow the ideas in
Ref. [KKER86] and can now discuss the single-particle self-energy Σ1(p, z) in more detail.
The simplest approximation for the single-particle self-energy is the Hartree-Fock (HF) ap-
proximation, which is constructed by the free GF for the single-particle and the bare Coulomb
potential
ΣHF1 (p, z) = = ∑
q,ω
G01(p− q, z − ω) · V (q). (2.50)
The first contribution, known as Hartree term, generally vanishes for a homogeneous system
because of charge neutrality. The second contribution, i.e., the Fock term, is related to the
statistical correlation because of the Pauli principle [KKER86]. Unless otherwise stated, we
concentrate only on the Fock term (but still name this approximation as HF approximation)
and the corresponding improvements based on the Fock term.
In contrast, the full consideration for the single-particle self-energy is described by the
GWΓ-approximation, where G denotes the dressed GF, W = V scr signifies the screened
potential, and Γ indicates the vertex correction ”N” to the interaction vertex ” • ”.
ΣGWΓ1 (p, z) == ∑
q,ω
G1(p− q, z − ω) · V scr(q, ω). (2.51)
To evaluate the self-energy and other quantities according to the perturbation theroy within
the GWΓ-approximation, special care must be taken in order to avoid double counting
throughout the different diagram classes. Moreover, the diagrams included in this approach
result in an infinite hierarchy of equations which is impossible to be solved. Therefore, a
further simplification is to truncate this infinite hierarchy of equations on a certain level for
practical calculation. One possibility for the truncation is the GW -approximation by ignoring
the vertex correction Γ.
In a next step to the HF approximation, the GW 0-approximation (or the self-consistent
HF approximation) is obtained using the full GF instead of the free GF in the orginal HF
approximation,
ΣGW01 (p, z) = = ∑
q,ω
G1(p− q, z − ω) · V (q, ω). (2.52)
A further important approximation is the Montroll-Ward (MW) approximation obtained
by replacing the bare Coulomb potential V (q) by the screened potential V scr(q, ω). Hence,
the MW approximation is also known as V s- or G0V s-approximation,
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ΣMW1 (p, z) = = ∑
q,ω
G01(p− q, z − ω) · V scr(q, ω). (2.53)
Based on the self-energy Σ1(c, z), a new concept “quasi-particle” can be introduced, where
the particle mass is renormalized in order to restore the orginal free particle’s propagator
structure [RM09]
1
mceff
= ∂
2
∂ (~p)2
Equ.1,c (q) with E
qu.
1,c (q) = c + Re {Σ1(c, ω)} |ω=Equ.1,c (q). (2.54)
Obviously, the quasi-particle energy Equ.1,c (q) includes the energy shift in addition to the
kinetic energy of the free particle. The energy shift is usually negative, so that the threshold
value for the definition of continuum states is not given by p = 0 any more but from some
negative value [KKER86, KSKB05]. In other words, it seems that the continuum edge is
lowered. This phenomenon is connected to the ionization potential depression in plasma and
will be discussed in detail in terms of the single-particle self energy in MW approximation
and the structure factor in Chapter 4.
2.2.2.4 Evaluation of Self-energy
As an example, we calculate the self-energy within the G0V s- (or MW) approximation, i.e.
Eq. (2.53). The needed elements are the free GF of single-particle GM1,0(c, iωcν) and the
dynamically screened potential V scrab (q, ω). We repeat the corresponding expressions
GM1,0(c, zcν) =
1
zcν − c
, (2.55)
V scrcc (q, ω) = Vcc(q) ·
{
1 +
∫ ∞
−∞
dω′
pi
· Imε
−1(q, ω′)
ω − ω′
}
. (2.56)
Writing out the screening potential V scrcc (q, ω), the self-energy in MW approximation ΣMW1,c
can be expressed as
ΣMW1,c (p, z) =
∑
q,ω
G01(p− q, z − ω) · V scr(q, ω) = ΣHFc (p, z) + Σcorrc (p, z) (2.57)
with the Hartree-Fock (HF) contribution for the self-energy [KKER86]
ΣHFc (p) = i
∑
k
Vcc(k)GM1,0(c, zcν) = −
∫
d3k
(2pi)3Vcc(k) fc(p− k) (2.58)
and the correlation contribution due to the influence of the plasma environment
Σcorrc (p, zcν) =
∑
q,ω
∫ ∞
−∞
dω′
pi
Imε−1(q, ω′)
ω − ω′ ·
1
zcν − ω − c,p−q
. (2.59)
Using the Matsubara frequency summation rule for bosons [KKER86, RM09, Ro¨p13]
i
β
∑
ν
1
ων − ω1 ·
1
ων − ω2 + ωλ =
nB(ω1)− nB(ω2)
ω1 − ω2 + ωλ , (2.60)
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we arrive at the following expression
Σcorrc (p, zcν) = −
∑
q
∫ ∞
−∞
dω′
pi
Imε−1(q, ω′) · nB(ω)− nB(z
c
ν − c,p−q)
zcν − c,p−q − ω′
. (2.61)
Because of zcν = piνc/β with νc = 0,±2, · · · for bosons and νc = ±1,±3, · · · for fermions, and
thus eiβ zcν = (−1)2sc depending on the spin sc of the particle, we have
nB(zcν − c,p−q) =
1
exp (iβ zcν − βc,p−q)− 1
= 1 + (−1)2scfc(p− q), (2.62)
where fc(p−q) is the Bose distribution for bosons with integer spins and the Fermi distribu-
tion for fermions with half-integer spins, respectively. Inserting this relation into Eq. (2.61),
we obtain
Σcorrc (p, zcν) = −
∑
q
∫ ∞
−∞
dω′
pi
Imε−1(q, ω′) · nB(ω) + 1 + (−1)
2scfc(p− q)
zcν − c,p−q − ω′
. (2.63)
This expression is of essential importance in investigating the continuum lowering, i.e., the
ionization potential depression, since it describes modifications of atomic properties in a
plasma environment. We will discuss this expression in detail in Chapter 4.
2.2.2 Two-particle Green’s function and spectral lines
2.2.3.1 Two-particle Green’s function
Similar to the one-particle GF, the two-particle GF describes the propagation of a two-
particle system which initially locates in (x′1,x′2) to another position (x1,x2), during which
this two-particle system may interact with each other and with its surroundings. The aim of
introducing the two-particle GF in our case is to describe bound states which can be regarded
as a new particle species in the chemical picture [KKER86, RM09, SL13, Ro¨p13].
To acquire the information about the two-particle system, a system of coupled equations
for the GFs should be solved, which in practice can never be achieved due to the huge
numbers of degree of freedom. We must find reasonable approximations for G2. According to
the definition Eq. (2.37), the GF should fulfill a general symmetry property. The approximate
two-particle GF has also to obey this condition [SL13]
GM2 (1, 2; 1+, 2+) = GM2 (2, 1; 2+, 1+). (2.64)
Another condition for the approximate GFs is that they should satisfy the same conservation
laws as the original exact GFs. This condition is reflected in the fact that the approximate
GFs follow the same boundary conditions as the exact GFs.
The simplest approximation for the two-particle GF is the Hartree approximation by ne-
glecting the direct interaction between the two particles and the symmetry or anti-symmetry
in the case of two identical particles [RM09, SL13, Ro¨p13]. Taking into account the identity
of the particles, the Hartree-Fock approximation can be obtained [Ro¨p13]
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The “ + ” describes the quantum statistical properties of bosons and “−” of fermions. In our
case for the spectral lines, we introduce the so-called ladder approximation for the two-particle
GF [Ro¨p13]
This diagram is the starting point for evaluating the atomic polarization function for spectral
lines within the framework of Green’s function technique.
2.2.3.2 Spectral lines: electron and ion dynamics
The emission and absorption of light in WDM is considered within perturbation theory, the
photons are coupled to the dipole-dipole correlation function. The line profile is given by the
Fourier transform of the dipole autocorrelation function [Duf69, Gu¨n95, Dem10]
I(ω) = 1
pi
Re
∫
eiωtTr{ρˆeqdˆ(0)dˆ(t)}, (2.65)
where ρˆeq is the equilibrium statistical operator, dˆ the dipole operator of the emitting ra-
diator and the time dependence is given within the Heisenberg picture. In a more general
version the dipole moment is determined by the entire plasma. Also higher multi-pole mo-
ments of the charge density can be considered. Such relations between a dissipative property
like absorption of light and fluctuations in equilibrium (fluctuation-dissipation theorem) are
obtained from linear response theory. The relation (2.65) is a special form, equivalent rela-
tions are the dielectric function which is related to the polarization function. Furthermore,
the polarization function can be expressed as correlation function of (charge) density fluctu-
ations in equilibrium. Similar relations for the emission and absorption of light are obtained
from quantum master equations as shown in Ref. [LGRR16] and will be discussed in detail
in next chapter. The evaluation of equilibrium correlation functions like the dipole autocor-
relation function (2.65) and the density-density correlations can be performed using different
approaches: path integral methods, MD simulations, perturbation expansion and Feynman
diagrams which will be considered here. In the general form, the polarization function is
presented by the sum of all irreducible diagrams with incoming and outgoing particle-hole
lines as shown in the following.
To calculating the spectral lines in plasmas, the ions and electrons are in general treated
separately because of their large difference of masses and hence significant distinction of their
thermodynamic mobility. The average over the degrees of freedom of plasma can be performed
in two stages: first over the fast moving electrons and then over the slow ions [GHR91, Dem10,
Duf69, SM10]
〈 · · · 〉plasma = 〈 〈 · · · 〉electrons 〉ions. (2.66)
While evaluating the average over electrons, the ions produce a slowly varying electric field
F , if the ions are assumed to be essentially stationary. The free electrons collide with the
radiator and result in the so-called pressure broadening of the spectra, which has a Lorentzian
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shape [GHR91, SM10]
〈 · · · 〉electrons → 1
ω −∆(F )− iΓ(F ) . (2.67)
Here ∆(F ) and Γ(F ) are related to the shift and broadening of the spectral lines, respectively.
On the other hand, the ions are randomly distributed in plasmas. Different ion configurations
near the perturbed atom or ion lead to different field strength F . To account for all possible
ionic distributions, we introduce the microfield distribution W (F ) and express the average
over ions as [GHR91, SM10]
〈 · · · 〉ions →
∫ ∞
0
dF W (F ) · 〈 · · · 〉electrons. (2.68)
The influence of the plasma ions on the emitter is usually quantitatively described by the
linear and quadratic Stark effect [LL85, Gu¨n95, Dem10, SM10], which is determined by the
field strength F . For non-interacting ions, the probability distribution W (F ) of the field
strength F is given by the Holtsmark distribution [Hol19]. To include the correlation effects,
Hopper’s tables for the low frequency microfield [Hoo68], the APEX approach [IRS+00], and
the fit formula by Potekhin et al. [PCG02] can be used.
Depending on the plasma parameters, the ion dynamics might become important and
can not be neglected any more. Generally, line wings can be treated statically and the
line center is affected by ion-dynamics. Based on the quasi-static approximation of the
microfield, two different methods are commonly used to include ion-dynamics into the line
profile calculation, i.e., the model microfield method and the reformulation of the frequency
fluctuation model [Dem10, Lor14].
2.2.3.2 Spectral lines in terms of Green’s function approach
Within the framework of the quantum statistical approach [Gu¨n95, KKER86], the optical
properties of a plasma system, i.e., the absorption coefficient α(ω) and the refraction index
n(ω), are determined by the transversal dielectric function tr(q, ω) via the relation [Gu¨n95,
KKER86, Oma07, Lor14]
n(ω) + ic α(ω)/ω = lim
q→0
√
tr(q, ω), (2.69)
with c denoting the speed of light in vacuum. In the long wavelength limit, both the transver-
sal and longitudinal part of the dielectric function (q, ω) are identical, i.e. tr(q, ω) =
long(q, ω). The longitudinal dielectric function long(q, ω) is further related to the polariza-
tion function Π(q, ω) as
long(q, ω) = 1− V (q) Π(q, ω), (2.70)
in which the polarization function Π(q, ω) can be evaluated systematically by using thermo-
dynamic Green’s functions and Feymann’s diagrams. This means, a cluster decomposition
of the polarization function with consideration of all the irreducible diagrams can be per-
formed. In order to obtain the spectral line shapes, the bound states, described by the
second order term of the cluster decomposition in the chemical picture, have to be take into
account [Gu¨n95]
Π(q, ω) = ΠRPA(q, ω) + Πatom(q, ω). (2.71)
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The atomic polarization function Πatom(q, ω) can be described diagrammatically as [Oma07]
with the dressed GF G2 and the unperturbed transition matrix M0n1n2(q) expressed via
M0n1n2(q) = i
{
Zδn1n2 −
∫
d3rφ∗n1(r)e
−iq·rφn2(r)
}
. (2.72)
The spectral line shapes are determined by the imaginary part of the atomic polarization
function Πatom(q, ω). The full spectral line profile I(ω), called the Voigt profile, is obtained as
a convolution of the Doppler-broadened line profile with the pressure-broadened line profile
Ipr(ω) [Gu¨n95, Lor14]
I(ω) ∼
∫ ∞
−∞
dω′
ω′
exp
[
−mAc
2
2kBT
(
ω − ω′
ω′
)2]
· Ipr(ω). (2.73)
The contribution of the pressure broadening is expressed as
Ipr(ω) = Im
∑
ii′ff ′
If,f
′
i,i′ (ω) · 〈i|〈f |U(ω) |f ′〉|i′〉
 (2.74)
with ∑
ii′ff ′
If,f
′
i,i′ (ω) = 〈i|r|f〉〈f ′|r|i′〉 ·
ω4
8pi3c3 · e
−~ω/(kBT ). (2.75)
The evolution operator U(ω) is of essential importance for determining the spectral line shapes
and can be taken in different approximations. For example, in the quasistatic approximation
it is described by
Ust(ω) =
∫ ∞
0
dβ P (β) L−1(ω, β) (2.76)
with
L(ω, β) = ~ω − (Ei(β)− Ef (β)) + Re (Σi − Σf ) + iIm (Σi + Σf ) + iΓVif (2.77)
The shift of the spectral lines is determined by the difference of the self-energies of the upper
and lower level and there is no vertex contribution for the level shift. The displacement of
the level energy accounting for the influence of the microfield is given by [GHR91]
Ei(β) = E0i + C(β), (2.78)
where the energy shift C(β) depends on the detailed microfield models. The electron and ion
subsystems are assumed to be decoupled. Consequently, the self energy can be decomposed
into a β-dependent ionic part and a frequency-dependent electronic part
Σνν′(ω, β) = Σelνν′(ω, β) + Σionνν′(β). (2.79)
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In dynamically screened Born approximation, the electronic self-energy is given by [Gu¨n95]
Σelν = −
1
e2
∫
d3q
(2pi~)3V (q)
∑
ν′
|Mνν′(q)|2
∫ ∞
−∞
dω
pi
[1 + nB(ω)]
Im −1(q, ω + i0)
Eν − Eν′ − (~ω + i0) , (2.80)
where V (q) is the interaction potential between the transition electron in eigenstate Eν and
the plasma electrons with the momentum transfer q. nB(ω) and (q, ω + i0) are the Bose-
Einstein distribution and the dielectric function, respectively. The calculations of spectral
lines using the GF techniques will be discussed in detail in chapter 5.
2.3 Theory of open quantum systems
As we discussed in last Sec. 2.2, it is usually impossible to analytically determine the time
evolution of the global system-environment combination. Therefore, a system + environment
model is introduced in order to acquire the information of the system of interest and to
describe the influence of the environment on investigated system. Alternative to the Green’s
function approach, the exact global dynamics of the combined system and the approximate
evolution of the reduced system can also be described by the so-called quantum master
equations in the theory of open quantum systems [Wei99, BP07, Ro¨p13]. In this section, we
review some fundamental concepts in the theory of open quantum systems and the general
formalism of quantum master equations. More details can be found in Refs. [Sch07, BP07,
Ro¨p13].
2.3.1 System-environment coupling: quantum master equation
We consider a quantum subsystem (S) with Hamiltonian Hˆsys(t). This subsystem is inter-
acting with its surrounding environment (E) whose Hamiltonian is Hˆen(t). The interaction
potential between the subsystem and environment is described by Hˆint(t). Then the Hamil-
tonian of the total quantum system, which is generally assumed to be a closed system, reads
Hˆtotal(t) = Hˆsys(t) + Hˆen(t) + Hˆint(t). (2.81)
Assumed that the Hamiltonian has no explicit time-dependence, then we have Hˆtotal(t) =
Hˆtotal. The dynamics of the combined system can be described by the Liouville-von Neumann
equation for the total density operator ρˆ(t)
∂
∂t
ρˆ(t)− 1
i~
[
Hˆtotal, ρˆ(t)
]
−
= 0 (2.82)
Generally, it is more convenient to work in the interaction picture for deriving the quantum
master equation. Introducing the noninteracting Hamiltonian Hˆ0(t) of the combined system,
i.e., Hˆ0(t) = Hˆsys(t) + Hˆen(t) we have
HˆIint(t) = exp
(
i
Hˆ0
~
t
)
Hˆint exp
(
−iHˆ0
~
t
)
. (2.83)
Then the Liouville-von Neumann equation (2.82) can be rewritten as
∂
∂t
ρˆI(t) = 1
i~
[
HˆIint(t), ρˆI(t)
]
−
. (2.84)
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Because only the properties of the subsystem S are relevant and of essential interest, we
should transform this expression to a closed equation of motion for the reduced system.
To accomplish this goal, the first step is to construct the density operator for the reduced
system from the total density operator. This can be done by the so-called Nakajima-Zwanzig
projection operator technique [BP07]. The corresponding reduced statistical operator for the
subsystem S reads
ρˆ Isys(t) ≡ Tren ρˆ(t). (2.85)
Then, the average value of any observable Sˆ of the subsystem S is calculated as 〈Sˆ〉t ≡
Tr{Sˆ ρˆ(t)} = Trsys{Sˆ ρˆsys(t)}. Formally integrating the Eq. (2.84) we arrive at
ρˆ Isys(t) = ρˆ Isys(0)− i
∫ t
0
dt′
[
Hˆ Iint(t′), ρˆ I(t′)
]
−
. (2.86)
Reinserting this resulting expression back into the Eq. (2.84), and performing the trace over
all bath variables, the following expression can be obtained
∂
∂t
ρˆ Isys(t) = −
∫ t
0
dt′Tren
[
Hˆ Iint(t),
[
Hˆ Iint(t′), ρˆ I(t′)
]
−
]
−
. (2.87)
The right side of Eq. (2.87), also known as influence term L[ρˆ Isys(t)], can be generally divided
into two parts [Sch07]
L[ρˆ Isys(t)] = −i
[
Hˆ
′I
sys(t), ρˆ I(t)
]
−
+D[ρˆ Isys(t)]. (2.88)
The first term is an unitary part describing the reformulation of the energy levels of the
reduced system. The second term represents the decoherence and dissipation of the reduced
system due to the environment. Generally, this term is of essential interest to us because
most physical informations are contained in this term.
In deriving the expression (2.87), we have assumed
Tren
[
Hˆ Isys(t), ρˆ I(0)
]
−
= 0. (2.89)
This assumption can always be achieved, if necessary, by a formal redefinition of the Hamil-
tonians Hˆ I0 and Hˆ Isys(t) [Sch07, Goc07, Ro¨p13]. The expression (2.87) is exact and no ap-
proximations have been performed in the derivation. Evidently, equation (2.87) has no closed
form, since the dynamics of the reduced system still depends on the total density operator
ρˆ I(t′). Furthermore, equation (2.87) is non-local in time t because of the dependence on all
previous times t′ in the total density operator ρˆ I(t′). To obtain a closed quantum master
equation that is local in time and is determined entirely by the reduced density operator ρˆ Isys,
some assumptions about the system-environment states and dynamics have to be introduced.
This goal can be achieved by imposing the Born-Markov approximation, which is motivated
from assumptions of weak system-environment couplings and of an environment that is large
compared to the size of the system [Sch07, BP07].
Under the assumption of weak coupling between the system and its environment, a per-
turbative expansion can be carried out with respect to the interaction strength. In Born
approximation, this expansion is truncated up to the second order of the system-environment
coupling. Moreover, the combined density operator ρˆ I(t) is assumed to be expressed in an
approximate product form at all times
ρˆ I(t) ≈ ρˆ Isys(t)⊗ ρˆ Ien(t0). (2.90)
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The environment is assumed to be in equilibrium with ρˆ Ien(t) = ρˆ Ien(t0) = ρˆ Ien. Actually,
performing the Born approximation is equivalent to construct a relevant statistical operator
ρˆrel(t) = ρˆsys(t)ρˆen that is fulfilling the condition of the maximum of information entropy for
given constraints. The relevant statistical operator ρˆrel(t) obeys the renormalization condition
Tr ρˆrel(t) = 1 and the self-consistency condition ρˆsys(t) = Tren ρˆrel(t) = Tren ρˆ(t) [Ro¨p13].
The Markov approximation means that the memory effects on dynamical correlations of
the environment are negligible [BP07, Sch07, Wei99, Ro¨p13]. In other words, the dynamical
corrections in the environment are destroyed so quickly that the reduced system is not aware
of any changes of the environment at all previous times. Therefore, the dynamics of the
relevant reduced system depends merely on the properties of the environment at the present
time. Consequently, the density operator of the composite system ρˆ I(t′) at a certain previous
time t′ can be replaced by ρˆ I(t), and the limit of the integration on the right-hand side of
Eq. (2.87) can be extended to∞. Taking these simplification into account, the Born-Markov
master equation is obtained
∂
∂t
ρˆ Isys(t) = −
∫ t
0
dt′Tren
[
Hˆ Iint(t),
[
Hˆ Iint(t′), ρˆ Isys(t) ρˆ Ien
]
−
]
−
. (2.91)
The interaction Hamiltonian is assumed to be in a diagonal and bilinear form with respect
to the system operator Sα and the environment operator Eα [BP07, Sch07]
Hˆint =
∑
α
Sα ⊗ Eα. (2.92)
Inserting this expression into the Born-Markov master equation (2.91), a more explicit ex-
pression can be obtained [Sch07]
∂
∂t
ρˆ Isys(t) = −
∫ ∞
0
dτ
∑
αβ
{
Cαβ(τ) ·
[
Sˆα(t) Sˆα(t− τ) ρˆ Isys(t)− Sˆα(t− τ) ρˆ Isys(t) Sˆα(t)
]
+ Cβα(−τ) ·
[
ρˆ Isys(t) Sˆβ(t− τ) Sˆα(t)− Sˆα(t) ρˆ Isys(t) Sˆβ(t− τ)
]}
, (2.93)
where Cαβ(τ) is the spectral correlation tensor and is defined as
Cαβ(τ) = 〈 Eα(τ) Eβ 〉en. (2.94)
The expressions (2.91), (2.92) and (2.93) are the starting point for our study on the Rydberg
states in plasmas in Chapter III.
To analyze the dynamical behavior of the reduced system under the influence of the en-
vironment, two different special system-environment couplings are usually preferred, i.e. the
Rotating-Wave coupling and the Feynman-Vernon coupling [IMM03, BP07]. The Feynman-
Vernon coupling is given in terms of the creation and annihilation operators of the reduced
system (aˆ, aˆ†) and of the environment (bˆi, bˆ†i )
Hˆint =
∑
i
(aˆ+ aˆ†) · (gi bˆi + g∗i bˆ†i ) (2.95)
with the coupling strength gi to the corresponding mode i of the environment. By neglecting
the counter rotating terms aˆ bˆi and aˆ† bˆ†i (rotating wave approximation), the Rotating-Wave
coupling can be obtained
Hˆint =
∑
i
(g∗i aˆ bˆ
†
i + gi aˆ† bˆi). (2.96)
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This simplification leads different problems in corresponding special cases [IMM03, LGRR16],
for examples, incorrect value for environmentally induced frequency shifts, and reduction of
non-Markovianity in non-Markovian regime, see Ref. [LGRR16] and other references therein.
We will return to this discussion in next Chapter and show that if the rotating wave ap-
proximation is carried out prematurely, it will be inappropriate to describe the dissipative
properties of the relevant atomic system and results in erroneous transition rates [LGRR16].
2.3.2 Decoherence and localization
Due to the system-environment coupling, entanglements are generated between the system
and environment, and therefore, a coherent state is formed. With time evolution, the coher-
ence decay because of the scattering of the environment particles off the investigated particle.
This process is known quantum decoherence [JZK+03, BP07, Goc07]. When speaking of scat-
tering off a macroscopic object, this process is generally denoted as localization and can be
well described by the quantum Brownian motion [JZK+03]. For simplicity, we only consider
the motion in one space dimension with the corresponding equation of motion [JZK+03]
i
∂
∂t
ρˆsys(t) =
[
Hˆsys, ρˆsys(t)
]
−
− iΛ
[
xˆ, [xˆ, ρˆsys(t)]−
]
−
, (2.97)
where Λ is the localization rate (also denoted as decoherence rate in a more general case)
characterizing how fast the destruction of coherence between different positions is. Within the
Caldeira-Leggett model [Wei99, BP07, Goc07], the localization rate Λ = γ/λ2th depends on the
thermal wavelength of the macroscopic object λth and the relaxation rate γ which is related to
the effective scattering cross section contributing to the destruction of entanglement [DBD77,
DBD79, SVY81, BP07]. The solution of the equation for Brownian motion of a free particle
can be described by the following ansatz [JZK+03]
ρsys(x, y, t) = exp
{
−A(t) (x− y)2 + iB(t) (x+ y)(x− y) + C(t) (x+ y)2
+ iK(t) (x− y) + L(t) (x+ y) +D(t)
}
. (2.98)
We consider a simplified but more explicit version of this ansatz
ρsys(x, y, t) = ρsys(x, y, 0) · e−Λ t (x−y)2 . (2.99)
To get a feeling of the magnitude of the localization rate Λ, we show some examples for this
quantity in the following table.
a = 10−5 m a = 10−7 m a = 10−8 m
Cosmic background radiation 106 10−6 10−12
300 K photons 1019 1012 106
Sunlight on earth 1021 1017 1013
Air molecules 1036 1032 1030
Tab. 2.2: Localization rate Λ in unit of cm−1s−1 for a dust particle with spatial size a under
different types of scattering environment [JZK+03]
As an example, we consider a coupling system formed by four linearly distributed dust
particles with width σ =
√
0.5µm located in position x1 = −9µm, x1 = −3µm, x1 = 3µm,
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and x1 = 9µm, respectively. Each spatially separated component can be described by a
Gaussian wave packet
ψi(x) = exp
{
−(x− xi)
2
2σ2
}
. (2.100)
As an illustration of coherence and decoherence, we take a superposition of four Gaussian
wave packets following the idea in Ref. [JZK+03].
Ψwp(x) =
4∑
i=1
ψi(x) (2.101)
with the density matrix in the position representation at the initial time t0 = 0
ρsys(x, y, 0) = Ψwp(x) Ψwp(y). (2.102)
(a) Density matrix distribution ρsys(x, y, t = 0) (b) Density matrix distribution ρsys(x, y, 0.5µs)
(c) Density matrix distribution ρsys(x, y, 5µs) (d) Density matrix distribution ρsys(x, y, 15µs)
Abb. 2.4: Time evolution of the density matrix ρsys(x, y, t) for the coupled system (2.101),
where the positions x and y are in unit of µm.
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Assumed that this coupling system is scattered by 300 K photons with the localization
rate 1012 cm−1s−1, see Tab. 2.2, the time evolution of the density matrix for this system
can be depicted, as shown in Fig. 2.4. It can be seen that, the nondiagnol elements of the
density matrix describing the system-environment entanglement disappear very fast because
of the scattering with the thermal photons. In the viewpoint of quantum mechanis, the
quantum feature of this coupled system is destroyed, and therefore, it can be treated as a
classical system. This phenomenon, known as “appearance of a classical world in quantum
theory” [JZK+03, Sch07], is universal for all microscopic and macroscopic objects, such as
body cells, dust particle in air, astronomical objects and so on.
In contrast to the wave packet description for a free particle moving in a special environ-
ment, we will show in Chapter 3 that a wave packet description can also be formed for the
bound Rydberg electron in an atom. The Rydberg electron undergoes frequent scattering
with its surrounding particles which leads to a strong localization due to the weak coupling
with the ion core. Consequently, the Rydberg electron can be described quasi-classically. Such
a quasi-classical description turns out to be more appropriate to calculate the transition rates
in plasmas.
2.3.3 Emission and absorption
Another famous application of the quantum master equation is in the investigation of the
interaction of matter with electromagnetic field, where the transition rates induced by pho-
tons, the Lamb shift, the mass renormalization, and many other interest properties can be
derived. Here we consider an atom coupled to the electromagnetic field [BP07, Ro¨p13], which
is studied in detail in my master thesis [Lin14]. The relevant system in this case is the atomic
system with the Hamiltonian Hˆsys including the kinetic energy of the electrons and the nuclei
as well as the Coulomb coupling between them. The Hamiltonian of the bath Hˆen, i.e. of the
electromagnetic field, is given by
Hˆen =
∑
k
∑
λ=1,2
~ωk bˆ†λ(k)bˆλ(k), (2.103)
where bˆ†λ(k) and bˆλ(k) are the creation and annihilation operator for the photon in the
polarization mode eλ(k) with energy ~ωk. The interaction Hamiltonian can be represented
as
Hˆint(t) = −
∫ ∞
−∞
dω
2pi e
−iω tDˆ(ω) · Eˆ(t) (2.104)
with the dipole operator in the spectral representation [Ro¨p13]
Dˆ(ω) = epi~
∑
n,n′
|φn〉〈φn| rˆ |φn′〉〈φn′ | · δ(En − En′ + ~ω) (2.105)
and the vector for the electric field
Eˆ(t) = i
∑
k
∑
λ=1,2
(2pi~ωk
Ω0
)1/2
eλ(k) ·
{
bˆλ(k) e−i ωkt − bˆ†λ(k) ei ωkt
}
. (2.106)
Inserting the interaction Hamiltonian into the Born-Markov QME, the so-called quantum
optical master equation can be obtained [Ro¨p13]
∂
∂t
ρˆsys(t)− 1
i~
[
Hˆsys, ρˆsys(t)
]
−
− 1
i~
[
Hˆinfl, ρˆsys(t)
]
−
= D[ρˆsys(t)] (2.107)
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with the influence Hamiltonian describing the mass renormalization of the system
Hˆinfl =
∫ ∞
−∞
dω
2pi ~S(ω) Dˆ
†(ω) · Dˆ(ω), (2.108)
and the dissipation term containing information of the transition rates
D[ρˆsys(t)] =
∫ ∞
0
dω
2pi
4ω3
3~c3 · [1 + nB(ω)] ·
{
Dˆ(ω) ρˆsys(t) Dˆ†(ω)− 12
{
Dˆ†(ω) · Dˆ(ω), ρˆsys(t)
}
+
}
+
∫ ∞
0
dω
2pi
4ω3
3~c3 · nB(ω) ·
{
Dˆ†(ω) ρˆsys(t) Dˆ(ω)− 12
{
Dˆ(ω) · Dˆ†(ω), ρˆsys(t)
}
+
}
,
(2.109)
where S(ω) is the spectral function of the bath and reads
S(ω) = 23pi~c3P
∫ ∞
0
dωk ω
3
k ·
{1 + nB(ω)
ω − ωk +
nB(ω)
ω + ωk
}
, (2.110)
where P denotes the principle value and c is the speed of light.
The first line of Eq. (2.109) describes the emission process in the electromagnetic field,
where both the spontaneous emission and the thermal emission of photons are included. The
second line of Eq. (2.109) gives the transition rate for the absorption of photons. As we can
see here, the Einstein A− and B−coefficients, which are expressed via the transition rates,
are fulfilling.
2.4 Some open questions
We have reviewed the fundamental description of the Green’s function technique and the
open quantum system. Some well known applications are given. As discussed in Chapter
1, we devote ourselves to the optical properties in a plasma in the present investigation.
Therefore, we collect some open questions that we will concentrate on in the rest part of this
dissertation and in future researches.
1) Besides the interaction with the radiation field, the atom/ion immersed in a plasma is
also influenced by Coulomb collision with other charged and neutral particles. This may
be the most important interaction mechanism in plasmas, which results in a number
of effects, for example, transition rates induced by charge carriers, pressure broadening
of spectral lines, localization of particles, screening effects, conductivity, formation of
bound states, and so on. Then an interesting and important question arises from this
Coulomb interaction: how can we include the influence of a plasma environment?
2) What are robust states, in particular, for Rydberg states?
3) How does the atomic potential modified in a plasma in contrast to in the isolated case?
4) Which rules should we obey when defining a relevant system? What is the borderline
between the relevant system and the irrelevant environment?
5) How can we go beyond the Born-Markov approximation?
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3. TRANSITION RATES AND RYDBERG STATES IN
PLASMAS
In this chapter, we derive a quantum master equation for an atom coupled to a heat bath rep-
resented by a charged particle many-body environment. In the Born-Markov approximation,
the influence of the plasma environment on the reduced system is described by the dynamical
structure factor. Wave packets are introduced as robust states allowing for a quasiclassical
description of Rydberg electrons. Transition rates for highly excited Rydberg levels are in-
vestigated. A circular-orbit wave-packet approach has been applied in order to describe the
localization of electrons within Rydberg states. The calculated transition rates are in a good
agreement with experimental data and Monte-Carlo simulations. Based on the quantum mas-
ter equation, expressions for the spectral lines are derived, where the photons are turned out
to be relevant degrees of freedom in comparison with the case for deriving the Pauli equation.
The main results of this chapter are published in Phys. Rev. A 93, 042711 (2016).
3.1 Pauli equation for population number of bound states
3.1.1 Physical system and Hamiltonians
We investigate the reduced system of a Rydberg atom (A) embedded in a bath (B) consisting
of charged particles c , electrons (c = e) and (singly) charged ions (c = i), charge ec, mass
mc, particle density nc and temperature T . The microscopic model under consideration
is a hydrogen atom coupled to a surrounding charge-neutral plasma, ∑c ecnc = 0. In the
bath, in general, the formation of bound states such as atoms is also possible. Furthermore,
the interaction of the atom is mediated by the Maxwell field which contains, besides the
Coulomb interaction with the charged particles, also single-particle states, the photons. The
total system is then described by the Hamiltonian
Hˆ = HˆA + HˆB + Hˆint. (3.1)
In a plasma environment the Hamiltonian HˆB includes both the kinetic energy and the
Coulomb interactions of charged particles HˆCoul (see Eq. (3.2) below) as well as the degrees
of freedom of the photonic field Hˆ⊥photon describing the transversal Maxwell field of the plasma
environment, i.e. HˆB = HˆCoul + Hˆ⊥photon.
For the plasma, surrounding the radiating atom, the Hamiltonian containing both the
kinetic energy and the pairwise Coulomb interaction is described by
HˆCoul =
∑
c,p
~2p2
2mc
cˆ†pcˆp +
1
2
∑
c,d,p1p2,p′1p
′
2
eced
0Ω0|p′1 − p1|2
δp1+p2,p′1+p′2δσ1,σ′1δσ2,σ′2 cˆ
†
p1 dˆ
†
p2 dˆp′2 cˆp′1
(3.2)
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where we used second quantization cˆp, cˆ†p for free particle states |p〉 = |p, σ〉 (wave vector
and spin) of charge c . The grand canonical equilibrium (3.10) contains also the particle
number operator Nˆc =
∑
p cˆ
†
pcˆp. The macroscopic state of the bath is fixed by the Lagrange
multipliers µc and T . Ω0 is the volume of the total system. Because of charge neutrality∑
c ecNˆc ≡ 0 both µe, µi are related.
The transversal Maxwell field
Hˆ⊥photon =
∑
k,s
~ωk,snˆk,s (3.3)
is quantized and denoted by the photon modes |k, s〉. The frequency ωk = c|k| = 2pic/λ is
the dispersion relation for the frequency as a function of the wave number k. nˆk,s = bˆ†k,sbˆk,s
is the occupation number with the polarization s = 1, 2.
The atomic Hamiltonian reads in the non-relativistic case
HˆA =
Pˆ2
2M +
pˆ2
2m −
e2
4piε0 |ˆr| , (3.4)
where the center-of-mass (c.o.m.) motion is described by the total mass M = me+mi and the
variables Rˆ, Pˆ, the relative motion by the reduced mass m and the relative variables rˆ, pˆ. The
eigenstates |Ψn,P〉 of the isolated hydrogen atom are the solutions of the Schro¨dinger equation
HˆA|Ψn,P〉 = En,P|Ψn,P〉 with the eigenenergy En,P = P2/(2M) +En. The quantum number
n = {n¯, l,m,ms} describes the internal state for bound states En < 0 and n = {p,ms} for
scattering states Ep = p2/(2m) > 0. For the bound states, the wave function Ψ(R, r) =
〈R, r|Ψn,P〉 = ΨP(R)ψn(r) contains the eigenstates ψn(r) of the hydrogen atom. The c.o.m.
motion ΨP(R) is given by a plane wave. In this work we concentrate on the internal degrees
of freedom of the bound states. The c.o.m motion, which, e.g., determines the Doppler
broadening of the spectral line profile, will not be discussed here in detail. In most cases it
will be dropped considering the adiabatic limit.
The interaction between the atomic electron and the plasma environment is given by the
coupling of the atomic current operator to the electromagnetic field of the bath
Hˆint(t) =
∫
d3rjˆµA(x)Aˆµ,B(x) (3.5)
with xµ = {ct, r}. Introducing the creation (ψˆ†(x)) and annihilation (ψˆ(x)) operator for the
atomic electron, the current operator of the atomic subsystem jˆµA(x) = {c%ˆA(x), jˆA(x)} can be
explicitly written as %ˆA(x) = −eψˆ†(x)ψˆ(x) for the electron probability density and jˆA(x) =
ie~
2me
[
ψˆ†(x) ∂∂r ψˆ(x)−
(
∂
∂r ψˆ
†(x)
)
ψˆ(x)
]
for the electric current density of the electron (non-
relativistic limit).The time-dependence in these operators are given in Heisenberg picture.
The source of the electromagnetic field of the bath AˆµB(x) = (UˆB(x), AˆB(x)) is the current
density jˆµB(x) of all charge carriers in the plasma. In the present work the Coulomb gauge
∇× AˆB(x) = 0 is used. The Fourier transform
jˆq,B(ω) =
∫
Ω0
d3r
∫ ∞
−∞
dteiωt−iq·rjˆB(t, r) (3.6)
of the electrical current in the surrounding plasma can be decomposed into a transverse
component ∑c jˆ⊥,cq,B(ω) coupled only to the vector potential Aˆq,B(ω) and a longitudinal one
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∑
c jˆ
||,c
q,B(ω)q/q which is related only to the Coulomb potential. Because of the continuity
equation, the relation q · jˆq,B(ω) = qjˆ||q,B(ω) = ω%ˆq,B(ω)
q · jq,B(ω) = qj||q,B(ω) = ωnq,B(ω) (3.7)
holds, where %ˆq(ω) is the Fourier transform of the corresponding charge density operator
%ˆ(x).
The general form of the interaction (3.5) includes the Coulomb interaction via the longitu-
dinal component of the currents, and the coupling of the transverse component of the currents
with the radiation field. We do not investigate the radiation interaction connected with the
transverse component. The radiative field of the plasma determines the natural broadening
which has already been extensively discussed in [BP07, Ro¨p13] by using the quantum master
equation approach. However we focus on the Coulomb interaction of the hydrogen atom with
its surrounding charged particles in this work. In this case, the distribution and the motion
of the charge carriers in the plasma produce a scalar potential which is given in terms of the
longitudinal current [Rei05]:
Uˆq,B(ω) =
∑
c
%ˆcq,B(ω)
0q2
=
∑
c
jˆ
||,c
q,B(ω)
0ωq
. (3.8)
This results in the pressure broadening of the spectral lines as shown in Sec. 3.3.
3.1.2 General quantum master equation
The state of the total system is described by the statistical operator ρˆ(t). We assume that
the observables Aˆ of the subsystem A commute with the observables Bˆ of the bath B. If only
the properties of the subsystem A are relevant, we can consider the corresponding statistical
operator
ρˆA(t) ≡ TrB ρˆ(t) (3.9)
performing the trace over all bath variables. Then, the average value of any observable Aˆ of
the subsystem A is calculated as 〈Aˆ〉t ≡ Tr{Aˆ ρˆ(t)} = TrA{Aˆ ρˆA(t)}. The equilibrium state
ρˆB of the bath B is assumed as the grand canonical distribution
ρˆB =
1
ZB
exp
[
−HˆB −
∑
c µcNˆc
kBT
]
, ZB = TrB exp
[
−HˆB −
∑
c µcNˆc
kBT
]
(3.10)
with the chemical potentials µc of the species c.
If the bath is assumed to have short memory in the sense that the correlation in the
bath decays very quickly in comparison to the time evolution of the reduced system (Markov
approximation), and the dynamics of the reduced system is considered only in second order
with respect to Hˆint (Born approximation), a closed equation of motion can be derived for
the reduced statistical operator ρˆA(t) of the subsystem A by performing the average with
respect to the bath in (2.82), i.e., the Born-Markov master equation [Ro¨p13], as discussed in
the last chapter,
∂
∂t
ρˆA(t)− 1
i~
[HˆA, ρˆA(t)] = D[ρˆA(t)] (3.11)
with the influence term
D[ρˆA(t)] = − 1~2
∫ 0
−∞
dτ eετ TrB
[
Hˆint,
[
Hˆint(τ), ρˆA(t)ρˆB
]]
. (3.12)
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This is the quantum master equation (QME) in Born-Markov approximation. To go beyond
the Born approximation, a more general solution has been given in [ZMR97].
Born approximation indicates that higher orders of the interaction Hamiltonian in the
time evolution of the operator “ exp
{
−i
(
Hˆ0 + Hˆint
)
t
}
” can be dropped. Consequently, the
time dependence in Born approximation is given by the interaction picture
OˆI(t, t0) = ei(HˆA+HˆB)(t−t0)/~ Oˆ e−i(HˆA+HˆB)(t−t0)/~. (3.13)
At t = t0, the interaction picture coincides with the Schro¨dinger picture. Note that the
time of reference t0 is often taken as zero. In interaction picture, the QME in Born-Markov
approximation reads
∂
∂t
ρˆIA(t, t0) = DI(t, t0) , (3.14)
i.e., only the perturbation determines the time evolution of ρˆIA(t, t0) (note that HˆB commutes
with ρˆA(t)). The influence term in interaction representation follows as
DI(t, t0) = − 1~2
∫ 0
−∞
dτ eετ TrB
[
HˆIint(t, t0),
[
HˆIint(t+ τ, t0), ρˆIA(t, t0)ρˆB
]]
. (3.15)
In zeroth order with respect to the perturbation, ρˆIA(t, t0) is constant, therefore not changing
with time t.
3.1.3 Atomic quantum master equation and Pauli equation
In this section the master equation for the reduced statistical operator (3.14) shall be ap-
plied to atomic bound states in a many-particle plasma environment. However, most of the
discussion is valid for a much more general case.
The photonic field Hˆ⊥photon is not relevant in our present consideration for the Pauli equa-
tion in this section. We focuss on the Coulomb interaction with the charged particles of
the bath. The longitudinal part of the interaction Hamiltonian can be extracted from the
general form Hˆint (3.5) by using the expression (3.8) and performing the Fourier transform
with respect to the time for the atomic charge density operator
%ˆIq,A(t, t0) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dω
2pi e
−iω(t−t0) %ˆIq,A(ω) (3.16)
so that
Hˆ
I, ||
int (t, t0) =
∑
q
1
0q2Ω0
∫
dω
2pi e
−iω(t−t0) %ˆIq,A(ω)%ˆI−q,B(t, t0) (3.17)
with %ˆq,B =
∑
c %ˆ
c
q,B and %ˆcq,B =
∑
p eccˆ
†
p−q/2,σ cˆp+q/2,σ. In this work only the contribution
of the electrons in the plasma is considered. Because of the large mass ratio, the ionic
contribution related to the microfield should be treated in a different way. Coming back
to the influence term (3.15), the factorization of the interaction Hamiltonian allows us to
perform the average over the bath degrees of freedom separately
DI(t, t0) = − 1~2
∫ 0
−∞
dτ eετ
∑
q,q′
1
20q
2q′2Ω20
∫
dω
2pi
∫
dω′
2pi e
−i(ω+ω′)(t−t0)−iω′τ (3.18)
×
{[
%ˆIq,A(ω)%ˆIq′,A(ω′)ρˆIA(t, t0)− %ˆIq′,A(ω′)ρˆIA(t, t0)%ˆIq,A(ω)
]
〈%ˆI−q,B(t, t0)%ˆI−q′,B(t+ τ, t0)〉B
−
[
%ˆIq,A(ω)ρˆIA(t, t0)%ˆIq′,A(ω′)− ρˆIA(t, t0)%ˆIq′,A(ω′)%ˆIq,A(ω)
]
〈%ˆI−q′,B(t+ τ, t0)%ˆI−q,B(t, t0)〉B
}
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with 〈 · · · 〉B = TrB {· · · ρˆB}. The autocorrelation function 〈%ˆI−q,B(t, t0)%ˆI−q′,B(t+ τ, t0)〉B for
the charge density is calculated in thermodynamic equilibrium. Because of homogeneity in
space and time it is ∝ δq′,−q and not depending on the time t as well as t0. We introduce
the Laplace transform of the bath auto-correlation functions which can be also defined as the
response function
Γr(q, ω) =
1
~2
∫ 0
−∞
dτ eετe−iωτ 〈%ˆI−q,B(t0, t0)%ˆIq,B(t0 + τ, t0)〉B. (3.19)
The response function Γr(q, ω) is a complex physical quantity which is related to the dynam-
ical structure factor of the plasma or the dielectric function, as shown in the App. A. It can
be decomposed into real and imaginary parts,
Γr(q, ω) =
1
2γr(q, ω) + iSr(q, ω), (3.20)
where γr(q, ω) and Sr(q, ω) are both real functions. They fulfill the Kramers-Kronig relation
and are related to the damping and the spectral line shift, respectively (for details see next
subsection).
With the response function (3.19), we find that the influence term (3.15) can be rewritten
as
DI(t, t0) = −
∑
q
1
20q
4Ω20
∫
dω
2pi
∫
dω′
2pi e
i(ω′−ω)(t−t0)Γr(q,−ω′)
[
%ˆIq,A(ω), %ˆI−q,A(−ω′)ρˆIA(t, t0)
]
+ h.c. (3.21)
The second contribution of the r.h.s. of Eq. (3.21) is the hermitean conjugate of the first
contribution so that DI(t, t0) is a real quantity. Approximations for the response function
Γr(q, ω) are obtained from the approximations for the dielectric function such as the random-
phase approximation and improvements accounting for collisions.
In a next step we introduce the orthonormal basis of the hydrogen bound states in the
Hilbert space of the atomic subsystem to obtain the Pauli equation for population numbers.
We use the basis of hydrogen-like states |ψn〉 of the Hamiltonian HˆA. For the charge density
operator
%ˆq,A =
∫
d3r¯ eiq·r¯%ˆA(r¯) =
∫
d3r¯ eiq·r¯[eeδ(rˆe − r¯) + eiδ(rˆi − r¯)] = ee eiq·rˆe + ei eiq·rˆi , (3.22)
the time dependence in the interaction picture can be written in matrix representation as
(ee = −ei)
%ˆIq,A(t, t0) = e
i
~ HˆA(t−t0) %ˆq,A e−
i
~ HˆA(t−t0) =
∑
nn′
eeTˆn′n Fn′n(q) e−iωnn′ (t−t0) (3.23)
with
Tˆn′n = |ψn′〉〈ψn|, (3.24)
ωnn′ =
En − En′
~
, (3.25)
Fn′n(q) =
∫
d3rψ∗n′(r)ψn(r) (1− e−iq·r), (3.26)
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in adiabatic approximation me  mi. Furthermore, the atom is assumed to be localized at
R = 0. Performing the Fourier transformation with respect to t we obtain the atomic charge
density in Fourier-space
%ˆIq,A(ω) =
∑
nn′
eeTˆn′n Fn′n(q) 2pi δ(ω − ωnn′). (3.27)
With Eq. (3.27) the influence function (3.21) can be represented as
DI(t, t0) = −
∑
nn′,mm′,q
e−i(ωnn′+ωmm′ )(t−t0)Kmm′;n′n(q, ωmm′)
×
{
Tˆn′nTˆm′mρˆ
I
A(t, t0)− Tˆm′mρˆIA(t, t0)Tˆn′n
}
+ h.c. (3.28)
with
Kmm′;n′n(q, ω) =
e2e
20q
4Ω20
F ∗mm′(q)Fn′n(q) Γr(q, ω) (3.29)
containing informations about the atomic system, the plasma bath and the interaction be-
tween them. In matrix representation the atomic QME (3.14) can be represented as (|ψi〉 -
initial state, |ψf 〉 - final state)
∂
∂t
ρIA,if (t, t0) = 〈ψi|DI(t, t0)|ψf 〉 (3.30)
with the influence function
〈ψi|DI(t, t0)|ψf 〉 = −
∑
mn,q
{
eiωim(t−t0)Kmn;in(q, ωmn) ρIA,mf (t, t0) (3.31)
+ eiωmf (t−t0)K∗mn;nf (q, ωnf ) ρIA,im(t, t0)
− ei(ωim+ωnf )(t−t0) [Kmi;fn(q, ωmi) +K∗nf ;mi(q, ωnf )] ρIA,mn(t, t0)}
with the density matrix ρIA,mn(t, t0) = 〈ψm|ρˆIA(t, t0)|ψn〉. The corresponding atomic QME in
Schro¨dinger picture is obtained with ρIA,mn(t, t0) = eiωmn(t−t0)ρA,mn(t).
Now, we investigate the diagonal elements of the density matrix by setting i = f in
the above expression (3.30). This leads to an equation for the population number Pi(t) =
ρIA,ii(t, t0) = ρA,ii(t)
∂Pi(t)
∂t
=
∑
n,q
[
kni(q, ωni)Pn(t)− kin(q, ωin)Pi(t)
]
−
∑
n,m 6=i,k
2Re
[
eiωim(t−t0)Kmn;in(q, ωmn)
]
ρIA,mi(t, t0)
+
∑
m>n,q
2Re
{
eiωnm(t−t0)
[
K∗ni;mi(q, ωni) +Kmi;in(q, ωmi)
]}
ρIA,mn(t, t0) (3.32)
with kab(q, ωab) = 2 Re Kab;ab(q, ωab) = e2e |Fab(q)|2 γr(q, ωab)/(20q4Ω20), where expression (3.20)
is used and the indices m and n are interchanged in the derivation. The interaction picture
shows a slow time dependence in ρIA,nm(t, t0) owing to the influence of the bath, Eq. (3.14),
and a quick time variation due to the factor eiωnm(t−t0) with ωnm 6= 0. The second and third
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term oscillate with the characteristic transition frequencies ωnm and ωim, respectively. Sub-
sequently their contributions vanish when averaging over a time interval large in comparison
to the inverse of the characteristic transition frequencies, because the population numbers
are approximately constant. This is the so-called Rotating Wave Approximation (RWA). For
the long-term evolution of the reduced system the nondiagonal elements in Eq. (3.32) can be
neglected and consequently we obtain a closed rate equation for the population number – the
Pauli equation:
∂Pi(t)
∂t
=
∑
n,q
[
kni(q, ωni)Pn(t)− kin(q, ωin)Pi(t)
]
. (3.33)
Comparing with the standard form of the Pauli equation ∂∂tPi(t) =
∑
n[wn→iPn(t)−wi→nPi(t)],
we have for the transition rates
wn→i =
∑
q
kni(q, ωni) =
∑
q
e2e |Fni(q)|2 γr(q, ωni)
20q
4Ω20
, (3.34)
wi→n =
∑
q
kin(q, ωin) =
∑
q
e2e |Fin(q)|2 γr(q, ωin)
20q
4Ω20
. (3.35)
To derive the Pauli equation we used the RWA which neglects quickly oscillating terms. Also
the dependence on the time t0 where the interaction picture coincides with the Schro¨dinger
picture disappears. The validity of the RWA in the theory of open quantum systems is under
discussion. The dynamics is modified if contributions of the right hand side of Eq. (3.32) are
dropped. As we will see in next subsection, if the RWA is carried out prematurely, it will be
inappropriate to describe the dissipative properties of the relevant atomic system (Rydberg
states) and results in erroneous transition rates. Additionally, the nondiagonal elements of
Eq. (3.30) are also derived as well as a principle discussion on the validity of the RWA is
given.
3.1.4 Rotating wave approximation
In this subsection, we will investigate the influence of the RWA on the dynamics of the reduced
system. The neglect of quickly oscillating terms in Eq. (3.32) modifies the dynamics of the
system. This procedure depends on the choice of the basis |ψn〉 which defines the diagonal
and non-diagonal elements of the density matrix.
In contrast to the expressions given in subsec. 3.1.3, we here consider the result if perform-
ing the RWA in an earlier stage. The starting point is the QME (3.14) (interaction picture)
with the influence function (3.28). The RWA implies that the explicit dependence on t − t0
disappears so that in Eq. (3.28) only the terms with m = n′ and m′ = n contribute. We find
DˆI(1)(t, t0) = −
∑
nn′,q
Kn′n;n′n(q, ωn′n)
{
Tˆn′n′ ρˆ
I
A(t, t0)− Tˆnn′ ρˆIA(t, t0)Tˆn′n
}
+ h.c. (3.36)
In addition the explicit dependence on t− t0 disappears for n′ = n and m′ = m so that
DˆI(2)(t, t0) = −
∑
mn,q
Kmm;nn(q, ωmm)
{
Tˆmmρˆ
I
A(t, t0)δmn − TˆmmρˆIA(t, t0)Tˆnn
}
+ h.c. (3.37)
The term m = n in the sum of DˆI(2) gives the same contribution as in DˆI(1) if n′ = n. To
avoid this double counting, the corresponding contributions in DˆI(2) should be substracted.
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The correct contribution can be expressed as
DˆI(2)(t, t0) =
∑
n′ 6=n,q
V 2q Fnn(q)F ∗n′n′(q)
(
Γr(q, ωn′n′) + Γ∗r(q, ωn′n′)
)
· Tˆn′n′ ρˆIA(t, t0)Tˆnn
=
∑
n′ 6=n,q
V 2q Fnn(q)F ∗n′n′(q) γr(q, 0) · Tˆn′n′ ρˆIA(t, t0)Tˆnn. (3.38)
In dipole approximation, this expression yields no contribution because Fnn(q) = 0 in dipole
approximation. Beyond dipole approximation this term contributes only to the vertex cor-
rection. Alltogether, the influence function in RWA follows as
DˆIRWA(t, t0) = DˆI(1)(t, t0) + DˆI(2)(t, t0). (3.39)
The influence function DˆI(1)(t, t0) can be transformed into a more transparent form. With
the decomposition of the response function Γr(k, ω) (3.20), the influence function (3.36) and
(3.37) can be rewritten as
DˆI(1)(t, t0) = −
∑
nn′,q
{1
2kn
′n(q, ωn′n)
[{
Tˆn′n′ ρˆ
I
A(t, t0) + ρˆIA(t, t0)Tˆn′n′
}− 2 Tˆnn′ ρˆIA(t, t0)Tˆn′n]
−i
∑
nn′,q
V 2qFn′n(q)Fnn′(−q)Sr(q, ωn′n)
[
Tˆn′n′ ρˆ
I
A(t, t0)− ρˆIA(t, t0)Tˆn′n′
]}
.(3.40)
The last term in Eq. (3.40) can be rewritten as commutator describing the reversible Hamil-
tonian dynamics which in fact represents the line shift of the eigenenergy levels of the atomic
system induced by the coupling to the background as known from the coupling to the ra-
diation field. The terms in the first line of the influence function (3.40) are responsible for
the transition processes of atoms. Since Fnn(q)F ∗n′n′(q) is a complex quantity, the influence
function DˆI(2)(t, t0) can be also decomposed into a real part
Dˆ(2)[ρˆA(t)] =
∑
n′ 6=n,q
V 2q · Re
{
Fnn(q)F ∗n′n′(q)
}
· γr(q, 0) · Tˆn′n′ ρˆIA(t, t0)Tˆnn (3.41)
and an imaginary part
Hˆ
(2)
shift =
∑
n′ 6=n,q
V 2q · Im
{
Fnn(q)F ∗n′n′(q)
}
· γr(q, 0) · Tˆn′n′ ρˆIA(t, t0)Tˆnn. (3.42)
With the relation ρˆIA(t, t0) = ei(HˆA+HˆB)(t−t0)/~ ρˆA(t) e−i(HˆA+HˆB)(t−t0)/~, the atomic QME
can be transformed back to the Schro¨dinger picture
∂ρˆA(t)
∂t
− 1
i~
[
HˆA + Hˆ(1)shift + Hˆ
(2)
shift, ρˆA(t)
]
= Dˆ(1)[ρˆA(t)] + Dˆ(2)[ρˆA(t)] (3.43)
with the shift Hamiltonian operator
Hˆ
(1)
shift =
∑
nn′,q
V 2q |Fn′n(q)|2Sr(q, ωn′n)Tˆn′n′ , (3.44)
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which is related the shift of the eigenenergies. The dissipator Dˆ(1)[ρˆA(t)], which is the real
part of the influence function DˆI(1)(t, t0), see Eq. (3.40) and is given in Schro¨dinger picture by
Dˆ(1)[ρˆA(t)] =
∑
nn′,q
kn′n(q, ωn′n)
[
Tˆnn′ ρˆA(t)Tˆn′n − 12
{
Tˆn′n′ , ρˆA(t)
}
+
]
, (3.45)
where the curly brackets {· · · , · · ·}+ denote the anticommutator. Without the contributions
from DˆI(2)[ρˆA(t)], the QME (3.43) has the Lindblad form. Generally, by performing the RWA
here we can render the QME in the Lindblad form in which the terms describing atomic
emissions and absorptions can be seperated as shown in Ref. [BP07]. However, we should
point out that the neglecting of the term DˆI(2)[ρˆA(t)] yields an incorrect description of the
dissipative system beyond dipole approximation.
We implement the matrix representation of the QME (3.43) in the Schro¨dinger picture
with Eq. (3.13), then the atomic QME in RWA becomes
∂ρA,if (t)
∂t
+ iωifρA,if (t)
=−
∑
n,q
[
Kin;in(q, ωin) +K∗fn;fn(q, ωfn)
]
· ρA,if (t)
+ δif
∑
n,q
[
Kni;ni(q, ωni) +K∗ni;ni(q, ωni)
]
· ρA,nn(t)
+ (1− δif )
∑
q
[
Kii;ff (q, ωii) +K∗ff ;ii(q, ωff )
]
· ρA,if (t). (3.46)
The last contribution comes from DˆI(2)(t, t0), Eq. (3.38).
On the other hand, we can also study the dissipator (3.45) in its matrix representation.
The Pauli equation resulting from the diagonal matrix elements of the the dissipator (3.45)
is given by
∂P
(1)
i (t)
∂t
=
∑
n,q
{
kni(q, ωni)P (1)n (t)− kin(q, ωin)P (1)i (t)
}
. (3.47)
This relation coincides with the Pauli equation (3.33) because the contribution DˆI(2)(t, t0) does
not affect the behavior of the population numbers given by the diagonal terms of the density
matrix. Note that in comparison to the derivation given in this appendix two additional terms
occur in Eq. (3.32), which contain nondiagonal matrix elements ρA,if (t). The neglecting of
these additional terms is only valid if the differences of neighbored eigenenergies En of the
basis |ψn〉 are enough large so that these terms oscillate quite quickly. In the case of Rydberg
states, these terms oscillating with frequency ωif are also relevant and cannot be ignored any
more.
The nondiagonal matrix elements of the dissipator (3.43), i.e. DˆRWA[ρˆA(t)] = Dˆ(1)[ρˆA(t)]+
Dˆ(2)[ρˆA(t)], can be represented as
∂ρA,if (t)
∂t
+ iω˜if ρA,if (t) = 〈ψi|DˆRWA[ρˆA(t)]|ψf 〉 = −12
{
d1 + d2 + d3
}
ρA,if (t) (3.48)
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with the modified transition frequency ω˜if due to the shift Hamiltonian in Eq. (3.43). The
contributions d1, d2 and d3 are defined similarly as in Eq. (3.79),
d1 =
∑
q
V 2q |Fii(q)− Fff (−q)|2 γr(q, 0), (3.49)
d2 =
∑
q
{
kif (q, ωif ) + kfi(q, ωfi)
}
, (3.50)
d3 =
∑
n6=i,f
∑
q
{
kin(q, ωin) + kfn(q, ωfn)
}
. (3.51)
The mixed contribution in d1 originates from the dissipator Dˆ(2)[ρˆA(t)] (3.41), whereas an-
other two contributions belong to the dissipator Dˆ(1)[ρˆA(t)] (3.45). It can be seen that the
expression (3.50) relates directly to the transition rates of the atomic eigenstates comparing
with the Pauli equation (3.33) for a given two-levels system transition, which gives a clue
to define the transition rates for the Rydberg wave packet via the QME as explained in
Sec. 3.2.4.
For the sake of investigating the effect of the RWA we return to the atomic QME (3.30)
which reads in the Schro¨dinger picture
∂ρA,if (t)
∂t
+ iωifρA,if (t) = 〈ψi|Dˆ[ρˆA(t)]|ψf 〉 (3.52)
with the influence function [remember ρIA,mn(t, t0) = eiωmn(t−t0)ρA,mn(t)]
〈ψi|Dˆ[ρˆA(t)]|ψf 〉 = −
∑
mn,q
{
Kmn;in(q, ωmn) ρA,mf (t) + K∗mn;fn(q, ωmn) ρA,im(t)
− [Kmi;fn(q, ωmi) +K∗nf ;mi(q, ωnf )] ρA,mn(t)}. (3.53)
The RWA for the non-diagonal terms means we should set m = i in the first term, m = f
in the second term and m = i, n = f in the third term of the influence function (3.53). By
using the decomposition of the complex response function Γr(q, ω) = γr(q, ω)/2 + iSr(q, ω)
we obtain the same expression as Eq. (3.48).
We found that the RWA performed in Eq. (3.28) by neglecting DˆI(2)(t, t0) leads to a QME
in Lindblad form. However, the term DˆI(2)(t, t0) has a significant contribution in some special
cases, for example, the vertex correction of the spectral line profiles. On the other hand,
if the RWA is performed in the matrix representation, the contribution of DˆI(2)(t, t0) can
be automatically included in the influence function. If the RWA is carried out prematurely
in Eq. (3.36), it will be inappropriate to describe the dissipative properties of the relevant
atomic system (Rydberg states) and results in erroneous transition rates.
In principle, the RWA obtained by the removal of terms that oscillate quickly with respect
to some characteristic time scales of the system is problematic as pointed out by different
authors [Aga71, Aga73, Fle98, FCAH10, MABL13, MM13]. It depends on the choice of the
basis |ψn〉 for the representation of the density matrix, and in the case of small energy differ-
ences of neighbored eigenenergies En the oscillation may become not quick enough compared
to the characteristic time scales of the system. In a study of the spontaneous emission of a
two-level system, Agarwal found that the RWA gives an incorrect value for environmentally
induced frequency shifts with respect to the system frequency [Aga71, Aga73]. Fleischhauer
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studied the photodetection without the RWA, finding that for ultrashort pulses, whose length
is of the order of the oscillation period, the mean number of photocounts with the RWA and
without the RWA are substantially different [Fle98]. Recently, Fleming et al. investigated the
validity of the RWA in an open quantum system and argued that the quantum state resulting
from the RWA is inappropriate for calculating the detailed properties of the state dynamics
such as entanglement dynamics [FCAH10]. In Ref. [MABL13], Majenz et al. showed that
the RWA leads to the lack of important qualitative features of the population dynamics in a
special three-level model. Recently, Ma¨kela¨ and Mo¨tto¨nen [MM13] discovered that the RWA
yields an considerable reduction of non-Markovianity and is problematic if non-Markovian
dynamics is of essential relevance.
In this work, irreversible behavior is not produced by the RWA, but already inherent in
the solutions of Eqs. (3.14) and (3.15). The source term with ε > 0 in Eq. (2.82) is obtained
from phase averaging in the evolution of ρˆrel(t), see Eq. (1.101) in Ref. [Ro¨p13]. A positive
ε is necessary to get γr > 0, Eq. (3.20), which is calculated here in Born approximation.
According to Eqs. (3.33) and (3.34), γr determines the relaxation rate w of the states of the
system A. Averaging over the phases related to t0 in the interaction picture, all oscillations
with ωnm > w ∝ γr are damped out so that the corresponding contributions tend to zero and
can be dropped, see also Eq. (3.40) in Ref. [Ro¨p13]. Consequently, the RWA is obtained.
3.2 Wave packet description for Rydberg states
3.2.1 Wave packets
Within the QME approach, the statistical operator of the reduced system ρˆA is of interest.
The density matrix ρA,mn = 〈m|ρˆA|n〉 is represented with respect to the states |n〉 of the
reduced system. One possibility is using the orthonormal basis set of energy eigenstates
of the unperturbed atom according to the interaction picture. In the case considered here,
these are the hydrogen orbitals including the scattering states. The hydrogen orbitals are
long-living if the perturbation by the surrounding plasma is weak. Accordingly, the transition
rates due to collisions with the plasma are small.
Rydberg atoms, as ubiquitous states formed due to the recombination of electrons and
positive ions in laser-produced plasmas [PPR04a, PPR04b], play a significant role for under-
standing the evolution of expanding plasmas. Some general properties for Rydberg atoms are
displayed in Tab. 3.1. Their interaction effects with the plasma particles are comparable or
greater than the differences of atomic energy eigenstates En for n near a fixed value n0. On
the other hand, the pressure broadening of the Rydberg states is also comparable to the en-
ergy difference between adjacent orbitals since it is scaled as n−3 with respect to the principal
quantum number n. Furthermore, the transition rates are quite large because of the enor-
mous dipole moment (〈nl|r|n l ± 1〉 ∼ n2). Consequently, the pure Rydberg state is strongly
affected by the plasma environment and has only a short life time. In this case, mixtures
of pure Rydberg states should be taken into account. Hence one can look for more robust
states that are formed as superposition of energy eigenstates, which might be more stable in
the time evolution. For a local interaction such as the Coulomb potential, the position r of
the atomic electron enters the interaction part of the Hamiltonian, and localization is favored
because r commutes with Hˆint and is a conserved quantity with respect to this part of the
Hamiltonian. Therefore, localized states are more robust with respect to the interaction with
the surrounding plasma. In this case, a wave packet description for Rydberg states can be
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Property n-dependence Na (state n = 10, l = 2)
Binding energy n−2 0.14 eV
Energy between adjacent n states n−3 0.023 eV
Orbital radius n2 147 a0
Dipole moment 〈nd|er|nf〉 n2 143 e a0
Polarizability n7 0.21 MHz cm2 V−2
Radiative lifetime n3 1.0 µs
Tab. 3.1: Properties of Rydberg atoms: scaling rules (from Ref. [Gal94]). a0 is the Born
radius and e is the elementary charge.
introduced to describe the evolution of the system, in particular transition rates.
In addition, the introduction of the wave packet description may allow us to investigate
the boundary between the quantum and classical descriptions of systems. In fact, since the
introduction of quantum mechanics many physicists attempted to establish the connections
between these descriptions of nature by exhibiting the so-called coherent wave packet. One of
the famous examples is the well known coherent state of the linear harmonic oscillator [Gla63]
which may be regarded as an excellent example to describe the macroscopic limit of a quantum
mechanical system according to the correspondence principle. For the Coulomb problem,
e.g. the hydrogen atom, many attempts to construct localized semi-classical solutions of the
coherent-state type have been made [Bro73, NS78, BDRG86, ZZF94, MS97]. Note that the
hydrogen atom is equivalent to the four-dimensional harmonic oscillator so that coherent
wave packets can be introduced accordingly [BDRG86]. Recently, Makowski and Peplowski
constructed well-localized two-dimensional wave packets for two different potentials [MP12,
MP13] where an excellent quantum-classical correspondence is observed. We use Brown’s
circular-orbit wave packets [Bro73, GS90] as a quasiclassical representation to describe the
highly excited Rydberg states of the hydrogen atom.
3.2.2 Circular Rydberg states
In the present work, we are interested in the extreme-circular Rydberg states where a valence
electron of the atom is highly excited to quantum states l = m = n − 1. In the case of a
hydrogen atom we have
ψn(r) = 〈r|ψn,n−1,n−1〉 = cn
(
r
aB
)n−1
e−r/(naB) sinn−1(θ)ei(n−1)φ, (3.54)
where cn = (2/(naB))3/2[2n(2n + 1)!]−1/2. Furthermore, in this section we use the abbre-
viation ψn(r) for the circular wave function ψn,n−1,n−1(r) and use the notation n for the
principal quantum number. It can be seen from Eq. (3.54) that the hydrogen electron in
this eigenstate is already excellently localized in the radial (r) and polar (θ) direction, see
Fig. 3.1.
Besides the above mentioned localized properties, these extreme-circular Rydberg states
have also other remarkable properties: long radiative lifetimes, giant magnetic moments, no
linear Stark shift, and smallest quadratic Stark shifts [Hez10, ASSR13, And15]. According to
the dipole selection rule ∆l = 1, the radiative decay channels of circular Rydberg states are
strongly suppressed. As a consequence, transition between adjacent circular states can be
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regarded as a two-level quantum system which may be used to realize a two-qubit quantum
gate [XZS13].
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Abb. 3.1: Localization of the circular wave function [Lin14].
Different methods for creating circular Rydberg atoms have been developed, for example,
the adiabatic rapid passage technique [HK83, NBB+93], the crossed-field method [DG88,
HGG88], and the adiabatic radio-frequency field technique [MJY86, CCRS93, CLG94]. In
addition to the production of circular Rydberg states, special trapping techniques are indis-
pensable for studies and applications of these states. For instance, as recently demonstrated
by Anderson et al. [ASSR13], a room-temperature magnetic trap for circular Rydberg atoms
has been realized. There, circular Rydberg state with n = 57 are generated within a sample
of 107 cold 87Rb atoms via a two-step excitation process with two laser beams. It was possible
to observe the center-of-mass and internal-state evolution of circular states. These experi-
ments can be employed to provide a source of long-lived circular state atoms for precision
measurements.
3.2.3 Wave packet for circular motion
We now introduce a circular-orbit wave packet of the hydrogen atom as a coherent state con-
structed from the superposition of circular-orbit eigenfunctions of the hydrogen atom (3.54)
with a Gaussian weighting function around a large principal quantum number n0 [GS90]:
|Gn0,φ0〉 =
∑
n
gn0,n√Nn0 ei(n−1)φ0 |ψn〉 (3.55)
with the Gaussian factor and the normalization factor respectively
gn0,n = exp
{
−(n− n0)
2
4σ2n0
}
, Nn0 =
∞∑
n=1
exp
{
−(n− n0)
2
2σ2n0
}
, (3.56)
where σn0 is the standard deviation considered as fixed parameter for n0. Without loss of
generality we can put φ0 = 0 because it fixes, as a phase factor, only the initial position of the
wave packet at the azimuthal angle φ. We drop φ0 in the following. Due to the superposition
with a Gaussian factor, we have also good localization with respect to φ in the wave packet
description (3.55). The actual Hilbert space Hn,n−1.n−1 considered here is only a subspace
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of the entire Hilbert space H of the hydrogen atom. The generalization to the full Hilbert
space to include all bound and scattering states could be done straightforwardly.
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(a) Classical Kepler motion in one Kepler period with frequency ωcl.
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(b) Quantum revival behavior in one revival period with frequency ωrev.
Abb. 3.2: Time evolution of the autocorrelation function |A(t)|2 with A(t) = 〈Gn0(t)|Gn0(0)〉
around the principal quantum number n0 = 69 [Lin14].
The time-dependent wave packet in the coordinate representation in terms of spherical
coordinates is given by
〈r|Gn0〉t =
∑
n
gn0,n√Nn0 eiEnt/~ ψn(r) (3.57)
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with En = Ry/n2 and Ry = 13.6 eV . For an appropriate Gaussian factor only the terms
with principal quantum number adjacent to n0 contribute. Therefore we can use the central
quantum number n0 to approximate other states in radial and θ-direction. In addition, for
short-term time evolution the energy En in the factor eiEnt/~ in Eq. (3.57) can be expanded
around n0 up to the second order, which relates directly to the quantum revival, see below.
The probability distribution of the wave packet can be represented as
|〈r|Gn0〉t|2 =
∑
m,n
c2n0
(
r
aB
)2n0−2
e−2r/(n0aB) sin2n0−2(θ) (3.58)
× exp
{
−(a1 − iωrevt)(n− n0)2 − (a1 + iωrevt)(m− n0)2 + i(φ− ωclt)(n−m)
}
with a1 = 1/(4σ2n0), ωcl = |E
′
n0 |/~ = 2Ry/(~n30) and ωrev = |E
′′
n0 |/(2~) = 3Ry/(~n40), where
E
′
n0 and E
′′
n0 are the first and second derivatives of En with respect to the main quantum
number n at n0, respectively. As pointed out in [Rob04], ωcl relates to the classical Kepler
period Tcl = 2pircl/vcl for the Kepler trajectory with rcl = n20 aB and vcl =
√
Ry/(men20),
and the quantum revival period can be defined by ωrev. To reveal the Kepler motion and
the quantum revival behavior, the time evolution of the autocorrelation function A(t) =
〈Gn0(t)|Gn0(0)〉 is shown in Fig. 3.2.
For highly excited states |x|  n0 with x = n − n0 and |y|  n0 with y = m − n0, the
sum ∑m,n can be replaced by the integral ∫∞−∞ dx ∫∞−∞ dy. Integrating over the variables r
and θ and performing the integral over x, y yields the probability distribution of the wave
packet
|Gn0(φ, t)|2 ∼
√
pi2
a21 + (ωrevt)2
exp
[
− φ
2
cl(t)
2[a21 + (ωrevt)2]/a1
]
(3.59)
with φcl(t) = φ − ωclt. From this probability distribution the time-dependent width of the
wave packet for a Rydberg electron can be extracted
σφn0(t) =
√
[a21 + (ωrevt)2]/a1 =
√√√√ 1
4σ2n0
+
σ2n0(E
′′
n0t)2
~2
. (3.60)
For the initial time t = 0, we have σφn0 = 1/(2σn0). The expression (3.59) also shows that
on such a short time scale the central position of the probability distribution is exactly
determined by the Kepler motion. The localized wave packet for the hydrogen atom moves
along the classical Keplerian trajectory of the electron and its width broadens. With time
evolution the localization of the wave packet is destroyed and interference fringes of different
eigenstates are displayed. On a much longer time scale Trev = 2pi/ωrev, the wave packet finally
reverses itself, which is the above mentioned quantum revival as indicated in Eq. (3.59).
The dynamics of the wave packet shown above is purely due to quantum mechanical
evolution without plasma surroundings. Within a plasma environment, the hydrogen atom
undergoes interactions with the plasma particles which results in the shift of the eigenen-
ergy levels, the broadening of plasma spectral lines, the screening of the Coulomb potential,
the localization of the hydrogen atom (proton and bound electron), etc. In this work we
concentrate on the localization of the bound electron immersed in a plasma environment.
The scattering of the bound electron by free plasma electrons results in the localization
of the electron of the hydrogen atom, i.e. the collisions with the plasma tend to localize
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the Rydberg electron and to narrow the wave packet. As in the case of free particles in
a surrounding environment [JZK+03], the spreading of the wave packet competes with the
localization effect induced by the plasma environment. The optimum width of a Gaussian
wave packet where both effects, localization and quantum diffluence, nearly compensate,
describes a state which is nearly stable in time and is denoted as robust state.
In this work we are interested in time scales, which are even smaller than the classical
Keplerian periodicity Tcl. We assume that on such a short time scale a Rydberg electron
behaves like a free electron because of the weak coupling between the electron and the proton.
Comparing with the relaxation processes, which describe the inelastic coupling between the
internal energy eigenstates and the surrounding environment, the quasiclassical Kepler motion
of the wave packet is assumed to be influenced by the elastic scattering of the Rydberg
electrons with its surroundings. Similarly as in the case of the quantum Brownian motion
of a free particle [JZK+03], the equation of motion for the reduced density matrix in space
basis can be derived via the collisional decoherence as following.
Following the method represented in the book of Joos et al. [JZK+03] for the free particles,
we study here the weakly bound Rydberg electrons. The reduced density matrix for the
Rydberg electron can be derived under the assumptions of recoil-free collisions and elastic
scattering
ρ(Rn,R
′
n)→ ρ(Rn,R
′
n) ·
{
1 +
∑
k′
[
1− ei(k−k′)·(Rn−R
′
n)
]
|〈k′, n|Tˆ |k, n〉|2
}
, (3.61)
where the T-matrix is given by Tˆ = Vˆ + Vˆ Gˆ0Vˆ + Vˆ Gˆ0Vˆ Gˆ0Vˆ + .... In the elastic scattering
process the principal quantum number n of the Rydberg electron does not change, this means,
the Rydberg electron motions along the classical Kepler orbit. For the bound electrons the
T-matrix in Born approximation can be represented as
〈k′, n|Tˆ |k, n〉 = Vq Fnn(q)δ(Ek − Ek′) (3.62)
with q = k− k′ and Ek = k2/(2me). Vq denotes the interaction potential and Fnn(q) is
diagonal atomic form factor.
In Born approximation we have
A :=
∑
k′
[
1− ei(k−k′)·(Rn−R
′
n)
]
|〈k′, n|Tˆ |k, n〉|2
= Ω0(2pi)3
∫
d3k′
[
1− ei(k−k′)·(Rn−R
′
n)
]
V 2q F
2
nn(q)δ2(Ek − Ek′)
= Ω0meT(2pi~)3k
∫ 2k
0
dq qV 2q F
2
nn(q)
[
1− eiq·(Rn−R
′
n)
]
. (3.63)
In the third line the integrals over k′ and φ have been carried out and the integral over θ
is replaced by
∫ k+k′
|k−k′| dq by using the relation q2 = k2 + k′2 − 2kk′ cos θ. The squared delta
function is evaluated by using the Fourier representation of the delta function
δ2(Ek − Ek′) = δ(Ek − Ek′) · lim
T→∞
1
2pi~
∫ T/2
−T/2
dt ei(Ek−Ek′ )t/~
= me
~2k′
δ(k − k′) · lim
T→∞
T
2pi~ . (3.64)
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For a collection of N independent scattering events in plasma, the above expression (3.63)
should be multiplied by a factor N . For the momentum distribution P (q) of the plasma en-
vironment, the classical Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution is taken. where the momentum
distribution P (~k) of the plasma environment, assumed to fulfill Maxwell-Boltzmann distri-
bution P (q) = ( ~22pimekBT )
3/2 exp[−~2q2/(2mekBT )] is taken. We find
A = NΩ0T
pi(2pi~)2
√
me
2pikBT
∫ ∞
0
dq qV 2q F
2
nn(q) e−~
2q2/(8mekBT )
[
1− eiq·(Rn−R
′
n)
]
. (3.65)
For the scattering process described here we have the time evolution of the reduced density
matrix (QME) by taking the differential limit of small T
ρ(Rn,R
′
n, T )− ρ(Rn,R
′
n, 0)
T
= NΩ0
pi(2pi~)2
√
me
2pikBT
∫ ∞
0
dq qV 2q F
2
nn(q) e−~
2q2/(8mekBT ) ×
[
1− eiq·(Rn−R
′
n)
]
. (3.66)
To avoid the divergence of the integral in (3.66), the Debye potential [?] can be used. As
the next step we can use the long-wavelength limit to evaluate (3.66), i.e. we can expand
the exponential function eiq·(Rn−R
′
n) up to second order and obtain the QME in the long-
wavelength limit
∂
∂t
ρ(Rn,R
′
n, t) = −
NΩ0
pi(2pi~)2
√
me
2pikBT
∫ ∞
0
dq qV 2q F
2
nn(q) e−~
2q2/(8mekBT ) (q · (Rn −R′n))2.
(3.67)
As shown in Sec. 3.2.3, the Rydberg electron moves along the Kepler orbit, i.e. Rn =
(n2aB, pi/2, φ) and R
′
n = (n2aB, pi/2, φ′). This assumption allows us to calculate the term
(q · (Rn −R′n))2 by averaging it over all possible directions (Rn −R
′
n): (q · (Rn −R
′
n))2 =
q2 · (x− x′)2/3 with x = rclφ. Then we have
∂
∂t
ρ(x, x′, t) = −ΛRn · (x− x′)2 (3.68)
with the localization rate defined by
ΛRn =
NΩ0
pi(2pi~)2
∫ ∞
0
dq
q4
3 V
2
q F
2
nn(q)
√
me
2pikBTq2
e−~2q2/(8mekBT ). (3.69)
describing how fast interferences of an entangled system of extension |x− x′| are suppressed.
According to [JZK+03], the optimal width of the wave packet is defined by equilibrating the
interplay between the spreading of the wave packet and the localization of the wave packet
and reads:
σcln =
1
2
( ~
meΛRn
)1/4
. (3.70)
As a consequence, an optimal width σn0 can be calculated using the relation (3.60) for t = 0
and the relation σφn0 = σ
cl
n0/rcl so that
σn0 =
rcl
2σcln0
. (3.71)
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For the plasma with temperature T = 300K and density npl = 109 cm−3, we obtain an optimal
width σn0 = 0.75 for n0 = 13, which will be shown in the next section to be appropriate to
describe the transition rate.
In Table 3.2 we show the dependence of the localization rates on the plasma parameters
for different principal quantum numbers. For given temperature and density, the localization
rate decreases slightly with the increasing quantum number n0. At a fixed temperature, the
localization rate is raised drastically when the plasma density increases. At the same time,
the localization rate shows only a weak dependence on the plasma temperature.
T [K] npl[cm−3]
quantum number n0
10 20 30 40
100
109 5.722 5.722 5.722 5.721
1012 180.3 180.1 180.0 179.7
1015 5090 4969 4813 4645
1000
109 5.722 5.722 5.722 5.722
1012 180.9 180.8 180.7 180.6
1015 5619 5549 5474 5399
10000
109 5.722 5.722 5.722 5.722
1012 180.9 180.9 180.9 180.9
1015 5696 5670 5645 5619
Tab. 3.2: Localization rate ΛRn (3.69) in units of [1023 cm−2 s−1] for different plasma densities
and temperatures.
The transition between descriptions of the bound electron in hydrogen atom by the
wave packet and the pure quantum eigenstate may be determined by comparing the optimal
width (3.70) with the orbit radius rn0 = rcl = n20aB. For this, a function b(n0, npl, T )
b(n0) = b(n0, npl, T ) =
σcln0
rn0
− 1 (3.72)
can be introduced. For the given electron density npl and temperature T of the plasma,
quantum mechanical descriptions is valid for b(n0) > 0, and for the opposite case (b(n0) < 0),
the wave packet descriptions can be used.
In Fig. 3.3 we show this function for different plasma densities at the given temperature
T = 300 K. With the increase of the plasma density the principal quantum number ncr
at b(ncr) ≈ 0 characterizing the change from a pure quantum description to a classical
description drops drastically.
We discussed the descriptions of the bound electron, in particular the validity of the wave
packet description. We have shown that this question is related to the localization of the
wave packet if an optimal width of the wave packet is assumed, which also has a dependence
on the mass of the localized object as shown in Eq. (3.70). Similar considerations can be
made for the free electrons and ions in the plasma, see Refs. [GR06, GR07].
3.2.4 Transition rates
We are interested in a matrix representation of the QME. We use robust states |i〉 = |Gni〉
for the initial state and |f〉 = |Gnf 〉 for the final state to investigate the atomic transition
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Abb. 3.3: Boundary between classical and quantum mechanical descriptions of the hydrogen
electron at T = 300 K for different densities.
rates of the Rydberg states. For the reduced Hilbert space Hn,n−1.n−1 used to construct
the circular-orbit wave packet, there is no completeness relation ∑n |n〉〈n| = 1ˆ because non-
circular orbits are missing. Only if we project on the reduced Hilbert space, this relation can
be applied. A more general discussion about the completeness relation in the wave packet
case is found in Refs. [Fox99, Kla96]. Therewith the charge density operator in Hilbert space
Hn,n−1.n−1 is expressed as
%ˆIq,A(t) =
∑
mn
ee Tˆmn Fmn(q)eiωmnt. (3.73)
In Fourier-space the charge density operator reads
%ˆIq,A(ω) =
∑
mn
ee Tˆmn Fmn(q) 2piδ(ω + ωmn). (3.74)
Note that the operators given in this section are all projected on the reduced Hilbert space
Hn,n−1.n−1. The use of the full Hilbert space is more complex and should be worked out in
future investigations.
In the present section, the diffusion of the wave packet with the center quantum number
n0 is of essential interest. The dynamics along the classical trajectory, shown in the previous
section, is given by φcl(t). To investigate the diffusion of the wave packet with respect to
the quantum number n, we come back to the QME in which the influence function for the
wave packet in Hilbert space Hn,n−1,n−1 is obtained by inserting the charge density operator
(3.74) into equation (3.21)
DI[ρˆIA(t)] =−
∑
nn′,mm′,q
e−i(ωnn′+ωmm′ )(t−t0)Kmm′;n′n(q, ωmm′)
×
{
Tˆn′nTˆm′mρˆ
I
A(t, t0)− Tˆm′mρˆIA(t, t0)Tˆn′n
}
+ h.c. (3.75)
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The influence function in RWA can be represented in matrix representation as
〈f |DI[ρˆIA(t)]|i〉 =
∑
s,h,q
Gni,hnf ,s
{
Kss;hh(q, ωss) +K∗hh;ss(q, ωhh)
−
∑
n
{
Ksn;sn(q, ωsn) +K∗hn;nh(q, ωhn)
}}
ρIA,sh(t) (3.76)
with
Gni,hnf ,s =
gnf ,s · gni,h√
NnfNni
, (3.77)
where the g-function is given by Eq. (3.56). After decomposition of the response function
Γr(q, ω) = γr(q, ω)/2 + iSr(q, ω), we have the dissipator for the circular wave packet
〈f |DI[ρˆIA(t)]|i〉 = −
1
2
∑
s,h
Gni,hnf ,s
{
D1 +D2 +D3
}
ρIA,sh(t) (3.78)
with
D1 =
∑
q
V 2q |Fss(q)− Fhh(−q)|2 γr(q, 0), (3.79)
D2 =
∑
q
{
khs(q, ωhs) + ksh(q, ωsh)
}
, (3.80)
D3 =
∑
n6=s,h
∑
q
{
ksn(q, ωsn) + khn(q, ωhn)
}
. (3.81)
This dissipator, describing the decoherence of the nondiagonal elements of the wave packet,
has three different contributions. D1 originates from the vertex correction and contributes
only beyond the dipol approximation. D3 represents the contributions of all intermediate
transitions. The transition between the contributing initial state s and final state h is hidden
in D2 and from which the transition rates for the wave packet can be defined
Wni→nf =
∑
s,h
Gni,hnf ,s · wh→s (3.82)
with the atomic transition rate given in Eq. (3.34).
In collision theory, the T-matrix Tˆ = Vˆ + Vˆ Gˆ0Vˆ + Vˆ Gˆ0Vˆ Gˆ0Vˆ + . . . is used to calculate
the cross sections and the transition rates. Comparison with the Born approximation imple-
mented in the derivation of the QME (3.14) shows that only the first term Vˆ in T-matrix is
taken into account. In order to obtain a better description of the collision effects in plasma,
higher-order terms should be evaluated. We use a semiclassical approximation reported in
Ref. [BL95] to describe the modification of the transition rate due to the collision effects in
plasma, which is given by
f(n,∆n,Θ) = ln
[
1 + 1∆nΘ(1 + 2.5nΘ/∆n)
]
·
[
ln
(
1 + 1∆nΘ
)]−1
, Θ =
√
|En|
kBT
(3.83)
with ∆n = n−n′ and the binding energy En for the hydrogen atom. Therefore the modified
transition rate for the wave packet description may be written as
Wni→nf =
∑
s,h
Gni,hnf ,s · wh→s · f(h, |h− s|,Θ). (3.84)
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In Fig. 3.4 we show the transition rates calculated from the expression (3.84) for two dif-
ferent values for the width of the hydrogenic wave packet. Comparing with the experimental
data of Helium, it can be seen that the transition rates calculated with the wave packet width
σn0 = 0.75, evaluated using Eq. (3.71) for the given plasma parameters T and npl, are in
best agreement. The agreement reveals the coherent wave packet character of the Rydberg
electron.
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Abb. 3.4: Transition rates of ni = 13 to near nf states induced at a T = 300 K electron
plasma with density npl = 109cm−3. calculated from the wave packet description
with the width σn0 = 0.55 and σn0 = 0.75 compared to the results from classical
Monte-Carlo simulation (MCS) [VS80], the calculation in Born approximation with
and without collision effects from Ref. [GR06] and experimental data [DBD79].
The comparison between the results of the classical Monte-Carlo simulation and the ex-
perimental data indicates that a classical treatment is more appropriate to calculate the tran-
sition rates of the highly excited states. In the classical Monte-Carlo simulation, the highly
excited free electron is treated as a point in an 18 dimensional phase space which behaves in
accordance with classical laws under the influence of the Coulomb interactions [MK69]. From
the quantum mechanical point of view, this treatment is equivalent to represent the electron
as an incoherent wave packet with vanishing width.
Another comparison for the transition rates with the initial principal quantum number
ni = 40 is shown in Fig. 3.5. From the figure the validity of the wave packet description can
be also verified from the agreement between the results of classical Monte-Carlo simulations
and the results calculated with the wave packet width σn0 = 2.
3.3 Spectral line shapes in plasma in terms of the open quantum system theory
In open quantum system theory one separates a reduced subsystem out from the total quan-
tum system, which includes all relevant observables that one is interested in. The remaining
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Abb. 3.5: Transition rates of ni = 40 to near nf states induced by a T = 20 K electron
plasma with density npl = 109cm−3 calculated from the wave packet description
with the width σn0 = 0.5, 2, 3 compared to the results from classical Monte-Carlo
simulation [VS80] (green line) and the results in Born approximation with and
without collision effects from Ref. [BL95].
degrees of freedom are treated as irrelevant for the dynamical behavior and are denoted as
the observables of the bath. However, the selection of the relevant observables that are appro-
priate to describe the dynamics of the system depends sensitively on the physical problems
that we tackle.
For instance, the degrees of freedom of the emitted photons are irrelevant for the dynamics
of the population numbers of the atomic energy eigenstates and therefore can be considered as
part of the bath in the derivation of the Pauli equation. This consideration is also applied in
the derivation of the natural line width of the spectral line profile [BP07, Ro¨p13]. In contrast,
these degrees of freedom are most important for the description of the spectral line profile in a
plasma environment where we obtain the spectral line shapes by measuring the energy of the
emitted photons. The emitted photons are therefore relevant degrees of freedom. To correctly
describe the spectral line shapes via the open quantum system theory, we must extend the
reduced system by including the set of the degrees of freedom of the emitted photons. This
means that the radiation field together with the atomic system should be considered as the
reduced system to be described by the QME, and the surrounding plasma is the bath coupled
to the system by Coulomb interaction.
Absorption as well as spontaneous and induced emission coefficients, related by the Ein-
stein relation, are obtained from QED where the transverse part of the Maxwell field
Hˆ⊥photon =
∑
k,s
~ωk,snˆk,s (3.85)
is quantized and denoted by the photon modes |k, s〉. The frequency ωk = c|k| = 2pic/λ is the
dispersion relation for the frequency as a function of the wave number λ. nˆk,s = bˆ†k,sbˆk,s is the
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occupation number with the polarization s = 1, 2. As mentioned above, the photon field must
be treated as part of the reduced system with the Hamiltonian HˆS = HˆA + Hˆ⊥photon, and the
eigenstates will be denoted by the expression |n˜〉 = |ψn, Nn(k, s)〉 containing corresponding
quantum numbers for the eigenenergy E˜n = En +
∑
k,sNn(k, s) ~ωk,s with the occupation
number Nn(k, s) of the mode |k, s〉.
Emission and absorption are described by the interaction Hamiltonian, see Eq. (3.5),
Hˆrad =
∫
d3r jˆ⊥A · Aˆph =
∫
d3r dˆA · Eˆph after integration by parts with the atomic dipole op-
erator dˆA. The decomposition of the electric field of the photon subsystem (two polarization
vectors eˆk,s) is
Eˆph = i
∑
k,s
√
~ωk
2Ω0
eˆk,s [bˆk,s − bˆ†k,s]. (3.86)
For a given measured photon mode |k¯, s¯〉 in the experiment, only the mode with k = k¯ and
s = s¯ in the Hamiltonian Hˆrad contributes. This allows us to introduce a new operator
describing emission and absorption
dˆS = dˆA ⊗ (bˆk¯ − bˆ†¯k), (3.87)
where the polarization index is suppressed. The initial and final states in this case are given by
|˜i〉 = |ψi, Ni(k)〉 and |f˜〉 = |ψf , Nf (k)〉 with Nf (k) = Ni(k) + δk,k¯, respectively. This means
that for the measured photon mode k¯ the occupation number fulfills Nf (k¯) = Ni(k¯) + 1,
while for all other photon modes their occupation numbers remain unchanged. A shift of
the eigenenergy levels is caused by the interaction with the plasma environment via the
momentum exchange. Subsequently, this leads to a deviation of the measured transition
frequency ωk¯ from the characteristic transition frequencies ωnn′ between the unperturbed
atomic eigenstates |ψn〉. We define the deviation by using the eigenenergies E˜n via
∆ωnn′ = (E˜n − E˜n′)/~. (3.88)
We use the interaction picture with Hˆ0 = HˆS + HˆB so that the power spectrum P (ωk¯) =∫∞
0 e
−te±iωk¯t〈dˆA〉tdt as shown in [BHMV84] in the framework of the linear-response theory
can be rewritten as
P (ωk¯) =
∫ ∞
0
e−t〈dˆS〉tdt =
∑
if
Li,f , (3.89)
where the photon frequency is absorbed by the new dipole operator dˆS of the reduced system
(including photons) and
〈dˆS〉t = Tr{ρˆS(t)dˆS} =
∑
if
ρIS,fi(t)dIS,if (t) (3.90)
with ρIS,fi(t) being the solution of the QME in interaction picture (see Eq. (3.95)), and the
matrix elements dIS,if (t) = 〈ψi|dA|ψf 〉e−i∆ωif t. Consequently, the spectral line shape Li,f in
Eq. (3.95) can be written as
Li,f =
∫ ∞
0
dt e−t ρIS,fi(t)dIS,if (t). (3.91)
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In order to obtain the solution of the QME, a similar reduced charge density operator
containing the photon information as in Eq. (3.87) can be introduced for the extended reduced
system
%ˆq,S = %ˆq,A ⊗ (bˆk¯ − bˆ†k¯). (3.92)
Using the basis set |n˜〉 of the unperturbed reduced system, we obtain the matrix elements of
the reduced charge density operator %ˆIq,S(t) at time t
〈n˜′|%ˆIq,S(t)|n˜〉 = ee Fn′n(q) ei∆ωn′nt
[
δNn′ (k¯),Nn(k¯)−1 − δNn′ (k¯),Nn(k¯)+1
]
,
where the Kronecker’s delta is connected to the atomic emission and absorption with the
transition frequency ωn′n. Performing the Fourier transform with respect to the time t, we
obtain the reduced charge density operator in Fourier-space
%ˆq,S(ω) =
∑
n′>n
ee Tˆ
−
n′n · Fn′n(q) δ(ω −∆ωn′n)−
∑
n′<n
ee Tˆ
+
n′n · Fn′n(q) δ(ω + ∆ωnn′) (3.93)
with Tˆ−n′n = |n˜′〉〈n˜| · δNn′ (k¯),Nn(k¯)−1 denoting the one photon absorption and Tˆ
+
n′n = |n˜′〉〈n˜| ·
δNn′ (k¯),Nn(k¯)+1 - the one photon emission. Inserting this expression into the influence func-
tion (3.21), we obtain a new influence function including both emission and absorption terms,
which can be used as the starting point to derive the spectral line profile. The terms rep-
resenting the emission processes can be selected by using the matrix element representation
〈f˜ |DI[ρˆS(t)]|˜i〉 with the change of the photon number 4N = Nf (k¯)−Ni(k¯) = 1:
〈f˜ |DI[ρˆIS(t)]|˜i〉 = −A1 −A2 +A3 +A4 (3.94)
with
A1 =
∑
n>f,m<n,q
exp[i(−4ωnm +4ωnf )t]Kfn;nm(q,4ωnm) 〈ψm,4N |ρˆS(t)|ψi〉
+
∑
n<f,m>n,q
exp[i(4ωmn −4ωfn)t]Kfn;nm(q,−4ωmn) 〈ψm,4N |ρˆS(t)|ψi〉,
A2 =
∑
n>i,m<n,q
exp[−i(−4ωnm +4ωni)t]K∗mn;ni(q,4ωnm) 〈ψf ,4N |ρˆS(t)|ψm〉
+
∑
n<i,m>n,q
exp[−i(4ωmn −4ωin)t]K∗mn;ni(q,4ωnm) 〈ψf ,4N |ρˆS(t)|ψm〉,
A3 =
∑
i>n,m<f,q
exp[i(−4ωfm +4ωin)t] 〈ψm,4N |ρˆS(t)|ψn〉
× {Kni;fm(q,4ωfm) +K∗mf ;in(q,4ωin)},
A4 =
∑
i<n,m>f,q
exp[i(−4ωfm +4ωin)t] 〈ψm,4N |ρˆS(t)|ψn〉
× {Kni;fm(q,−4ωmf ) +K∗mf ;in(q,−4ωni)}
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where the indexes m and n are interchanged. These terms can be further simplified in RWA.
This means that we can set m = f in A1, m = i in A2, and m = f, n = i in A3 and A4. The
QME in RWA becomes
∂ρIS,fi(t)
∂t
= −ΓBSfi (ωk¯)ρIS,fi(t) + Γνfi ρIS,fi(t) (3.95)
with a coefficient ΓBSfi (ωk¯) describing the shift of the eigenenergy levels and the pressure
broadening
ΓBSfi (ωk¯) =
∑
n,q
{
Knf ;fn(q,4ωnf ) +Knf ;fn(q,−4ωfn) (3.96)
+K∗ni;in(q,4ωni) +K∗ni;in(q,−4ωin)
}
and a coefficient ΓVfi describing the vertex correction
ΓVfi =
∑
q
{
Kii;ff (q,4ωff ) +Kii;ff (q,−4ωff ) (3.97)
+K∗ff ;ii(q,4ωii) +K∗ff ;ii(q,−4ωii)
}
.
The vertex correction has no dependence on the photon frequency ωk¯ and contributes only
beyond the dipol approximation. Formally integrating the expression (3.95) yields
ρIS,fi(t) = ρIS,fi(0) · e−
{
ΓBSfi (ωk¯)−ΓVfi
}
t. (3.98)
Inserting this formal solution into the Eq. (3.91), the line shape function can be expressed as
L(ωk¯)i,f ∝
1
ωk¯ − ωif + i− iΓBSif (ωk¯) + iΓVif
. (3.99)
The expression (3.99) coincides with the result of the unified theory for spectral line pro-
files [KG95], if only the electron contribution (impact approximation) is considered. Note
that the unified theory gives the result in Born approximation with respect to the interac-
tion with the surrounding plasma, what corresponds to the Born-Markov approximation for
the coupling to the plasma considered as the bath. Strong coupling of the radiator to the
perturbing environment has been treated in the Green function approach using a T-matrix
approximation, see Ref. [KG95]. The improvement of the Born-Markov approximation for the
QME considering strong interactions and the ionic contribution of the plasma environment,
given by the microfield distribution.
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4. IONIZATION POTENTIAL DEPRESSION IN
PLASMAS
A fundamental phenomenon in plasma is the modification of bound state levels as well as
of continuum states by the surrounding warm and dense medium. In this chapter, we are
interested in the ionization potential depression (IPD) which is relevant for the composition of
the plasma, and, accordingly, for the thermodynamic and transport properties. Introducing the
ionic dynamical structure factor as the indicator for the ionic microfield, we demonstrate that
ionic correlations and fluctuations play a critical role in determining the ionization potential
depression. The comparisons with recent experimental measurements and other theoretical
approaches are made. The main results of this chapter are published in Phys. Rev. E 96,
013202 (2017).
4.1 Atomic potential and ionization potential depression
When ions or atoms are immersed in a plasma, they experience a special local environment
which is substantially different in comparison with that of the isolated case, where only the
vacuum fluctuation exists. In addition, the boundary condition for the atomic potential is
also drastically changed due to the existence of other plasma particles. In the case of isolated
systems, the atomic potential disappears at infinity, i.e. V (r) → 0 for r → ∞, as shown
in Fig. 4.1a. In contrast, the atomic potential experienced by a bound electron has a finite
negative value at the boundary of ionic system determined by the charge neutrality condition,
see Fig. 4.1b.
This change of the local environment results in modifications of the dynamics of the bound
electrons. A fundamental related phenomenon is the modification of bound state levels as well
as of continuum states (also known as ionization potential depression) due to the surrounding
warm and dense medium [KKER86, Gri97, Sal98, Fuj05]. The ionization energy depression
(IPD) describes the reduction of the energy needed to liberate a bound electron into the
continuum state in plasma in comparison with the case of an isolated ion. In particular,
the IPD significantly alters the ionization balance in plasma and therefore strongly modifies
the thermodynamic properties and optical properties of the system. This change can be
understood as following [Sal98, Fuj05]. Firstly, the original atomic potential exerted by the
ion core to the bound electrons is modified by the local instantaneous microfield generated
by the surrounding plasma particles, resulting shift and broadening of the bound eigenlevels.
Secondly, the boundary condition for the original Coulomb potential, V (r) → 0 for r → ∞,
is violated due to the existence of other ions, i.e. the Coulomb potential has a finite negative
value at a finite boundary. In the simplest approximation, the IPD in plasma can be expressed
in a general form as [Fuj05]
∆IPD =
zi e
2
4piε0Rcr
, (4.1)
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(a) Atomic potential experienced by a bound
electron in isolated H atom.
(b) Atomic potential experienced by a bound elec-
tron in a plasma environment.
Abb. 4.1: Schematical description of the atomic potential for a bound electron without and
with plasma environment
where Rcr is some characteristic length in plasma, which describes the geometrical or the
dynamical properties of the plasma system. A typical characteristic length describing the
geometrical distribution is the average distance between the ions, i.e., the Wigner-Seitz radius
RWS = (3/ (4pini))1/3, which leads to the ion sphere model for the IPD. On the other hand,
one of the dynamical properties in plasma is the screening effect. In the low density and
high temperature limit, the screening is represented by the Debye screening length, so that
the Debye-Hu¨ckel model for the IPD is obtained. For more complicate cases, for instance in
the WDM regime, the IPD can not be described by any such simple model because of the
complex structure and dynamical coupling of the plasma.
The shifts both of the continuum edge and of the bound state levels have been discussed
for the electron-hole plasma in excited semiconductors [RKK+78, ZKK+78, KKER86, Zim87,
KSKB05] some decades ago. Depending on the density and temperature of the electron-hole
plasma, excitons are modified by medium effects, and merge with the lowered continuum at
the Mott density. Thus, an exciton gas is transformed into an electron-hole liquid. A highly
sophisticated theory describing dynamical screening and degeneracy effects by the fermionic
plasma constituents had been worked out, explaining precise measurements in excited semi-
conductors. However, because the ions are heavier compared to the effective mass of holes,
a simple transfer of the physics of excited semiconductors to WDM is not possible. The ions
remain classical within a large density region, forming strong correlations which are described
by the dynamical ionic structure factor (SF) Sii(q, ω) [LRKR17].
4.2 Theoretical models for ionization potential depression
4.2.1 Analytical approaches
The first attempt for the IPD to cover a wide density range was carried out by Ecker and
Kro¨ll in 1963 [EK63], which is based on a statistical method in expressing the IPD via the
chemical potential. To determine the chemical potential in plasma, the average electrostatic
micro-potential at the point of the investigated particle was evaluated. In their work, three
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special characteristic radii, i.e. rOK, ric and rC, were introduced in order to determine the
average electrostatic micro-potential. rOK is the smallest distance from the test particle,
above which the Onsager-Kirkwood condition z1z2e2/(4pikBTrOK) 1 is fulfilled. This con-
dition indicates, in fact, that the particle with charge number z1 is weakly coupled to another
particle with charge number z2 in the distance rOK. The characteristic length ric separates
the environment of the investigated particle into an individual and a collective region. Then
in the domain r > max {rOK, ric}, the potential can be satisfactorily approximated by the
Yakuwa potential. The latter-most radius rC characterizes the largest distance from the test
particle, below which the potential can be well approximated by the Coulomb potential. In
the intermediate region rC < r < max {rOK, ric}, the potential distribution is not exactly
known but should lie between the above two limited potential distributions. After a de-
tailed analysis, Ecker and Kro¨ll found the expressions for the potential in this region and
consequently determined the IPD as following
4IEK =

(Zion+1)e2
4pi ε0 λD if n < ncr
CEK
(Zion+1)e2
4pi ε0 rEK if n ≥ ncr
with ncr =
3
4pi
(
kBTe
Z2e2
)3
, n = N
V
(4.2)
with the Ecker-Kro¨ll radius rEK = 3
√
3V
4piN and the total number of particles in plasma N =
Ne +
∑
zi Nzi . The prefactor CEK is determined by the continuity condition at the critical
density. To fit the experimental data with the EK model, Ciricosta et al. [CVC+12] found that
CEK = 1, denoted as modified EK (mEK) model, is most suitable for their measurements.
Below the critical density, the expression in Eq. (4.2) is the famous Debye-Hu¨ckel (DH) shift
and also known as the ”polarization term” for the lowering of the ionization potential. In
the opposite limit, it is denoted as the ”lattice term” for the IPD following the notation
introduced by Ecker and Weizel [EW56].
Two years after the publication of EK’s work, Stewart and Pyatt developed another
approach to calculate the average electrostatic potential distribution around a nucleus located
in a plasma environment using a finite-temperature Thomas-Fermi (TF) model [SPJ66]. In
calculating the potential distribution via the Poisson equation, the electrons in plasma are
described in terms of the non-relativistic Fermi-Dirac statistics whereas the ionic contribution
of the neighboring ions to the potential distribution near the test ion is represented by the
non-relativistic Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics. Theoretically, the bound and free electrons
in the TF theory do not need to be treated differently and could be taken into account
consistently. As argued by Stewart and Pyatt in their work, the bound electrons have no
contribution to the pressure lowering of the ionization potential because the bound electrons
exist already in the isolated system. Therefore, one should isolate the effect of the free
electrons and neighboring ions in determining the potential distribution in the TF model.
After a lengthy and detailed calculation, Stewart and Pyatt expressed their results for the
IPD as
4ISP = 32
(Zion + 1) e2
4pi ε0 rIS
·
[
(κD rIS)3 + 1
]2/3 − 1
(κD rIS)2
, (4.3)
where the total inverse Debye screening length is κD =
√
e2
∑
i
(z2i +zi)ni
ε0kBTe
=
√
e2ne(1+z∗)
ε0kBTe
includ-
ing both ions and electrons with ne =
∑
i zini and z∗ =
(∑
i z
2
i ni
)
/ (∑i zini) = (∑i z2i ni) /ne.
The expression (4.3) is actually an interpolation between the DH and Ion-Sphere limits, which
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reduces to the DH shift in the case of weakly coupled plasmas whereas for strongly coupled
plasma system the IS form, i.e. 4ISP →4IIS = 32 (Zion+1) e
2
4pi ε0 rIS , can be obtained.
Since then many other attempts to understand the phenomenon of IPD have been made
by different authors. Zimmerman and More investigated the Helmholtz free energy in plasmas
based on the average atom model and the screened hydrogenic model [ZM80]. The essential
problem in their calculation is the determination of the equilibrium populations of the one-
electron state in shell |nl〉 with an effective charge Znl experienced by the test bound electron.
The lowering of the ionization potential ∆IPD is then given by the partial derivative of the
Helmholtz free energy over the charge number of the test ion. The average model is more or
less a similar model as the IS model, so that a satisfactory description can only be acquired
for the case of high density from their calculation. Another calculation was performed by
Dharma-wardana and Perrot, where the notation ”mobility edge” for the continuum states
was introduced based on the so-called neutral pseudoatom model [DwP92]. In plasma, the
distinction between the bound discrete states and the continuum states is rather ambiguous
because some states around the bound-free limit persistently oscillate between the continuum
and the bound levels with the fluctuation of the distribution of the surrounding plasma.
Consequently, a sharp definition of the position of the borderline between the discrete and
continuum states is extremely difficult and complicate. In other words, we have a mobility
edge for the position of the continuum states.
4.2.2 Review of the topic ”ionization potential depression” by Crowley
An excellent review on the topic ”IPD” can be found in the recent work of Crowley [Cro14],
where he pointed out that different definitions for the phenomenon ”IPD” are present and
should be treated carefully and distinguished in the application to compare the experimental
measurements and the theoretical calculations using different models. In general, the ion-
ization is regarded as a quasistatic transition between states of thermodynamic equilibrium.
The continuum lowering modeled under this assumption is referred as the thermodynamic
IPD. Obviously, the EK and SP models belong to this category. Moreover, in the derivation
of these models, the IPD is evaluated in terms of the average electrostatic potential experi-
enced by the electrons in the ion under investigation. This treatment results in the static
continuum lowering, since the dynamical influence of the surrounding particles on the test
particle, such as the fluctuation of the microfield and dynamical screening, are disregarded.
The discussions above are from the theoretical consideration. In the viewpoint of exper-
iments, photonionization is a dynamical process between plasma microstates, in which the
changes of plasma microstates are observed on timescales much smaller than the response
from the surrounding plasma to this individual transition. Because of this transition, the
initially assumed condition of local thermodynamic equilibrium of plasma system cannot be
valid any more. During their propagations in plasma, the photon and the emitted electron
exchange energy with their surroundings. This phenomenon is known as relaxation and the
exchanged energy is denoted as relaxation energy. Taking into account this relaxation en-
ergy yields the spectroscopic ionization potential depression. To analyze the experimental
measurement, special care should be taken when applying these definitions of different IPDs.
More details can be found in the original paper of Crowley.
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4.2.3 Simulation methods
With the development of the computer technique, Monte-Carlo simulations and the molecular
dynamical simulations become more and more popular in the scientific researches, in partic-
ular in determining the properties of many-body systems in physics. Additionally, numerical
approaches based on numerically solving the Schro¨dinger equation, such as Hartree-Fock cal-
culations [Cra02] and the density functional theory method [Bau13, Red13], are also state-of-
the-art modeling methods used in physics, chemistry and material sciences to investigate the
properties of electronic structures in many-body systems. After the experiments by Ciricosta
et al. [CVC+12] and Hoarty et al. [HAJ+13a], which renewed the interest on the topic of IPD
and suggest that a deeper understanding on this phenomenon is afforded, different numerical
approaches, such as classical molecular dynamical simulations [CFT15b, CFT15a], two-step
Hatree-Fock calculations [STJ+14], calculations via the density functional theory [VCW14],
and Monte-Carlo simulations [Str16] have been performed recently in the investigation of the
IPD in plasma.
4.3 Experimental measurements on ionization potential depression
Being a long-standing problem in plasma physics, IPD experiments [HAJ+13a, CVC+12,
Ct16, PVC+13, FKP+14, KCK+16] have been performed recently using the new possibility
to produce highly excited plasmas at condensed matter densities by intense short-pulse laser
irradiation.
4.3.1 Measurements of ionization energies of K-shell electrons
The first reliable measurement was performed by Ciricosta et al. [CVC+12, Ve12] at the LCLS
soft X-ray materials science instrument. In this experiment, targets comprising 1.0µm-thick
aluminum foils at solid density were irradiated with 80-fs pulses of X-rays at photon energies
in the range 1560 − 1830 eV (around and above the K-edge of cold Al) at peak intensities
exceeding 1017 W cm−2. In this conditions the Al sample is isochorically heated to electron
temperatures up to 200 eV, depending on the LCLS photon energy. Since the photon energy
lies near that ion’s K edge and the kinetic energy of free electrons is relatively small in com-
parison to the photon energy, the main transition mechanism is direct photoionization rather
than collisional ionization. Due to the dominated K-shell photoabsorption, a core electron
in the K-shell is ejected into the continuum and the K-shell holes are created exclusively by
intense, quasi-monochromatic X-ray photons (denoted as K-edge in Subfigure 4.2a). After
photoionization, the K-shell holes are filled by two different processes, i.e. the KLL Auger
decay and the Kα transition, where the radiative emission accounts only for 3% of the total
recombination from the L shell. Subsequently, an X-ray fluorescence spectrum is recorded
by means of a flat crystal Bragg spectrometer, as shown in Subfigure 4.2b. The occurrence
of K-shell emission is indeed strongly dependent on the energy of the incident photon, which
can be therefore regarded as an indicator for the direct measurement of the IPDs, because the
threshold value of the photon energy inducing the K-shell holes and subsequent Kα emission
in a plasma is reduced in comparison with the K-edge ionization energy of the isolated case.
The measured IPD values in different cases are shown in Fig. 4.3, where excellent agreements
between the experimental data and the EK model are displayed.
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(a) The experimentally detected K-edges for Al at
different charge states.
(b) The experimental spectral lines
from K-shell by different in-
duced photon energy.
Abb. 4.2: Spectral lines from K-shell in a laser-produced Al plasma, taken from Ref. [Ve12].
(a) The experimentally detected K edges and the
corresponding IPD values for an Al plasma,
taken from Ref. [CVC+12].
(b) The experimentally measured IPD val-
ues for different compounds, taken from
Ref. [Ct16].
Abb. 4.3: Experimental measurements for IPD via the ionization energies of K-shell electrons
4.3.2 Measurements of dissolution of spectral lines
Another experiment on measuring the effect of IPD was carried out by Hoarty et al. [HAJ+13a]
at the newly commissioned Orion laser in the UK, where the Al sample with density in the
range of 1 − 10 g/cc buried in plastic foils or diamond sheets is compressed and heated to
electron temperature between 500 and 700 eV. In this experiment, the disappearance of lines
is believed to be attributed to the IPD, but not the broadening of bound states. In these
experimental conditions, the hydrogen- and helium-like aluminum ions are abundant and the
n = 1−3 transitions from these ions are clearly visible at low density, see Subfigure 4.4a. With
increasing density as shown in Subfigure 4.4b, the spectral lines are found to be smoothed
out at the density of 5.5 − 9 g/cc. In addition, the peak information of the experimental
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lineout can be well reproduced in the FLYCHK code with consideration of the SP model
for the reduction of the ionization potential. In contrast to the measurement by Ciricosta et
al. [CVC+12], this experiment is an indirect measurement for the IPD.
(a) The experimentally detected spectral lines
for an Al plasma at 3 g/cc and T = 700 eV,
taken from Ref. [HAJ+13a].
(b) The experimentally measured lineout at
different densities compared to FLYCHK
predictions by considering the IPD via SP
and EK model. The density of the curves
from bottom to top is 1.2, 2.5, 4, 5.5, and
9 g/cc. Taken from Ref. [HAJ+13a].
Abb. 4.4: Experimental measurements for IPD via the Lyβ and Heβ lines
4.3.3 Measurements of bound-free transitions via Thomson scattering
X-ray Thomson scattering (XRTS) spectra have been demonstrated to be a powerful di-
agnostic tool to measure the electron density and temperature of WDM and highly com-
pressed dense plasmas. The entire spectrum is determined by the total electron structure
factor [Chi00, GR09, FKP+14]
Stotee (k, ω) =
∑
a,b
√
xa xb |fa(k) + qa(k)| · |fb(k) + qb(k)|Sab(k, ω)
+ ZfS0ee(k, ω) +
∑
a
Zca xa
∫
dω′ Scea (k, ω − ω′)Ssa(k, ω′) (4.4)
where xa = na/
∑
b nb is the fraction of the ion species a with its density na, the number of
its core bound electrons Zca, atomic form factor fa(k), and the screening cloud following the
motion of the ion a qa(k). Zf denotes the effective free ionization state which obeys the charge
neutrality condition. The first term in Eq. (4.4) given by the partial ion-ion structure factor
Sab(k, ω) results from elastic scattering of tightly bound electrons (i.e. Rayleigh scattering)
and other weakly coupled free electrons that move along with the ions. The second term
described by the SF S0ee(k, ω) represents the Compton scattering for the free electrons that
do not follow the ions. The third term, represented by Scea (k, ω−ω′) describes the bound-free
transitions, which are modulated by the self-motion of the test ion, i.e., Ssa(k, ω′).
The XRTS from bound-free transitions under well-characterized electron density ne and
temperature Te contains information about the ionization potential depression because it
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has a significant influence on the ionization balance [FKP+14, KCK+16]. Therefore, the
XRTS technique gives the possibility to have a deeper understanding on the phenomenon
”continuum lowering” in plasma and can be used to benchmark different IPD models.
The first application using XRTS to reveal the IPD effect was reported by Fletcher et
al. [FKP+14]. They found the best-fit to both the elastic and inelastic scattering can be
found only with a carbon ionization state of ZC = 4, which means that the L-shell electrons
are completely dissolved and have no contribution. In those modelings which neglect the shell
structure of the ions, i.e., orbital-free modeling such as the standard Thomas-Fermi model,
the mean charge state of the carbon ions is predicated to be ZC = 2, which is inconsistent
with the measured ionization state ZC = 4. In other words, the continuum lowering and
shell structure must be incorporated in the modeling to analyze the bound-free scattering
contribution of the measured XRTS data.
Another recent measurement through the XRTS spectrum was performed by Kraus et
al. [KCK+16] at the National Ignition Facility, where a CH sphere was irradiated by laser
beams with total energy of 1.1 MJ and a peak power of 425 TM and was six time compressed
to a density ρCH = 6.74 g/cc with the mean electron temperature Te = 86 ± 20 eV and the
mean charge state of carbon ions 〈ZC 〉 = 4.92± 0.15, while the hydrodynamics simulations
predict a mean ionization charge state of 〈ZC 〉 = 4.4 with 〈Te 〉 = 109 eV. A reasonable
explanation for this high carbon ionization state is challenging because the simulations in-
corporating the widely used IPD models, such as EK and SP models, predicate significantly
smaller mean charge state with 〈ZC 〉 = 4.2 under the same plasma conditions explored by
the experiment. Coincidentally and astonishingly, the prediction by the simulation with DH
model results in an excellent agreement with the experimental results because the DH model
gives a remarkably larger IPD than other models and consequently a larger mean ionization
charge state. However, it is well known that the DH theory works only for the high tem-
perature and low density plasma, i.e., in the classical regime. In other words, although the
DH model results in a good agreement with the experiment, the explanation based on it is
incredible and questionable. A more general model at the microscopical level is necessary for
such extreme states of matter [LRKR17].
(a) The experimentally measured IPD values for differ-
ent compounds, taken from Ref. [KCK+16].
(b) The experimentally measured IPD val-
ues for different compounds, taken
from Ref. [KCK+16].
Abb. 4.5: Inferred mean charge states for carbon ions within different IPD models
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4.4 Quantum statistical approach for ionization potential depression in terms
of dynamical structure factors
The phenomenon, ionization potential depression, can be better understood within the frame-
work of our quantum statistical approach [KSKB05, KKER86], where the definition of the
continuum lowering is more clear and the influence of the plasma environment on the inves-
tigated system is simply represented by the quantity “self-energy” as discussed in Chapter II
and as detailed in the following.
4.4.1 Continuum lowering and single-particle self-energy in plasmas
To study the properties of the atomic system in plasma, we consider a two-particle system,
consisting of an electron (charge −e, mass me) and an ion (charge (Zi + 1) e, mass mi)
embedded in a surrounding plasma. In vacuum, the solution of the Schro¨dinger equation for
the Coulomb interaction is well known. Bound states are found at negative energies, whereas
a continuum of scattering states is observed at positive energies. The simple case of the
Hydrogen atom (Zi = 0) can be generalized to a two-particle system with total charge Zie,
consisting of a core ion with charge number Zi + 1 and an electron, charge number Ze = −1.
If the two-particle system is embedded in a plasma, bound state energies and wave func-
tions as well as the scattering states are modified. Correspondingly, the Schro¨dinger equa-
tion for the two-particle system has to be amended in order to include the influence of the
surrounding plasma. A systematic quantum statistical approach to describe these medium
effects is given by the method of thermodynamic Green functions [KSKB05, KKER86]. In
particular, the following in-medium Schro¨dinger equation (usually denoted as Bethe-Salpeter
equation) can be derived [ZKK+78, RKK+78, KSKB05, KKER86]:{
E(1) + E(2) +
∑
q
{
f(1 + q) + f(2− q)
}
V12(q) + ∆V eff(1, 2,q, z)
}
ψ(1, 2, z)
+
∑
q
{{
1− f(1)− f(2)
}
V12(q) + ∆V eff(1, 2,q, z)
}
ψ(1 + q, 2− q, z) = ~z ψ(1, 2, z). (4.5)
Neglecting in Eq. (4.5) the medium effect arising from the Fermi functions f(i) as well
as the effective interaction ∆V eff(1, 2,q, z), the equation[
E(1) + E(2)
]
ψ(1, 2, z) +
∑
q
V12(q)ψ(1 + q, 2− q, z) = ~z ψ(1, 2, z)
has eigensolutions ψn(1, 2) at energies ~z = En, well known from Hydrogen-like ions. For
more complex ions consisting of a nucleus and some bound electrons, a pseudopotential can
be introduced to describe the effect of the electrons within the core ion.
The in-medium Schro¨dinger equation (4.5) describes the influence of the medium accord-
ing to two effects, Pauli blocking and screening. Pauli blocking is caused by the antisym-
metrization of the fermionic wave function. States which are already occupied by the medium
are blocked and can not be used for the two-particle system under consideration. The block-
ing is described by the Fermi distribution function f(1) = [exp(β(E(1) − µ(1)) + 1]−1, with
β = 1/(kBT ) and µ(1) denoting the chemical potential of species c1. The Pauli exclusion
principle leads to the Fock shift ∑q f(1 + q)V12(q) in addition to the single particle energy
E(1) in Eq. (4.5) (for charge-neutral plasmas, the Hartree term vanishes). Also in the in-
teraction term, the Pauli blocking gives the contribution −∑q f(1)V12(q)ψ(1 + q, 2− q, z).
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Both in-medium contributions are caused by the degeneracy of the plasma particles. In the
plasmas considered here, electrons may be degenerate because of their small mass me. The
ions are non-degenerate and can be treated as classical particles.
Considering only the Pauli blocking effects, the effective (non-hermitean) Hamiltonian
of Eq. (4.5) remains real and can be symmetrized. The energy eigenvalue problem can be
solved, and the bound state energies as well as the edge of continuum states are shifted.
At a certain density, the bound states merge with the continuum of scattering states and
disappear. Within this approximation, which is essentially a mean-field approximation, a
sharp value for the lowering of the continuum edge and for the IPD can be calculated.
Screening of the interaction by the medium is described by the effective interaction
∆V eff(1, 2,q, z) = −V12(q)
∫ ∞
−∞
dω′
pi
Im ε−1(q, ω′ + i0) · [nB(ω′) + 1]
×
( ~
~z − ~ω′ − E(1)− E(2− q) +
~
~z − ~ω′ − E(1 + q)− E(2)
)
. (4.6)
We neglected terms ∝ f(1), which give corrections in higher orders of the density. nB(ω) =
[exp(β~ω) − 1]−1 is the Bose distribution function. The dynamical properties of the sur-
rounding plasma are contained in the dielectric function ε(q, z) to be taken at the real axis,
z = ω′ + i0. In general, the dielectric function is a complex, frequency dependent quantity,
the imaginary part jumps at the real axis. Often the random-phase approximation (RPA) is
taken, and in the static limit ω → 0 the Debye screening is obtained. In this section, we show
that this simple approximations have to be improved in a systematic way, which is obtained
from the quantum statistical approach.
Including the effective potential, the effective Hamiltonian in the in-medium Schro¨dinger
equation (4.5) becomes complex and frequency dependent. As a consequence, the eigen-
solutions are no longer stationary states with sharp energy levels which are shifted by the
polarisation of the medium, but have a finite life time given by the imaginary part of the
effective Hamiltonian. This can be interpreted as collisions with the plasma particles and
leads to a broadening of the energy levels. The corresponding quantum statistical approach
to plasma line shapes based on the treatment of the polarization function has been worked
out [GHR91] and will not be investigated in the present work. As a consequence, sharp level
shifts and a sharp shift of the continuum edge is only obtained from a mean-field approxima-
tion. Any frequency dependence beyond the mean-field approximation gives imaginary parts
and, this way, a broadening of the energy levels.
This problem has been considered also earlier [ZKK+78, SAK95], where both, real part
and imaginary part of the energy levels of the in-medium two-particle problem, are calculated.
As a consequence, only the spectral function has a unique physical meaning, showing the
spectral line profiles and the smooth transition to the continuum. However, we will focus
within this work on the shifts that are obtained from the real part of the effective Hamiltonian.
As shown in [KKER86, KSKB05, RKK+78, ZKK+78, SAK95], density effects arise from
dynamical screening in the effective potential, expressed by the inverse dielectric function
ε−1(q, z) of the medium in Eq. (4.6). For bound states, Pauli blocking as well as the screen-
ing in the self-energy term (∆V eff in the first square bracket of Eq. (4.5)) and the effective
interaction partially compensate each other so that the bound state energy levels are only
weakly dependent on the density. In contrast, the energy shift of the continuum states is
determined only by the self-energy contribution. In leading order of the density, the medium
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modification of the IPD is given by the shift of the edge of continuum states. For a more
extended discussion see [KKER86, KSKB05, RKK+78, ZKK+78, SAK95, Zim87].
A standard expression for the dielectric function ε(q, z) is given in the RPA (see Chapter
2). Here we discuss improvements beyond RPA to evaluate the shift of the continuum edge
occurring at p1 = p2 = 0. Under this condition, the two-particle problem for the continuum
edge can be reduced to single-particle problem by renaming, e.g., ~z −E(2) = ~ω in the last
term of (4.6). Then the Eq. (4.6) can be rewritten as
∆V eff(1, 2,q, z)|p1=p2=0 = ∆V eff(1,q, z) + ∆V eff(2,q, z) (4.7)
with the contribution from the corresponding single-particle of species c
∆V eff(c,q, ω) = −V12(q)
∫ ∞
−∞
dω′
pi
Im ε−1(q, ω′ + i0) · [nB(ω′) + 1] · ~~ω − ~ω′ − Ec(q) . (4.8)
This expression coincides with the correlation part of the single-particle self-energy Σcorrc (1, z)
described in Chapter 2. In the single-particle picture, the influence of the plasma environment
on the properties of the investigated particle is merged in the self-energy Σc(1, z). It can be
represented by Feynman diagrams, in lowest approximation by the diagram (also known as
V sG or GW approximation) with the dressed propagator G and the screened potential V s
Σc(1, z) = = ∑
q,ω
Gc(p− q, z − ω) · V s(q, ω) = ΣHFc (1, z) + Σcorrc (1, z). (4.9)
The Hartree-Fock (HF) contribution for the self-energy reads
ΣHFc (12) = iVcc(12)Gc(12) = −
∫
d3k
(2pi)3Vcc(k) fc(p− k). (4.10)
To derive the last expression, the Matsubara representation is used. For classical plasmas,
i.e., in the nondegenerate limit, the HF contribution can be further simplified as
ΣHFc (p) = −
2Z2c e2
ε0 (sc + 1)
ncΛ2c · 1F1
(
1, 32 ,−
β~2p2
2mc
)
. (4.11)
It has been investigated elsewhere, see [KKER86, SAK95], and will not be discussed in detail
here. The correlation part of the self-energy Σcorrc (1, z) contains the contribution of the
interaction with electrons in plasma, as well as the interaction with ions. We are interested
in the real part of the self-energy since it describes the continuum shift
Re Σcorrc (p, ω) = −P
∫
d3q
(2pi)3
∫
dω′
pi
Vcc(q)× Im ε−1(q, ω′ + i0) 1 + nB(ω
′)
ω − ω′ − Ec,p+q/~ (4.12)
with P denoting the principal value. In the following, the structure factors are introduced as
improvements beyond RPA for the dielectric function. Then they are used to evaluate the
shift of the continuum edge. Other approaches using semi-empirical assumptions such as the
ion sphere model are improved within our approach that is based on a systematic quantum
statistical approach as shown in the following.
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4.4.2 Dielectric function and dynamical structure factor
The structural properties of plasmas are of essential importance since they provide the basis
for a general understanding of different systems in astrophysics, laboratory plasma under
normal and extreme conditions, and laser-heated solids and plasmas [GR09, VCW14, Red13,
KSKB05]. Additionally, the response of the plasma system to external perturbation are
totally determined by the detailed structure of the plasma, i.e., the dynamical SF of the
plasma. The dynamical SF is closely related to the density-density correlation function which
determines many transport and optical properties, such as stopping power, the equation of
state, the spectral lines, and the ionization potential (ionization balance).
In general, the dielectric function is connected to the dynamical structure factor via the
fluctuation-dissipation theorem [GR09, KSKB05]
SZZ(q, ω) =
~
npi
1
1− e−~ω/kBT · V
−1(q) · Im ε−1(q, ω). (4.13)
The dielectric function contains the complete information on the ions and electrons in the
interacting systems. Additionally, the dielectric function is connected to the density-density
response function χcd(q, ω) between particles of species c and d via [GR09]
ε−1(q, ω) = 1 + 1
ε0 q2
∑
cd
ec ed χcd(q, ω), (4.14)
which describes the induced density fluctuations of species c due to the influence of an external
field on particles of species d. For a two-component plasma system, we have
ε−1(q, ω) = 1 + e
2
ε0 q2
· χee(q, ω) + z
2
i e
2
ε0 q2
· χii(q, ω)− 2zie
2
ε0 q2
· χei(q, ω) (4.15)
Taking into account the fact that the dynamical SFs are related to the density-density cor-
relation functions 〈δnc(r, t)δnd(0, 0)〉 via Fourier transformation, we can define the partial
dynamical SF for different components in plasmas from the density-density response func-
tion χcd(q, ω) as follows [KSKB05]
Scd(q, ω) =
~
pi
√
ncnd
· 1
1− e−~ω/kBT · Imχcd(q, ω). (4.16)
The dynamical SFs Scd(q, ω) characterize the plasma in response to any perturbation. For
instance, they have been investigated to describe X-ray Thomson scattering, see Ref. [?].
Other plasma properties such as the electrical conductivity are also governed by the dynamical
SF.
For a two-component plasma, the imaginary part of the inverse dielectric function can be
expressed via the dynamical SFs, see also [Chi00],
Im 1
ε(q, ω + i0) =
pi e2
~ε0 q2 (1 + nB(ω))
·
[
z2i niSii(q, ω)− 2zi
√
neniSei(q, ω) + neSee(q, ω)
]
.
(4.17)
Comparing this expression to Eq. (5.29), we find that the effective dynamical SF describing
the response of all charged species in plasma can be expressed via the sum of contribu-
tions from the single component Scc(q, ω) and the pair-wise coupling of two different species
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Scd(q, ω). More exactly, for the two-component plasma (electrons + ions), the total dynam-
ical SF is given by the summation of the ionic SF Sii(q, ω), electronic SF See(q, ω), and the
electron-ion coupling Sei(q, ω). Moreover, the electronic SF See(q, ω) in the decomposition
of the dynamical SF in Eq. (5.30) can be divided into S0ee(q, ω) for fast-moving free electrons
and a contribution for the slowly moving free electrons accompanying the ions as shown in
Refs [Chi00, GRH+07]
See(q, ω) = S0ee(q, ω) +
|qsc(k)|2
zi
Sii(q, ω) (4.18)
with the screening function accounting for the screening cloud of electrons
qsc(k) = Z
k2De
k2
S0ee(k). (4.19)
In addition, the electron-ion coupling Sei(q, ω) can be also expressed via the screening function
Sei(q, ω) =
qsc(k)√
zi
Sii(q, ω). (4.20)
Consequently, we have for the total dynamical SF the following form
SZZii (k, ω) =
(
1− qsc(k)
zi
)2
· Sii(k, ω). (4.21)
Here we focus on the static SF of ions which is given by SZZii (k) =
∫
dω SZZii (k, ω). The
simplest model for the static SF of ions is the one-component plasma (OCP) model where
the ions are regarded as interacting point charges in a uniform neutralizing background. A
further simplification is the mean spherical approximation in which the ion is treated as a
positive charged hard sphere of finite diameter σ. This approximation is demonstrated to
accurately reproduce experimental data for liquid metals as well as MC simulations, and to be
useful to analytically solve the coupled equations (the Ornstein-Zernike equation) [GRH+07].
Alternatively, we can also use the following fit formula for the OCP ionic structure fac-
tor [GRH+07] with the introduction of the diameter σ, the packing fraction η, the mean ion
distance aii, and the coupling parameter Γii and their compositions
η = pi6niσ
3, γ =
(
aii
σ
)
Γii, χ = (24ηγ)1/2 . (4.22)
Then the OCP ionic structure factor [GRH+07] is expressed as
SOCPii (k) =
1
1− Cii(kσ) , (4.23)
where the direct correction function reads
Cii(q) =
24η
q6
·
{
y0 q
3 (sin q − q cos q) + y1 q2
[
2q sin q −
(
q2 − 2
)
cos q − 2
]
+ y2 q
[ (
3q2 − 6
)
sin q − q
(
q2 − 6
)
cos q
]
+ y3
[
q
(
4q2 − 24
)
sin q −
(
q4 − 12q2 + 24
)
cos q + 24
]
+ y4 q−2
[
6q
(
q4 − 20q2 + 120
)
sin q −
(
q6 − 30q4 + 360q2 − 720
)
cos q − 720
]
− γq4 cos q
}
(4.24)
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with
y0 = −(1 + 2η)
2
(1− η)4 +
h20
4 (1− η)2 −
(1 + η) h0 χ
12η −
(
5 + η2
)
χ2
60η , (4.25)
y1 = 6ηh21, y2 = χ2/6, y3 =
η
2
(
y0 + χ2h2
)
, y4 = ηχ2/60
and
h0 =
1 + 2η
1− η
1− (1 + 1 (1− η)3 χ
(1 + 2η)2
)1/2 , (4.26)
h1 =
h20
24η −
1 + η/2
(1− η)2 , h2 = −
1 + η − η2/5
12η −
(1− η)h0
12ηχ .
The effective hard-core diameter σ, and therefore the corresponding packing fraction η, is
uniquely determined by the solution h1 = 0 because of the continuity of the pair correlation
function at the hard sphere boundary.
The fit formula for the OCP ionic SF can reproduce the results for the SF in the low
density and high temperature limit, which is known as Debye-Hu¨ckel SF
SDHii (q) =
q2
q2 + κ2D,ir2WS
. (4.27)
Another well known ion SF is the SF for the average atom model or the ion sphere model,
which stems from the Fourier transform of the radial distribution function g(r) = Θ(r−rWS)
SISii (q) = 1−
1
q3
· {sin q − q cos q} . (4.28)
The IS model was developed for a strongly coupled system, in particular for solid state physics.
We must be careful with SISii (q) since the strongly coupled peak near the Wigner-Seitz radius
can not be depicted by this SF as shown in Fig. 4.6.
For weakly coupled plasmas, the ionic SF in Fig. 4.6 displays a monotonically increasing
behavior as the wave number, which indicates that the ions are randomly distributed in space
and form an unordered system. With increasing density and correspondingly increasing ionic
coupling parameter, the ionic SF exhibits an oscillatory behavior and shows a strong peak
near the Wigner-Seitz radius rWS due to the correlation with the neighboring ions. Such a
behavior implies the formation of a lattice-like structure in plasma. For Γii ≥ 175± 5 [Sal98]
or Γii ≥ 178 ± 1 [KG90], the OCP model predicts that the plasma crystallizes and the ions
locate in a body-centered cubic lattice. Thereby, a solid state high temperature plasma is
generated. In such a strongly coupled plasma, the ionic SF has very slight or no dependence
on the temperature.
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Abb. 4.6: The static SFs for Al12+ at solid density and at different temperatures, correspond-
ingly different coupling strength Γii.
The discussion above is based on the assumption of the OCP model where the free elec-
trons are treated as a uniformly distributed background and the electron-ion interaction are
given by the bare Coulomb potential. Actually, the free electrons form polarized screening
clouds around the slowly moving ions. In this case, a screening correction to the electron-ion
interaction to be bare Coulomb potential has to the considered. Then a screened ionic SF is
constructed from the OCP ion SF as [GRH+07]
SZZii (k, ω) =
(
1− qsc(k)
zi
)2
· S
OCP
ii (k)
1 + fv(k) · SOCPii (k)
(4.29)
with the screening correction to the bare Coulomb potential
fv(k) = −k
2
Di
k2
cos2
(
kσ
2
)
qsc(k)
zi
(4.30)
where the screening correction should be truncated after the first node in order to maintain
smooth electron wave functions.
4.4.3 Linear mixing rule for a multi-component plasma
The discussion above based on the description of effective charge is valid for one chemical
element. In general, the many-particle system under investigation consists of a mixture of Nsp
atomic species of charge zi and mass number Ai with i = 1, · · · , Nsp. In chemical picuture
every charge state is treated as a new chemical species. The number density of species i is ni,
respectively. The total number density of ions, i.e. the density of the nuclei, and the electron
density are, respectively, given by
nn =
Nsp∑
i
ni, ne =
Nsp∑
i
ni zi = z¯ nn. (4.31)
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For this multi-component system, the effective SF accounting for the response of all species
can be approximately expressed by a linear combination of the OCP SF of the single species
Seffii (q) =
Nsp∑
c=1
xc S
OCP
cc (q). (4.32)
This approximation is known as linear mixing rule (LMR) [DG09]. Here xc is the weight
for the corresponding ionic species c. The effective SF has a convergent value in the short
wavelength limit, i.e. Seffii (q → ∞) → 1. One possible expression for the weight xc is given
by Daligault and Gupta [DG09]
xc =
〈Z 〉1/3
〈Z2 〉 Z
5/3
c
nc
nn
(4.33)
or in a simpler approximation by neglecting the charge dependence xc = nc/nn as shown by
Chabrier and Ashcroft.
4.4.4 Ionization potential depression in terms of dynamical structure factors
We now discuss the ionic contribution to the correlation shift of the continuum edge, namely,
the real part of the self-energy Re Σcorre (0, ω) + Re Σcorri (0, ω). It is expressed as
Re Σcorr, ion−ionc (p = 0, ω) = ∆ion−ionc (0, ω) (4.34)
= −P
∫
d3q
(2pi)3
∫
dω′
pi
Vcc(q)
ω − ω′ − Ec,q/~
piZie
2 ne
~0 q2
SZZii (q, ω′) .
Thus, the ionic contribution to the continuum shift is related to the dynamical SF of the
ions. The quasiparticle shift has to be defined self-consistently at ω = ∆ion−ionc (0, ω), but this
shift is compensated by the energy Ec,q which is shifted, too. Then the ionic contribution
∆ion−ionc (0, ω) is given by ∆ion−ionc (0, 0), later denoted as ∆ion−ionc .
Under WDM conditions considered here, the ions are strongly coupled, so that the SF
SZZii should not be always taken in the Debye limit. However, the plasma ions can be treated
classically. Therefore, in (4.34), we consider the limit ~ → 0 in the propagator 1/[−ω′ −
~q2/(2mc)]. In addition, the ions move very slowly in comparison to the electrons due to the
large ion mass, which indicates that the dynamical SF of ions can be reasonably replaced by
the static SF within some approximations. We use the plasmon pole approximation
Im ε−1ion(q, ω) = −
piω2i
2ωq,i
{δ(ω − ωq,i)− δ(ω + ωq,i)}, (4.35)
where ω2i = Z2i nie2/(0mi) is the ionic plasmon frequency with ω2q,i =
(
q2 ω2i
)
/
(
κ2i S
ZZ
ii (q)
)
and κ2i = ω2imi/kBT according to the particle number conservation [GRH+07]. Then we find
the following approximation
SZZii (q, ω) ≈ SZZii (q)
δ(ω − ωq,i) + δ(ω + ωq,i)
1 + e−~ω/(kBT )
. (4.36)
The physical meaning of the replacement of the dynamical SF by the static SF in Eq. (4.36)
is that the ions are considered to have a fixed distribution in the plasma neglecting temporal
fluctuations.
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For the ionization process iZi → e+ iZi+1 , the IPD can be given by the difference between
the self-energy before and that after the ionization of the investigated system, i.e.,
∆ion−ionIPD = ∆
ion−ion
i − (∆ion−ione + ∆ion−ioni+1 ). (4.37)
Assuming that the ionic structure of the plasma environment does not change during the
ionization, we obtain for the IPD
∆ion−ionIPD = −
(Zi + 1)e2
2pi20rWS
· S(Γi) (4.38)
with the parameter function
S(Γi) = F (Γi)
∫ ∞
0
dq0
q20
SZZii (q0), (4.39)
where q0 = q/
(
3pi2ni
)1/3 is the reduced wavenumber. Γi = Z2i e2/(4pi0kBTrWS) is the ionic
coupling parameter with the Wigner-Seitz radius rWS = (4pini/3)−1/3. Within the plasmon
pole approximation, the function F (Γi) in the parameter function S(Γi), i.e., in Eq. (4.39),
results from ωq,i ∼ κ−1i as F (Γi) = Γi (12/pi)1/3. The screening parameter κ2i ∝ 1/(kBT )
follows from the linearized Debye theory for classical systems. In this case, we consider the
ion-ion SF SDHii (q) = q2/(q2 + κ2i ) of a OCP. Then, from Eq. (4.38), the DH result for the
low density and high temperature limit, ∆iDH = −(Zi + 1)e2κi/(4piε0), is recovered for the
ionic contribution to the IPD.
When the coupling parameter becomes larger, the pair correlation function exhibits a
peak near rWS when approaching the liquid state, which would be reasonably well described
by a Percus-Yevick SF. In other words, the plasma starts to crystallize and forms a periodic
structure. In this case for a fixed charge state Zi, the function S(Γi) should gradually tend
to a constant and a similar formula as in the IS model for the IPD should be obtained.
In this strongly coupled regime, the frequency ωq,i is determined by rWS , as discussed, e.g.,
in Ref. [KG90]. Consequently, the parameter κ2i occuring in ωq,i should be replaced by
a more general expression κ˜2i (Γi) depending on the parameter Γi. For instance, the non-
linear Debye theory which avoids negative densities of the screening cloud, gives the implicit
relation [KKER86] ∫ ∞
0
dx ·x2
{
1−exp
[
−Γi
x
·exp (−κ˜i(Γi)rWS x)
]}
= 13 . (4.40)
In this work, we introduce the following approximation
F (Γi) = 3
√
4
9pir
2
WS κ˜
2
i (Γi) =
3Γi√
(9pi/4)2/3 + 3Γi
(4.41)
to interpolate between the weak and strong coupling limit. Note that the parameter function
S(Γi) has a slight dependence on the charge number Zi at a fixed temperature and a fixed
density. The validity of this interpolation formula is shown in Fig. 4.7. It can be seen that
in the range of Γi up to 100 the deviation of our interpolated expression with respect to
solutions of Eq. (4.40) is less than 1%.
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Abb. 4.7: The validity of the interpolation (4.41) with respect to the coupling parameter Γi.
The black points are calculated by numerically solving the equation (4.40).
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Abb. 4.8: The dependence of the parameter function S(Γi) on the coupling parameter Γi via
different temperatures at two different densities.
It can be seen from Fig. 4.8 that the parameter function S(Γi) tends to a constant which
has no dependence on the density because of the crystallization of ions in the low-temperature
limit. This conclusion coincides with the results from the ion sphere model in solid state
physics. With increasing temperature at a fixed density, the plasma system becomes weakly
coupled and a transition to the DH theory can be found in the high-temperature limit.
In the following, we use the expression (4.38) together with Eq. (4.41) and the ionic SF
reported in Ref. [GRH+07] to evaluate the ionic contribution to the IPD in a plasma. At
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first, a model calculation is performed to compare our approach with other theoretical models.
After that, detailed investigations for different experimental measurements and comparisons
of our results with other theoretical approaches and experimental predictions are shown.
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Abb. 4.9: Comparisons of the IPDs predicted by different models for Al11+ at 600 eV, as
function of the density.
Fig. 4.9 shows the comparisons for the IPD calculated using different models. From Fig.
4.9, it can been seen that the IPD from SP [SPJ66], original EK (oEK) [EK63] and our result
are in good agreement with the DH shift in the low density region. Above the critical density
nEK,crit = 3/(4pi) ·(4piε0kBT/(Z2e2))3 with the nuclear charge Ze, the underestimation of the
IPD by the SP model and the overestimation by the modified EK (mEK) model [CVC+12]
can be seen in comparison to the original IS (oIS) model [ZM80]. Note that, with increasing
density, corresponding to increasing coupling parameter Γi (Γi = 0.16 for the denisty 0.001
g/cm3 and Γi = 7.28 for the denisty 100 g/cm3), our result shows, on one hand, a transition
between SP at low densities (weakly and moderately coupled) and mEK at large densities
(strongly coupled), and, on the other hand, a good agreement with the oIS model in the
intermediate density region.
The approach, presented in this work, shows a close connection of the IPD to the detailed
structure of the plasma system. As a general theory, the expression (4.38) should work
within the valid range of the fluctuation-dissipation theorem for both equilibrium and non-
equilibrium systems described by the exact SF of the quantum many-body system. Once the
SF is known from other methods, for instance, the simulations or the Thomson scattering
measurements, the IPD can be directly evaluated. In this work, the local thermodynamic
equilibrium is assumed for the calculation. Further investigations are needed to describe
non-equilibrium situations, for instance, after irradiations by strong short-pulse laser beams.
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4.4.5 Comparisons to other approaches and experimental measurements
A: Comparison to experimental measurements by Hoarty et al.
We now discuss our results with respect to recent experiments. The investigated density
range in the experiments of Hoarty et al. [HAJ+13a, HAJ+13b] is 1.2 to 9 g/cm3 at the
electron temperature in the range of 550 to 700 eV. The assumption of local thermodynamic
equilibrium is believed to be valid for the high densities [HAJ+13b], which implies the ionic
coupling parameter is estimated to be in the range 2 ∼ 4. In this moderate coupling regime,
the SP and IS models should result in good agreement with the experiment, as indicated
later in the Fig. 4.11. Under the experimental conditions, the screened ionic SFs for different
densities are shown in Fig. 4.10, where the ionic SFs are found to be slightly changed with
increasing densities during the compression.
The disappearance of Lyβ and Heβ lines in aluminum plasma [HAJ+13a] was measured
experimentally to occur at the density somewhere between 5.5 and 9 g/cm3, which is in
reasonable agreement with the predictions by FLYCHK [CCM+05] using the SP model. For
this range of densities, the modified IS (mIS) model is most suitable [Cro14]. This agreement
is consistent with the predicted spectra for the opacity using the CASSANDRA opacity code
with an IS model for the IPD [HAJ+13b], where the dissolution of lines from n = 3 levels is
indicated to take place between the density of 6 ∼ 8 g/cm3. Our approach, predicting the
critical density between 7 ∼ 8 g/cm3 for the disappearance of n = 3 levels, gives also an
excellent agreement with the experimental data and with the predictions by the simulation
codes.
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Abb. 4.10: Screened ionic SF for the Al11+ at temperature T = 700 eV and at different
densities.
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eV.
B: Comparison to experimental measurements by Ciricosta et al.
The fact, that the agreement of our results changes gradually from the SP model to the
mEK model with increasing coupling parameter, gives a reasonably well explanation for the
other experiment. Using FEL [CVC+12, Ct16], the aluminum sample at solid density is
isochorically heated to electron temperatures up to 200 eV, indicating a strongly coupled
plasma as shown in the Fig. 4.12. The screened ionic SFs at solid density and at different
temperatures for diverse charge states are shown. The dash-dotted lines represent the SF
for different charge states at same density (solid density) and at same temperature (50 eV),
where a clear distinction is found. The LCLS pulse duration in this experiment was estimated
to be less than 80 fs, which means that the spatial distribution of ions are more or less the
same regardless of different charge states. Obviously, the assumption of same temperature for
different charge states are invalid which can be also demonstrated by the ionization balance:
higher charged states can only exist at higher temperature for a fixed density.
Additionally, the ionic plasma frequency ωionpl in this laser-produced plasma is found to
be in the order of 1014/s. In contrast, the response of the electrons to the laser field is
much faster and can be described by the electron frequency ωelpl ∼ 1016/s. In comparison to
the laser pulse, the electrons have enough time to exchange energy between each other and
with the laser field and are isochorically heated to a high temperature. Because of the large
mass of the ions, the response of the ionic subsystem to the external fluctuation is so slow
that the ions in the plasma are weakly excited by the photons and by fast moving electrons,
which implies that the ions are colder than the electrons. Of essential importance in the
measurement is that the IPD for distinct charge states, inferred from the triggering energy
of the photoionization, is measured at different time stages. This fact indicates that the ions
are heated with the time evolution and the local thermodynamic equilibrium condition might
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be achieved.
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Abb. 4.12: The screened ionic SFs at solid density and at different temperatures for diverse
charge states.
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Therefore, we make the following assumption: for different charge states, we have corre-
spondingly different ion temperature. To reveal the validity of this assumption, we show at
first the calculated IPD values for different charge states at the same temperature in Fig. 4.13.
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As we can see, the experimentally measured IPD values for low charge states Zi = 3 ∼ 5
can be reproduced with the ion temperature Ti = 20 eV. However, the IPD values for higher
charge states can only be obtained with a much higher temperature Ti = 50 eV. According
to this fact, we assume the ion temperature for different charge states as Ti(Zi) = 5 · Zi
eV. The results from our approach and the comparisons to the experimental data and other
approaches are shown in Fig. 4.14. As discussed by Ciricosta et al., the direct measurement
of the IPD in aluminum plasma for different charge states can more reasonably be explained
by the mEK model. Our approach can also reproduce the experimental data, see Fig. 4.14.
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Abb. 4.14: Comparisons of the IPDs predicted by different models and the experimental re-
sults [CVC+12, Ct16] for an aluminum plasma at solid density 2.7 g/cm3. (Lines
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C: Comparison to experimental measurements by Kraus et al.
The application of the simple IPD models to a mixture of different ions is problematic as
displayed by a recent measurements on a CH mixture at the NIF [KCK+16]. The measured
mean charge state can not be explained by either the SP or the mEK models, as shown in
Tab. 4.1. Although the DH shift is inappropriate under the experimental conditions because
of the strong coupling of the carbon ions (ΓC ∼ 4), it results in larger IPDs and therefore
gives a more reasonable agreement with the experiment than all other models.
This fact can be attributed to the deficiency to account for the strong correlation and
fluctuation effects in these models. For the CH mixture, the influence of a different chemical
species, the protons from the fully ionized hydrogen, on the properties of the carbon ions is
described by an additional electron density in the SP and EK models. In our approach, this
effect can be consistently taken into account by the ionic SF, which includes the response of
all charged particles in the plasma. We applied the linear mixing rule [DG09] for a multi-
component plasma SF. Under the experimental conditions [KCK+16], the carbon ions are
strongly coupled while the protons are weakly correlated. The effective SF accounting for
both carbon ions and protons reads
Seffii (q0) = xSZZCC(q0) + (1− x)SDHHH (q0). (4.42)
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Exemplarily, we have taken for our calculation the total SF of 0.75SZZCC(q0) + 0.25S
DH
HH (q0)
as shown in Fig. 4.15. Taking into account the influence of the protons, the SF for each
wavenumber are moved to a higer value with respect to the SF of carbons. Within this
approach, our estimate for the mean charge of 4.79 yields a close match with the experiment
4.92 ± 0.15 [KCK+16]. The SF of the protons modifies the structure of the integrand in
Eq. (4.39) leading to higher IPD values for the carbon ions, and therefore push the carbon
ions to a higher charge states.
model
charge C3+ C4+ C5+ mean charge
DH 261.3 326.7 392.0 4.91
SP 91.7 108.3 123.9 4.18
IS 103.2 119.7 135.2 4.21
mEK 116.0 145.0 174.0 4.24
SF (x = 0.75) 237.3 296.6 355.9 4.79
SF (x = 1) 99.0 123.7 148.4 4.19
Exp. 4.92 ± 0.15
Tab. 4.1: IPDs in eV and mean charge for CH mixture at density 6.74 g/cm3 and
T = 86 eV [KCK+16]. The ionization energies for different charge states are
I [C3+] = 64.5 eV, I [C4+] = 392.1 eV, I [C5+] = 490.0 eV. We have taken in our cal-
culation for the effective SF, i.e., SZZii (q0) = xS
ZZ
CC(q0) + (1− x)SDHHH (q0), the value
x = 1 and x = 0.75, without and with the influence of protons, respectively.
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Abb. 4.15: Effective SF according to the linear mixing rule for CH mixture.
To complete our discussion, the dependence of the IPD values on the weight xC in
Fig. 4.16, where a linear relation is observed for different charge states. In our consider-
ation, the weight is selected via the form xC = mCmC+mH ·
ZC
ZC+ZH . For charge state ZC = 4 and
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ZC = 5, we have xC = 73.8% and xC = 76.9%, respectively. Hence, it is reasonable to take
xC = 75% for calculating the mean charge state in Tab. 4.1.
Calculations for a pure C plasma at the same conditions (same ionic density of carbon
and same temperature), lead to the mean ionization degree of 4.2. For the CH plasma, the
asymmetry of the charges and masses of protons and carbon ions lead to strong fluctuations
and hence significantly enhance the ionization. Future discussions on experiments with pure
C targets may test this effect.
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Abb. 4.16: Dependence of the IPD values on the weight of the carbon xC in the total effective
SF.
4.5 Plasma composition and coupled Saha equations
To understand the thermodynamic, optical, and transport properties of plasmas, the detailed
knowledge of the charge state distribution is of essential importance. The charge state distri-
bution can be calculated from basic principles, for example, from minimizing the Helmholtz
free energy F [Sal98]. In general, conditions of the local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE)
are assumed, where the rates of collisional processes related to depopulations and their in-
verse processes, namely, recombination, are equal. The Helmholtz free energy F is related to
the chemical potential via µc = ∂F/∂nc. Under LTE conditions, the following relation (also
known as the law of mass action) [Red13, KCK+16]
µi+1 + µe = µi (4.43)
is fulfilled for a chemical reaction between two involved charge states i+ 1 and i
Zi+1 e+ e Zi e. (4.44)
The chemical potential includes an ideal part derived from the ideal gases and an additional
contribution accounting for the interaction between the plasma particles. The ideal part of
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the chemical potential of the species c reads [KSKB05, Red13, KKER86, KCK+16]
βµidc = ln
(
ncΛ3c
gc
)
(4.45)
with the thermal wavelength Λc, the partial particle density nc and the statistical weight gc.
This expression is only valid for non-degenerate cases. In the low temperature limit, electron
degeneracy must be included in the chemical potential µe. Generally, the chemical potential
of non-interacting electron gases can be obtained via Fermi integrals [KSKB05, Zim87] or by
interpolation between the non-degenerate and the fully degenerate limits [Zim87, KSKB05,
Red13].
For the statistical weight gi of ions, the internal partition function determined by the
ionization energies should be considered [Red13]. In other words, the ionization energy has
to be taken into account [KCK+16]
βµi = βµidi + βIeffi (4.46)
with the effective ionization potential for the ion with charge state
Ieffi = Ii − IIPDi (4.47)
where Ii is the unperturbed ionization energy and IIPDi describes the ionization potential
depression in plasmas. Inserting Eqs. (4.45) and (4.46) into Eq. (4.43), we arrive at the
following expression [KSKB05, Red13, KCK+16]
ni+1
ni
= gi+1
gi
exp
(
−βIeffi − βµe
)
. (4.48)
The densities of the higher ionization states with respect to a reference state can be
reduced by assuming successive ionization over a sequence of this Saha equation. Then the
so-called coupled Saha equations are obtained. To solve the coupled Saha equation system,
the following conservation laws have to be obeyed. The first one is the conservation of total
ion number
nsample =
∑
i
ni, (4.49)
where nsample is the nucleus number density of an atomic species under study. The sum runs
over all possible charge states. The second conservation rule is given by the charge neutrality
ne =
∑
i
ni zi. (4.50)
The distribution of charge states predicted by the Saha equation (4.48) depends strongly
on the IPD model used for the effective ionization energy. In Fig. 4.17, we show the pre-
dicted mean charge of a CH plasma with respect to different densities and temperatures by
solving the coupled Saha equations considering different IPD models. In comparison to the
experimental results by Kraus et al. [KCK+16], the influence of the protons in the plasma on
the mean charge state of the carbon ions is evidentially revealed.
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Summary
We treated the in-medium two-particle problem (4.5) within a quasiparticle approach and
obtained the contribution of the shift of the continuum edge to the IPD. Our approach is based
on a Born approximation for the interaction of the two-particle system with the plasma ions.
The internal structure and dynamics of the plasma is described by the dielectric function
which contains the polarization function Π(q, ω). Improving the RPA expression for the
polarization function, two-particle correlations are included, see also [RD79]. In particular,
the ionic dynamical structure factor is taken into account if the cluster decomposition of the
polarization function is considered, here the two-ion distribution. Similar approaches have
been used for optical spectra [GHR91] where also a cluster decomposition of the polarization
function has been considered.
Starting from the general expression (4.9), we obtain a rather simple formula (4.38) for
the IPD containing the ionic static structure factor. We emphasize that this result could
now be improved by systematically removing some of the approximations for the dynamical
SF (4.36). In particular, the plasmon pole approximation in handling the dynamical SF
is a model assumption which can be improved, e.g., by numerical simulations. Finally, an
advantage of our quantum statistical approach is that any degeneracy effect can be taken
into account in a systematic way, which becomes of interest at increasing densities.
A more serious problem is the use of the quasiparticle approximation. Within a so-
phisticated Green function approach, the quasiparticle propagators are replaced by spectral
functions, see, e.g., [For09], which describe also the finite life time of the quasiparticle excita-
tions. This leads to the fact that the energy gaps between the optical lines describing bound
state transitions are washed out (Inglis-Teller effect [IT39]). We will continue this discussion
in details in the next Chapter.
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5. OPTICAL SPECTRA IN PLASMAS
The phenomenon of disappearance of spectral lines in dense plasmas due to the IPD effects is
investigated within a more general approach. In this chapter we discuss the following question:
what is the reasonable description for the disappearance of the peak structures (spectral lines)
in the optical spectra of plasmas? A commonly accepted physical mechanism is the Inglis-
Teller (IT) effect resulting from the line merging of highly excited levels. Another mechanism
leading to the disappearance of spectral lines is the pressure ionization that describes the
truncation of the principal quantum numbers in a medium. The latter effect has been already
extensively discussed in the previous chapter. Thus we concentrate on the line merging due to
the IT effect, which is closely related to the width and broadening of the energy levels. Similar
to the method used in the previous chapter, the quantum statistical approach based on the GF
technique is utilized.
5.1 Line dissolution: Inglis-Teller effect versus continuum lowering
To analyze the spectra emitted from plasmas, two spectroscopic effects, i.e. line merging
due to IT effect [IT39] and line disappearance because of pressure ionization (also known
as IPD and continuum lowering) [SPJ66, EK63], have to be considered carefully and com-
prehensively. Both effects arise from the deformation of the ionic potential by the plasma
fields as well as collisions and have been used for plasma diagnostics [NMG+98, EK63,
SPJ66, GHR91]. Generally, pressure ionization is derived from an quasi-static ionic mi-
crofield, from which a sharp cutoff for the highest existing principal quantum number can
be defined [IT39, NMG+98, KKER86]. Alternatively, the time-dependent effect with con-
sidering the fluctuating microfields accounts for the line broadening and line merging and
is denoted as Inglis-Teller effect [IT39]. This effect is also known as pressure broaden-
ing or the Stark broadening. For correctly reproducing the experimental spectra, a good
Stark broadening model should be used in conjunction with the pressure ionization mod-
els. Until nowadays, both effects are extensively and well investigated using different mod-
els [IT39, NMG+98, EK63, SPJ66, GHR91, KG95, OWGR07, OWR11, DwP92]. However,
all these models are unable to describe both effects at the same time. In other words, a sys-
tematical and consistent theory is indispensable to account simultaneously for both effects.
In the previous chapter, we have demonstrated that our approach, i.e., the quantum
statistical approach based on the GF technique, displays an excellent agreement with different
experimental measurements under different plasma conditions. Unlike other models without
taking into account the structures of particle correlations, we have introduced the structure
factor in calculating the IPD values. Another important feature of our approach is that the
time-dependent effect leading to the broadening of the continuum edge can also be described
via the imaginary part of the self-energy, as pointed out in our paper [LRKR17].
The IT effect is usually described by the Stark broadening model. The Stark broadening is
studied in detail since the elaboration of the quantum mechanics for hydrogen atoms [Sch68].
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The relevant physical quantity is the electric field. More generally, the so-called microfield
comes into play, if the investigated system is immersed in an environment, in our case, the
plasma [GHR91, D’y98, BM59, DwP86, Uns48, Hol19, OWR11]. Therefore, one task that
we have to tackle is to find the corresponding microfield distribution for the plasma under a
particular condition.
Depending on the plasma density and temperature, the competition of the pressure ioniza-
tion and the IT effect leads to three consequences: a) the effect of pressure ionization is hidden
by the line merging which occurs at lower principal quantum numbers [NMG+98, WKP72];
b) the continuum lowering is so large that the lines disappear before they are subject to
broadening sufficient to merge them [HAJ+13a]; c) both effects lead to comparable highest
existing principal quantum numbers for the upper level of the emitted lines [OWGR07]. We
address again, the aim of the present investigation is to obtain a systematical and consistent
theory to explain both the continuum lowering and the IT effect.
5.1.1 Continuum lowering: energy shift and microfield
An important progress for understanding the modification of the atomic potential in a plasma
was performed by Unso¨ld [Uns48]. In his well-known perturbing ion model, Unso¨ld investi-
gated how the atomic potential well experienced by a confined bound electron is changed by
a homogeneous electric field and the nearest neighbor ion. He gave a visualized but simple
picture within the framework of classical physics. His fundamental idea is to determine a
critical distance at which the binding energy is compensated by the critical electric field pro-
duced in plasmas by the nearest perturbing ion. In other words, a critical microfield Fcrit can
be introduced for the corresponding bound state at its classical turning point of the orbit.
For hydrogen plasma, the corresponding limit of the radius rcrit can be given in terms of the
principle quantum number ncrit [Uns48]
rcrit = n2crita0 (5.1)
with the Bohr radius a0.
To ascertain the critical microfield (electric field) Fcrit, different approximations can be
used. The simplest approximation for the microfield is the Holtsmark distribution, where
correlation between plasma ions is neglected. More advanced treatments take into account the
influence of the interaction between charges, for instance the Hooper distribution. According
to D’yachkov [D’y98], the determination of this critical value of the microfield is a rather
difficult problem and the uniform field approximation for one-electron atoms and the nearest
neighbor approximation for many-electron atoms can be applied. The probability distribution
of finding the nearest neighbor ion leads to the following expression for the critical principal
quantum number in a plasma [Uns48]
ncrit =
1
6 a0
(4pine
3
)−1/3
. (5.2)
Therefore, the shift of the continuum edge or the amount of the pressure ionization is char-
acterized by the absolute value of the binding energy at the critical quantum number ncrit.
Consequently, the continuum lowering can be expressed as
∆ion = −13.6 eV
n2crit
= −13.6 · 6a0 ·
(4pine
3
)1/3
. (5.3)
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The simple but elegant analysis on the pressure ionization can be improved in different
ways. For example, Fisher and Maron studied the interrelations between characteristic dis-
tances on the atomic scale [FM00], where the electron states in plasma are classified into
three types: free (with energies E > 0), bound (with energies E < 0 and trapped only to a
single ion), and collectivized (with energies E < 0 and confined by the potential wells of two
or more ions). In their theory, different effects such as tunneling, screening, and Stark effect
are included. Here, we will not discuss the details in great depth.
An alternative approach to describe electrons in the Coulomb potential of the random
distributed ions is known from the impurity problem. There exists a mobility edge, where
the bound electron becomes itinerant [DwP92]. This approach can be considered as more
fundamental in comparison with the simple models for the ion distribution, such as the ion
sphere model.
In Fig. 5.1a we show the positions of the continuum edge in hydrogen plasmas predicted
by the microfield model, the IS model, and SP model. These results will be discussed in
conjunction with the IT effect in the next section.
5.1.2 Inglis-Teller effect: Stark broadening and microfield
It is well known that the degenerate sublevels of energy levels are destroyed due to presence of
an external electric field. From the viewpoint of optical spectroscopy, the spectral lines of ions
and atoms are split into several components because of the interaction with other charged
particles. To investigate the Stark effect in hydrogen-like systems, the parabolic coordinates
are generally used. Quantization in the parabolic coordinates leads to the parabolic quantum
numbers |n1, n2,m〉 with the principal quantum number [Sch68]
n = n1 + n2 + |m|+ 1, n1, n2 = 0, 1, · · · , n− 1. (5.4)
For details see Appendix D. If the external electric field can be regarded as a perturbation,
the first- and second-order Stark effects can be derived [SVY81, Gu¨n95]. Obviously, the first-
order effect is linear in the perturbing electric field, while the second-order effect is quadratic
in the field. Therefore, the first- and second-order Stark effects are also denoted as linear
and quadratic Stark effect, respectively. Under certain circumstances, the inhomogeneity
of the microfield also contributes significantly to the total Stark effect [SVY81, Gu¨n95].
This contribution is described by the quadrupole interaction between the investigated atomic
system and the microfield. To simplify the calculations, we only consider the linear Stark
effect.
The linear Stark effect for hydrogen due to the ionic contribution, i.e., the displacement
of the level energy Σl.s.n , is given in the parabolic coordinates as [Sch68, SVY81, Gu¨n95]
Σl.s.n =
3
2n(n2 − n1) eaB F, (5.5)
where F is the strength of the external electric field experienced by the atomic system under
study. Since the ions are randomly distributed in plasmas, the microfield distribution for the
electric field F can be introduced. This distribution is responsible for the pressure broadening
(or the Stark broadening) of spectral lines. The expression (5.5) gives a variation of the
linear Stark effect Σl.s.n between the limits ± (3/2)n(n − 1)eaBF . For highly excited states,
the broadenings of the adjacent levels are so large, that their wavefunctions overlap with
each other. Consequently, the spectral lines from these levels merge into a continuum [IT39,
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OWGR07, OWR11, D’y16]. This is the Inglis-Teller effect mentioned above. Quantitatively,
the limited principal quantum number nmax of the uppermost quantum state for the Inglis-
Teller effect is given by [IT39, Sal98, Fuj05, Gri97]
n15/2max =
z9/2
8ne a30 z¯
. (5.6)
To evaluate the Stark broadening, the most probable value of the Holtzmark microfield
distribution [Hol19, PCG02] for the electric field F are used by Inglis and Teller [IT39], which
is given via the ion density
F = 3.7e n2/3ion . (5.7)
For hydrogen plasmas, nion = ne. Inserting this in the equation (5.5), an estimation for the
influence of the plasma environment on the spectral lines can be obtained.
To provide insights in how the pressure ionization and IT effect are quantitatively related,
calculations for both effects under different plasma conditions are performed and displayed in
Fig. 5.1. The positions of the continuum edge depend strongly on the IPD models, as shown
in Fig. 5.1a. In contrast to other models, the positions of the continuum edge predicted by
the microfield model are located deeper. Consequently, the resulting cutoff for the highest
existing principal quantum number lies closer to the maximum quantum number given by the
IT effect. It is difficult to distinguish which effect is responsible for the bound-free transition
in the experimental spectra.
The modification of positions of the continuum edge can be directly observed in the emis-
sion spectra in plasmas. As shown in Fig. 5.2, the following two features are observed: 1)
there is no abrupt discontinuity for the Balmer spectral lines near the continuum edge; 2) the
Balmer limit is shifted to larger wavelength in comparison to the isolated case. These phenom-
ena are not unique to Balmer series, but a general phenomenon in many-body physics, for ex-
ample, in the electron-hole plasma in excited semiconductors [ZKK+78, RKK+78, KKER86].
Another well-known example is that in solar astrophysics spectral lines are visible up to main
quantum numbers of about 17 [EKKR85]. For Lyman series, These phenomena are also
well studied by Hohne and Zimmermann [HZ82], where no transparency window around the
threshold frequency distinguishing the bound-bound and bound-free transitions is displayed
in the calculated emission spectra for Lyman series.
5.2 Quantum statistical approach for spectral lines in plasma
The problem of predicting the spectral lines of radiating atoms or ions embedded in a plasma
is rather complicate. It is usually simplified by treating the ionic and the electronic subsystem
in plasmas as well as the investigated atomic system separately. As already mentioned in
chapter 2, the ions are heavier than the electrons, so that the average velocity of the ions is
much smaller than the average electron velocity [Duf69, SM10, Gu¨n95, Dem10]. During the
radiation, the electrons move significantly while the spatial distribution of plasma ions can
be approximately regarded as unchanged. Consequently, the ions may be considered as static
and the electrons should be treated dynamically within the binary collision approximation.
Within these treatments, a generally accepted expression for the spectral lines is ob-
tained [Gu¨n95]
I(∆ω) ∼
∫ ∞
0
dF W (F ) · [∆ω + dif F − i B(∆ω)]−1 (5.8)
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(a) Positions of the continuum edges predicted by different IPD
models compared to the isolated lines. The corresponding
expressions for the ion-sphere, SP, and EK model for the pre-
dictions are given in the previous chapter. The predictions
according to the microfield is based on the expression (5.3).
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(b) Line merging because of the Stark broadening in compar-
ison to the isolated lines. The predictions are performed
according to the expressions (5.5) and (5.7).
Abb. 5.1: Predictions of line dissolution due to the effect of the continuum lowering and the
Inglis-Teller effect for different plasma conditions.
where dif = 〈i|d|f〉 is the atomic dipole element and ∆ω = ω − ωif the frequency difference
between the emitted photons and the unperturbed transition frequency for the initial state
|i〉 and the final state |f〉. The positive ions contribute to the broadening through the static
Stark effect. However, the contribution of the free electrons to the broadening is by means of
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(a) Hydrogen spectra of Balmer series from 3600 − 5200 A˚ [WKP72]. The
four spectra are selected from different radial positions of the same run
in experiment, which represent emissions under different densities and
temperatures.
(b) Spectral intensity distribution in the Balmer spectrum of a hydrogen
plasma between 350− 700 nm [RGS86]. The solid line represents the ex-
perimentally recorded spectrum. The dash line describes the theoretical
results calculated with a cut-off Coulomb potential approach [RGS86].
Abb. 5.2: Balmer spectra in hydrogen plasmas recorded in different experiments, where no
abrupt discontinuity between the bound-free and free-free transitions is observed.
The IT effect and the IPD effect are both responsible for this continuity near the
continuum edge.
the static Stark effect for low temperatures and via collisions at high temperatures [Duf69,
Gu¨n95]. In this formulation the ionic contribution is subdivided into a static and a dynamical
component. The static contribution is included by the microfield field distribution W (F ),
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while the dynamical contribution is described by the operator B(∆ω). The assumptions
performed in deriving Eq. (5.8) are unsatisfied for high density plasma since strong collision
effects, dynamically screening effects, and degeneracy effects are not considered [Gu¨n95].
Furthermore, the perturbation theory is also problematic for high density plasmas. More
importantly, the continuum lowering is not taken into account, which has a strong influence
on the emission lines from the highly excited states.
5.2.1 Microfield: autocorrelation function
The total electric microfield F experienced by a test particle located at R = 0 is evidently
represented as the sum of all plasma ion Fion and electron fields Fel under the condition of
vector additivity, which can be decomposed into slow Fslow and fast Ffast microfield compo-
nents [Dem10]
F =
∞∑
i
Fi = Fel + Fion = Ffast + Fslow. (5.9)
Obviously, the fast component Ffast is not equivalent to the electron microfield. Part of
the free electrons in plasmas establish a screening cloud around the slowly moving ions.
This is also the reason why one should introduce the effective single particle fields in the
APEX approximation with adjustable parameters [IRS+00] and in other numerical simula-
tions [DwP86, PCG02, SM10].
The first essentially important quantity for spectral lines is the static microfield distribu-
tion W (F ), which concentrates only on the slow microfield component Fslow [Dem10, Gu¨n95].
Actually, in Eq. (5.8) only the slow component of the microfield Fslow is involved. The fast
part of the microfield Ffast is described by the operator B(∆ω). A number of papers on
the study of various physical processes related to microfield characteristics and its effect on
medium properties are published. An excellent review on the status of microfield notion can
be found in the paper by Demura [Dem10]. In the isotropic case, an elegant expression can
be derived for the microfield field distribution [Dem10, PCG02]
W (β) = 2β
pi
∫ ∞
0
dk · k sin(kβ)A(k) (5.10)
with the normalization condition ∫ ∞
0
dβW (β) = 1, (5.11)
where β = F/F0 with F0 = 2pi(4/15)2/3e zi n2/3i is the reduced dimensionless microfield value.
A(k) is the characteristic function, which reads for an isotropic ideal plasma as
A(k) = exp(−k3/2). (5.12)
This is the so-called Holtsmark distribution [Hol19]. It can also be derived for interacting
systems, for example, using the Baranger-Mozer cluster expansion [BM59].
Another central quantity to calculate the spectral line shapes is the autocorrelation func-
tions. One of these correlation functions is the electric field autocorrelation function. For
example, the field autocorrelation function is directly related to problems of collisional trans-
port and determination of plasma conductivity [Dem10]. Introducing the charge density of
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the total plasma
ρ(r, t) =
∑
c
ecnc(r, t) =
 ∑
all ion species
eini(r, t)
− ene(r, t), (5.13)
the time-dependent total electric field is described by
F(t) =
∫
d3r · r
r3
ρ(r, t). (5.14)
Consequently, the field autocorrelation function can be expressed in terms of the charge
density autocorrelation function [Duf69]
〈F · F(t) 〉 =
∫
d3r
∫
d3r′ · r · r
′
r3 r′3
· 〈 ρ(r) ρ(r′, t) 〉. (5.15)
It is always more convenient to handle the physical quantities in the Fourier representation.
Evidently, this correlation function contains the ion-ion correlation, the electron-electron
coupling, and the electron-ion interaction. Before detailed discussing these contributions, we
first introduce the retarded field autocorrelation function via the Fourier transform
Cret(ω) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dtei ωt 〈F · F(t) 〉 θ(t) (5.16)
and the retarded charge density autocorrelation function in Fourier space
Cret(k, ω) =
∫
d3r
∫
dt ei(ω t+k·r) 〈 ρ ρ(r, t) 〉 θ(t), (5.17)
where θ(t) is the Heaviside step function. Inserting the Eqs. (5.15) and (5.17) into the
expression (5.16), the following relation can be achieved [Duf69]
Cret(ω) = (4pi)2
∫
d3k
(2pi)3 k
−2 · Cret(k, ω). (5.18)
This correlation function is closely related to the plasma structure factor S(k, ω), which will
be discussed in the subsection 5.2.3.
5.2.2 Self-energy for bound states: microfield
Within the framework of quantum statistical theory, the influence of both electrons and ions
are considered via the effective potential. Theoretically, the degeneracy effects and the phase-
space occupation (i.e. Pauli blocking) can also be consistently taken into account. Because
of different dynamical time scales of ions and electrons, the static microfield ansatz can be
also introduced as discussed by Gu¨nter [Gu¨n95]. Subsequently, the pressure-broadened line
profile is expressed as
Ipr(ω) = Im
∫ ∞
0
dF ·W (F ) · L(ω, F ) (5.19)
with the profile function [Gu¨n95, OWGR07, OWR11, LOZ+14]
L(ω, F ) =
∑
ii′ff ′
ω4
8pi3 c3 exp
(
− ~ω
kBT
)
· 〈i|r|f〉〈f ′|r|i′〉
× 〈i′|〈f ′|
[
~ω − ~ωif − Σif (ω, F ) + iΓvif
]−1 |i〉|f〉 (5.20)
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with the self-energy for the initial i and final f states
Σif (ω, F ) = Re {Σi(ω, F )− Σf (ω, F )}+ iIm {Σi(ω, F ) + Σf (ω, F )} . (5.21)
Following the discussion at the beginning of this section, the total self-energy Σn(ω, F ) due
to both the ions and the electrons of the plasma can be approximately decomposed into a
frequency-independent ionic part and an frequency-dependent electronic part which is how-
ever independent of the ionic microfield [Gu¨n95, LOZ+14]
Σn(ω, F ) = Σeln (ω) + Σionn (F ). (5.22)
In dynamically screened Born approximation, the electronic self-energy is given by
Σeln (ω) =
∫
d3q
(2pi~)3V (q)
∑
α
∣∣∣M0nα(q)∣∣∣2 ∫ ∞−∞ dωpi [1 + nB(ω)] · Im 
−1
ee (q, ω + i0)
En − Eα − (~ω + i0) . (5.23)
In the non-degenerate case, the Bose distribution can be replaced by the Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution. Additionally, the dielectric function is treated in the random phase approxima-
tion. The ionic self-energy is then described by the Stark effect, for example, by the linear
Stark effect
Σion,l.s.n =
3
2n(n2 − n1) eaB F. (5.24)
This is the standard treatment within the Green’s function approach to calculate the spectral
lines. The improvement to account for strong collisions has also been developed. Using this
approach, the line profiles emitted from hydrogen, helium, and hydrogen-like plasmas are
extensively investigated for the purpose of plasma diagnostics [GHR91, Gu¨n95, OGWR06,
OWGR07, OWR11, LOZ+14, Oma07, Lor14].
In Eq. (5.26) the integral domain for the microfield distribution W (F ) is taken from 0 to
∞. For the emissions from low quantum levels, this procedure does not produce too large
errors. However, the energy levels of the bound states are perturbed by the microfield strength
and the higher series of transition will disappear, when the microfield strength approaches
a certain threshold value [Uns48, D’y98, D’y16, OWGR07, OWR11]. This means that the
upper limit of the integral in Eq. has to be truncated due to the dissolution of the discrete
upper levels of the permitted transitions. As discussed in Sec 5.1.1, the potential experienced
by the atomic electron, which is composed of the sum of the Coulomb potential due to the
ionic core of charge Z and the perturbing electric field, exhibits a saddle point above which no
bound state can exist. Within the microfield model [RGS86, D’y98, OWR11], a dissolution
factor can be introduced [D’y98, OWR11]
j(ω) =
Fcrit∫
0
W (F )dF. (5.25)
The remaining important problem in the calculations is the determination of the critical
microfield Fcrit, for which two models can be used: uniform field for one-electron atoms
with Fcrit = E2/(4e3) and nearest neighbor approximations for many-electron atoms with
Fcrit = E2/(16e3) [D’y98]. Here E denotes the ionization energy of the investigated state
in an unperturbed atom. Then the line profile covering all bound-bound and bound-free
transitions can be expressed as [D’y16]
I (ω) = Im
Fcrit∫
0
dF ·W (F ) · L(ω, F ) +
∞∫
Fcrit
dF ·W (F ) · Lcont(ω, F ), (5.26)
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where Lcont(ω, F ) is the line profile function for the bound-free and free-free emissions. We
will not go into the details on determining the critical microfield Fcrit and on deriving the
emission coefficients related to the continuum states. In the following, we will discuss the
possibility whether we can calculate the spectral line shapes in terms of the dynamical and
static structure factors as we have done for the ionization potential depression [LRKR17].
5.2.3 Self-energy for bound states: structure factor
In the original GF formalism derived by Ro¨pke et al. for spectral lines [RSK81, HRSZ86], no
microfield ansatz is necessary to evaluate the shift and broadening of spectral lines. The in-
fluence of the plasma in the two-particle states induced by free electrons and plasma ions
is consistently included in the Bethe-Salpeter equation for the two-particle GF. The es-
sential physical quantity is the dielectric function as the sum of electron polarization and
ion polarization. In the random-phase approximation, the total dielectric function is well-
known [Duf69, RSK81]. The main task within the GF formalism is to calculate the two-
particle self-energy [RSK81, Gu¨n95]
ΣnP =
∫
d3q
(2pi)3
∫
d~ω
pi
V (q)
∑
n′
(
1 + nB(ω) Im ε−1(q, ω + i0)
)
E0nP − E0n′P−q − ~ω
· |Mnn′(q)|2 , (5.27)
where E0nP is the total energy of the two-particle state and Mnn′(q) is the transition matrix
element with the momentum transfer q.
Actually, the dielectric function, the dynamical SF, and the field autocorrelation func-
tion are tightly related. For example, the field autocorrelation function is connected to the
symmetrized correlation function of the longitudinal microfield fluctuations via 〈δEδE〉q,ω =
2pi(Z2i e2/q2)Sii(q, ω) [KSKB05]. This is the reason why we can use different formalisms to
describe the same physics. This fact is reflected by the study on the IPD effect in plasma.
In the present work, the possibility using the SF and the microfield model to calculate the
IPD is shown in the previous chapter and in this chapter, respectively. As in the theroy of
Thomson scattering and in the theroy for IPD, we introduce the dynamical struture factor
to investigate the spectral line profile in plasma.
We rewrite the expressions for the dynamical SF
S(q, ω) =
∫
d3r
∫
dt ei(ω t+q·r) 〈 ρ ρ(r, t) 〉 (5.28)
and for the dielectric function
S(q, ω) = ~
npi
1
1− e−~ω/kBT · V
−1(q) · Im ε−1(q, ω) (5.29)
or in a more explicit form
Im 1
ε(q, ω + i0) =
pi e2 (1 + nB(ω))
−1
~ε0 q2
·
[
z2i niSii(q, ω)− 2zi
√
neniSei(q, ω) + neSee(q, ω)
]
.
(5.30)
Evidently, the electron and ion contributions to the inverse dielectric function ε−1(q, ω+ i0)
are not additive. Reminding the relation between the field autocorrelation function and
the charge-density autocorrelation function, the connection between the field autocorrelation
function and the dynamical SF can be established.
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5.2.3.1 Electronic contribution
The electronic contribution is described by the last term of Eq. (5.30), i.e. See(q, ω) and is
generally described in the RPA. To account for degeneracy effects, we follow the idea of Arista
and Brandt [AB84], where the electronic dielectric function ee(q, ω + i0) can be calculated
by an anylytical expression
ee(q, ω + i0) = 1(q, ω + i0) + i2(q, ω + i0) (5.31)
with the following expressions
1(q, ω + i0) = Re ee(q, ω + i0) = 1 +
χ20 θ
4z3 ·
{
g(u+ z)− g(u− z)
}
, (5.32)
2(q, ω + i0) = Im ee(q, ω + i0) =
piχ20 θ
8z3 · ln
1 + exp
[
η − (u− z)2 /θ
]
1 + exp
[
η − (u+ z)2 /θ
]
 , (5.33)
where θ is the degeneracy parameter of the plasma electrons. Other reduced parameters are
given as χ20 = 1/ (pia0kF,e) , u = ω/ (kvF,e) and z = k/(2kF,e) with the Fermi wave number
of the electron kF,e = mevF,e/~. Then the imaginary part of the inverse electronic dielectric
function, which is related to the dynamical structure factor of free electrons, can be expressed
by
See(q, ω) ∼ Iee(q, ω + i0) = Im −1
ee(q, ω + i0)
= 2(q, ω + i0)
(1(q, ω + i0))2 + (2(q, ω + i0))2
. (5.34)
This expression is also known as energy-loss function, which is the crucial quantity deter-
mining the spectrum of excitations in the plasma in terms of the momentum transfer ~q
and of the energy transfer ~ω. It’s impossible to find an exact analytical expression for the
energy-loss function Iee(q, ω+ i0) which can, however, be evaluated approximately in various
limiting cases.
Generally, the following three limiting cases are interesting for the experiments of light or
particle scattering in plasma: (a) low-frequency behavior of the plasma indicated by u  1
for all z values; (b) the single-particle ridge in the region of high frequencies and short
wavelength with u ∼= z  1; and (c) the plasma resonance domain at high frequencies and
long wavelength limit, i.e. u  1  z, which describes the collective excitations of the free
electrons.
In the low-frequency limit case (a), the energy-loss function can be approximated as [AB84]
I l.f.ee (q, ω + i0) ≈
2m2ee2qω
~3 (k2 + k2s )
2 ·
{
1 + exp
[
~2k2
8mekBT
− η
]}−1
(5.35)
where the screening constant can be expressed approximately as k2s ≈ k2TF/
(
1 + 9θ2/4
)1/2
with the Thomas-Fermi screening length k2TF =
√
3ωpl,e/vF,e or given approximately as k−4s =
k−4TF + κ
−4
D,e.
The single-particle ridge, case (b), describes short-range excitations of individual electrons
in the plasma, whose existence is a pure quantum feature and has no correspondence in the
classical or semi-classical treatments of the dielectric function. From the condition u ∼= z, it
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can be seen that ~ω = ~2q2/(2me), 1(q, ω+ i0) ≈ 1 +O (kF,e/k)4, and 2(q, ω+ i0) 1, so
that the energy-loss function can given approximately as [AB84]
Is.p.ee (q, ω + i0) ≈ 2(q, ω + i0) =
piχ20 θ
8z3 · ln
1 + exp
[
η − (u− z)2 /θ
]
1 + exp
[
η − (u+ z)2 /θ
]
 . (5.36)
The collective resonance of the plasma, which describes the modes of collective motion
of the electrons, is determined by the condition ee(q, ω + i0) = 0. For example, the famous
phenomenon of ”Landau damping” can be explained by this collective resonance behavior of
free electrons in plasma. The resonance frequency is given by the dispersion relation [AB84]
ω2q
∼= ω2pl,e + 〈v2〉q2, with 〈v2〉 =
3
2 v
2
F,e θ
5/2 F3/2(η) ≈
3
5v
2
F,e ·
(
1 + 25θ2/4
)1/2
, (5.37)
and the corresponding energy-loss function is
Ip.r.ee (q, ω + i0) ≈
ω4q 2(q, ω + i0)(
ω2 − ω2q
)2
+ ω4q 22(q, ω + i0)
. (5.38)
Obviously, for transitions with ∆n = 0, the approximate expression (5.35) can be used.
For the optical transitions with ∆n 6= 0, the approximation (5.36) for the inverse electronic
dielectric function can be performed.
5.2.3.2 Ionic contribution
Theoretically, the final results can be obtained for calculating the spectral lines by inserting
Eq. (5.30) into the expression (5.27), where the ionic contribution is included in the ionic
dynamical SF Sii(q, ω). But this procedure does not lead to satisfying results since the
unperturbed level energy E0nP and the unperturbed wavefunction in the transition matrix
element Mnn′(q) are applied. In the microfield formalism the perturbation of the plasma
environment on the eigenenergies is removed by the microfield ansatz [GHR91, Gu¨n95]
EnP = E0nP + C(β), (5.39)
where C(β) is related to the microfield distribution W (β) in terms of the dipole interaction.
For the single-particle problem, the shift in the self-consistently defined self-energy is
compensated by the eigenenergy shift [LRKR17]. In analogy to the case of single-particle
problem, the following self consistent relation for the two-particle eigenenergy has to be solved
EnP = E0nP + Re ΣnP;EnP . (5.40)
The current assignment is to reveal the implicit connection between the perturbed eigenenergy
and the SF, which is rather difficult and complicate and still under investigation. In the next
subsection we will show how this approach woks in calculating spectra line shapes in dense
plasmas.
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5.2.4 Spectral lines in plasmas
To investigate the optical spectra within the quantum statistical approach, we should return
to the two-particle problem, which is described by the atomic polarization function (i.e. the
second term in the cluster decomposition of the polarization function) [RKK+78, KKER86].
The pressure-broadened line profile is then given by [GHR91, Gu¨n95, OWR11]
L(ω) =
∑
ii′ff ′
ω4
8pi3 c3 e
− ~ω
kBT 〈i|r|f〉〈f ′|r|i′〉 · 〈i′|〈f ′|
[
~ω − ~ωif − Σif (ω) + iΓvif
]−1 |i〉|f〉
(5.41)
with the SE for the initial i and final f states
Σif (ω) = Re {Σi(ω)− Σf (ω)}+ iIm {Σi(ω) + Σf (ω)} (5.42)
and the vertex correction
Γvif = −
∫
d3p
(2pi)3
∫
d3q
(2pi)3 fe(Ep)V
2(q)M0ii(q)M0ff (−q) δ
(
~2p · q
me
)
(5.43)
where the unperturbed transition matrix elements are given by [OWR11]
M0nα(q) = i
{
Zδnα −
∫
d3r ψ∗n(r) eiq·r ψα(r)
}
. (5.44)
Evidently, the shift of transition energy is given by the difference of real parts of the SE for
the initial i and final f states, whereas the broadening of spectral lines is determined by the
imaginary parts of the SE for the initial i and final f states as well as the vertex correction Γvif .
Because of different dynamical time scales of ions and electrons, the electronic contribution is
usually calculated in the impact approximation and the ionic contribution is described within
the quasi-static approximation [GHR91, Gri97].
Introducing the microfield ansatz [GHR91], the total SE Σn(ω, F ) can be approximately
decomposed into a frequency-independent ionic part determined by the microfield strength
F and an only frequency-dependent electronic part (for details see section 2.2.3.2). In this
work, we deal with the problem in a different way by treating the plasma electrons and
ions at the same level, i.e. directly via the DF. The RPA DF for the non-degenerate case
reads [KKER86, Red97]
RPA(q, ω) = 1 +
K
2Q3
{√
2
[
D(x+1 )−D(x−1 )
]
+
√
2/γ
[
D(x+2 )−D(x−2 )
]
−i
{√
pi/2
[
e−(x
+
1 )2 − e−(x−1 )2
]
+
√
pi/(2γ)
[
e−(x
+
2 )2 − e−(x−2 )2
] }}
(5.45)
with the abbreviations
Q = ~q
(me kBT)1/2
, K = (1 + z
2)~2nee2
me ε0 (kBT)2
, γ = me
mion
x±1 =
√
1
2
[
ω
q
(
me
kBT
)
± Q2
]
, x±2 =
√
1
2γ
[
ω
q
(
me
kBT
)
± γQ2
]
, (5.46)
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where D(x) = exp
(−x2) ∫ x0 dt exp (−t2) is the Dawson integral. Inserting this expression into
the single-particle self-energy discussed in the last chapter, an expression for the IPD can be
obtained, which is the Debye shift for the IPD in the low density case and is equivalent to the
expression (4.38). Then we have for the SE of bound two-particle states with the following
expression [RD79]
Σn(ω) =
∫
d3q
(2pi~)3V (q)
∑
α
∣∣∣M0nα(q)∣∣∣2 ∫ ∞−∞ dωpi [1 + nB(ω)] · Im 
−1
RPA(q, ω + i0)
En − Eα − (~ω + i0) , (5.47)
which is the SE in dynamically screened Born approximation with the RPA DF. Accounting
for the thermal motion of the plasma ions, which results in the Doppler broadening, the full
line profile is given by a convolution [Gri97]
Itotal(∆ω) = c
ω0
√
mion
2pikBT
∫ ∞
−∞
d∆ω′ · Ipr(∆ω′) · exp
{
−mionc
2
2kBT
(∆ω −∆ω′
ω0 + ∆ω′
)2}
. (5.48)
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Abb. 5.3: Transition energy for the Lyman series ~ω = Enp − E1s and the threshold energy
for the bound-free transition ~ωth = V (∞)−E1s with respect to the inverse Debye
length of electrons κe. The solid lines represent the results of this work. The dashed
lines and the dotted-dashed lines describe the numerical results of the Schro¨dinger
equation with a Debye potential [HZ82, QWWQ09] and a cutoff potential [HZ82],
respectively. The cross points are also calculated with Debye potential [QWWQ09].
The interaction of a radiating particles with the plasma environment results in both shift
and broadening of the eigenlevels of a two-particle state. At first, we concentrate on the
shifts of both the bound states and the free states. In the present work, we calculate the IPD
and the shift of bound states via Eq. (4.38) and Eq. (5.47), respectively. Comparison of our
results for the transition energies and bound-free threshold energies and the results predicted
by other theoretical approaches is shown is Fig. 5.3.
The positions of emission line centers are determined by the transition energies. One
of the commonly used theoretical approaches is to solve the Schro¨dinger equation with a
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Abb. 5.4: Optical spectra of a plasma at the electron density ne = 2.1 · 1017 cm−3 and tem-
perature Te = 1.02 eV calculated within RPA (5.47). Gaussian broadening with
FWHM of 0.002 Ryd is considered in the calculation. Both ITE and IPD are
systematically calculated from the quantum statistical approach. A continuum
background [OWR11] is considered.
pseudo-potential [HZ82, QWWQ09] for eigenenergies and the corresponding wave functions.
Numerical solutions have been obtained using the Debye potential [HZ82, QWWQ09] or the
cutoff potential [HZ82, RGS86] as the pseudo-potential. From Fig. 5.3, it is seen that the line
center positions derived from the cutoff potentials are almost unchanged in comparison to the
pure Coulomb case. In contrast, the Debye potential predicts a strong modification for the
transition energy, in particular for relatively high densities (κe =
√
nee2/(ε0kBT) ≥ 0.02/a0).
However, this result is in strong contradiction to the experimental measurements, where the
positions of line centers are only slightly shifted [RGS86]. In the Debye model, the shifts do
not separately depend on density and temperature but only on the screening parameter κe.
The optical spectra of the Balmer series calculated within RPA combined with a con-
tinuum background due to Bremsstrahlung are displayed in Fig. 5.4. For the given plasma
conditions (ne = 2.1 ·1017 cm−3, Te = 1.02 eV), the IPD value is about 0.138 eV, which means
that the energy levels appear only up to n = 9 and the Balmer limit is shifted from 364.6
nm to 380.8 nm. Another feature of the predicted line shape (i.e. ITE) is the formation of
quasi-continuum states, i.e. the band structure, starting from the energy level n = 6. More-
over, the transition peak from 9p→ 2s is washed out due to the broadening. In summary, to
calculate the spectra in the whole wavelength range, the first step is to determine the highest
existing quantum state from the IPD theory. The second step is to calculate the line shape
up to the highest energy level predicted by the IPD theory. Actually, the optical spectra of
Balmer series under these conditions were experimentally measured by Goto et al. [GMK10],
where the disappearance of the transition peaks is observed already starting from a lower
principal quantum number n = 6. The reason for this disagreement arises from the fact that
the ionic contribution to the broadening is excessively underestimated by RPA. Comparing
the experimentally measured line broadening of Hα line with the RPA result, it is shown that
the RPA result is only 25% of the experimental value.
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The line merging due to the broadening does not have a simple relation to the shift of the
continuum edge. Generally, both effects have to be considered carefully and comprehensively
for correctly reproducing the experimental spectra. For weakly coupled and non-degenerate
plasmas, the line merging occurs at lower principal quantum numbers in comparison to the
IPD effect as shown in Fig. 5.4 and measured in laser produced plasmas [HAJ+13a, NMG+98].
Recently, the optical spectra in highly charged aluminum plasmas are observed, where the
continuum lowering is so large that the lines disappear before they are subject to broadening
sufficient to merge them [HAJ+13a]. Therefore, it is of relevance to develop an accurate
spectral line theory using the systematic quantum statistical approach, since spectroscopic
methods are the most reliable tool to analyze density and temperature conditions.
5.3 Further work
We have shown that both effects, IPD and ITE, have to be considered to explain the dis-
appearance of spectral lines. The synthetic spectra and the transition energies are system-
atically described using a consistent quantum statistical approach within the simplest RPA.
The Debye results for both IPD and optical transitions are obtained. Of course, the Debye
model is very simple and the ionic contributions are strongly underestimated. For the hy-
drogen plasmas, the ion contribution is more important. The RPA is not satisfied and has
to be improved. The underestimation might be rendered by using the ionic structure factor
to calculate the line broadening and shift like in the case for the IPD when going beyond
the RPA [LRKR17]. Additionally, the electron contribution can be improved by introducing
the T matrix describing strong collisions. Furthermore, photon re-absorption plays an im-
portant role for the transport of radiation in a plasma, which has a strong influence on the
transitions from the low quantum numbers [OWR11]. This has to be taken into account in
calculating the line shapes. For higher levels, the transition rates may be better described via
semi-classical description, for example using wave-packet states for the electrons [LGRR16].
In the context of new experimental facilities exploring warm dense matter [HAJ+13a,
CVC+12, KCK+16, NMG+98], strongly coupled and nearly degenerate Coulomb systems
can be produced. A detailed description of the spectrum emitted from such systems in
equilibrium and non-equilibrium conditions is still a challenging problem. As shown in this
work, the quantum statistical approach based on thermodynamic Green’s function technique
provides a possibility to understand the many-body systems under such extreme conditions.
For further works, we are aiming to find out a consistent description for both single- and
two-particle problem in terms of the SFs at the same time. Additionally, how to realize the
application of our approach, i.e. thermodynamical GF technique, to inner-shell transitions,
for example, the Kα spectral lines [Sen10, Che14] deserves further extensive investigation.
Some preliminary results see Appendix E.
Stark broadening parameters of H-like He-like carbon systems are of interest for hot and
dense stars, as well as for the diagnostics of laser-produced plasmas [Oma07]. To reveal
conditions of extreme pressure ionization and line merging in spectroscopic observations,
time- and space-resolved extreme ultraviolet spectra of carbon plasmas were recorded and
analyzed in detail [NMG+98]. Obviously, a detailed description of the spectrum emitted by
such an expanding plasma in non-equilibrium is a challenging problem. It is of great interest
and of relevance to develop an accurate spectral line theory, since spectroscopic methods are
the most reliable tool to analyze density and temperature conditions [Sal98, Fuj05]. The
most interesting and most important feature of these spectra is that a dip in the spectrum
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near the series limit for the DH case is shown in the numerical simulation. This is caused by
an overestimation of the continuum lowering, leaving no merged bound-bound transitions to
contribute to the spectrum in that region [NMG+98].
(a) Lineouts from the time-resolved spectra
taken at time points. The He-like np1s −
1s2(n > 3) and H-like np − 1s line emis-
sions are identified. The free-bound con-
tinuum and the detectable series limit are
drawn on each lineout.
(b) Comparison of a lineout at t = 225 ps and
non-LTE FLY simulations at 48 eV and
1.5e+21 cm−3. To account for the contin-
uum lowering effect, three different mod-
els, i.e. IS, SP, and DH model, are used
for comparison in simulations.
Abb. 5.5: Pressure ionization and line merging in strongly coupled carbon plasmas [NMG+98].
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6. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
To study the optical properties in plasmas, two different theories, i.e., the quantum master
equation approach and the thermodynamic Green’s function technique, are introduced in
the present investigation. Within the Born-Markov approximation, the QME for an atom
interacting with the charged particles of a plasma environment has been derived, where the
influence function of the plasma environment is determined by the dynamical structure fac-
tor of the plasma. Alternatively to the QME approach, the thermodynamic Green’s function
technique within the framework of the quantum statistical theory has been applied to inves-
tigate the continuum lowering, the ionization potential depression, and the modifications of
spectral lines in dense plasmas.
The Rydberg atoms considered in the present work are an interesting object to describe
the transition from the quantum micro-world to the macroscopic classical world where new
properties such as trajectories emerge [Joo03, Goc07, Gal94, Hez10, Sch07, Rob04]. A main
advantage of the QME for a hydrogen Rydberg atom surrounded by a plasma is the use of
robust states instead of the pure hydrogen eigenenergy states [Goc07, LGRR16]. Generally,
the Rydberg states are assumed to be described quasi-classically. Here we provide an ex-
planation for this treatment. The treatment of localization due to the interaction with the
surrounding environment allows the transition to classical physics and the very efficient use
of classical descriptions.
Introducing the Brown circular-orbit wave packets [Bro73, GS90] as the optimized robust
states for the bound Rydberg electrons, the transition rates were calculated. Comparing
with experiments [DBD79] and MCS results [VS80], it turns out that the use of robust wave
packets gives a better agreement with measured data and classical calculations than the
approach using pure hydrogen energy eigenstates. The wave packet is constructed from the
superposition of different quantum states and is characterized by an average quantum number
n0. On the other side, it is well known that the low-lying bound states are more appropriately
described by the quantum number. Therefore, a critical quantum number ncr is introduced
to represent the transition between descriptions of the bound electron in hydrogen atoms by
the wave packet and the pure quantum eigenstate.
As another example for the use of the atomic master equation, the spectral line shape
for transitions at low quantum numbers has been derived. The equivalence with a quantum
statistical approach to profiles of spectral lines [Gu¨n95] has been shown. After decoupling the
ion and electron subsystems of the plasma environment, only the electron contribution to the
spectral line shape has been considered (impact approximation). The standard description
of the interaction with the plasma ions is the ionic microfield. The ionic structure factor and
the corresponding pair distribution function determine the microfield distribution [DwP86].
A superposition of the Stark shift in the ionic microfield and the electron contribution in
impact approximation lead to the line profiles as derived from the unified theory [Gu¨n95].
A fundamental issue in the theory of open quantum systems is that the subdivision of the
total system into the reduced system and the bath is arbitrary and can be changed [Wei99,
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BP07, Goc07, Ro¨p13]. Degrees of freedom of the bath which are strongly coupled to the
reduced system may be incorporated into the reduced system, so that the bath contains only
weakly coupled degrees of freedom, which may be treated in the Born-Markov approximation.
Various approximations, in particular the Born-Markov approximation and the rotating-wave
approximation, performed in the present work can be improved in future work, see also
Ref. [ZMR97, BP07]. Furthermore, the electrons in atoms and the plasma electrons must be
antisymmetric so that exchange terms will occur. With respect to radiation processes, it is
in general not the single electron which emits radiation but the whole reduced system which
couples to the radiation field [KKER86]. Another interesting application of this aspect is the
treatment of radiation from many-electron atoms, for instance the Kα radiation [Sen10].
Another interest and important feature for an atom immersed in a plasma is that the
existence of the plasma environment also leads to a reduction of the bound electron binding
energy because of the screening effects in the plasma [KKER86, Sal98, Fuj05, KSKB05]. This
means there is a maximum principal quantum number nmax under a certain plasma condition,
above which the continuum states for electrons can be defined. From the quantum Brownian
motion [Joo03, Goc07] we know that a wave packet description constructed from plane-
wave states can be applied for free particles moving in a bath. Moreover, no abrupt jump
between the bound states and continuum ones is observed in spectroscopic measurements.
Therefore, it would be of interest to investigate whether a wave-packet description might
be more suitable near the continuum edge for both bound and free states, if we extend the
definition of the wave packet to include the continuum states. The remaining question is
how we can determine the maximum principal quantum number nmax, i.e. the position of
the continuum edge. Within the QME approach, this question is rather difficult to solve. As
shown in this investigation, the Green’s function technique is more convenient to understand
problems related to the continuum edge [LRKR17].
As mentioned above, the thermodynamic Green’s function technique is also a powerful tool
for investigation of the spectral lines in dense plasmas. This approach has been successfully
applied for hydrogen, helium, and hydrogen-like ionic spectral lines [Gu¨n95, Oma07, Lor14],
where the ionic contribution is described by the microfield. Different from this treatment,
we have introduced the structure factor as the indicator for the ionic correlations and fluc-
tuations. In fact, both the microfield distribution and the structure factor are related to
the pair distribution function [DwP86, KSKB05]. With the help of the structure factor, the
in-medium two-particle problems, i.e. the ionization potential depression and the emission
spectral lines in a dense plasma, are investigated using the thermodynamic GF technique.
With respect to the IPD effect in the plasma, we demonstrated that ionic correlations and
fluctuations play a critical role in determining the IPD. The simple but elegant expression for
the IPD shown in chapter 4 has many advantages in comparison with other phenomenological
models, such as the SP [SPJ66], EK [EK63] and IS [ZM80] models, as well as the numerical
simulations [CFT15a, STJ+14, VCW14, Str16]. On one hand, the traditional phenomenolog-
ical expressions for the IPD are generally restricted in a certain plasma regime, as verified by
different experimental observations [NMG+98, HAJ+13a, CVC+12, Ct16, KCK+16]. On the
other hand, detailed structures, for example, the spatial distribution of the ions in matters,
can not be considered in these approaches. Additionally, the numerical simulations are time
consuming, although the numerical simulations are nowadays extremely popular and have
excellent ability for studying the detailed structures and properties of materials. Therefore,
such kind of approaches are inconvenient and even awkward for simulation codes such as
FLYCHK [CCM+05] which model plasmas under extreme conditions. Distinctly good agree-
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ments are seen with various experimental measurements for Al plasma and for CH mixture.
In particular, for mixtures of different ions with large mass and charge asymmetry, the exper-
imental results can not be explained by any phenomenological models [KCK+16], since those
models could not include the influence of different ions at the same level. Our model has the
ability to take into account this feature through the structure factor under the assumption
of linear mixing rule, and provides a reasonable and good explanation for the experimental
observations. As proposed, it would be of interest to perform experiments with pure sub-
stances like C. Compared to the large IPD seen in CH experiments, a lower IPD is expected
for a pure C plasma.
Our approach is based on a Born approximation for the interaction of the two-particle
system with the plasma ions, which can be improved in different ways. Firstly, the MW
approximation for the self-energy is employed. This can be replaced by a more advanced
treatment, i.e., the GWΓ-approximation [KKER86, SL13]. Secondly, the Born approximation
has to be completed accounting for multiple interaction. Taking into account the strong
collisions and multi-particle interaction, the so-called T-matrix approximation [KKER86,
Ro¨p13] can be performed. Thirdly, more details of the ionic subsystem may be incorporated,
in particular, the relaxation of the ionic subsystem and collective excitations (plasmons,
phonons) can be treated. Our model in terms of the ionic static structure factor could be
improved by systematically removing again some of the approximations for the dynamical
SF [VDTG12, WSGR17]. In particular, the plasmon pole approximation in handling the
dynamical SF is a model assumption which can be improved, e.g., by numerical simulations.
Finally, an advantage of our quantum statistical approach is that any degeneracy effect can
be taken into account in a systematic way, which becomes of interest at increasing densities.
A more serious problem is the use of the quasiparticle approximation. Within a so-
phisticated Green function approach, the quasiparticle propagators are replaced by spectral
functions, see, e.g., Refs. [KKER86, For09], which describe also the finite life time of the
quasiparticle excitations. This leads to the fact that the energy gaps between the optical
lines describing bound-state transitions are washed out [NMG+98, OWR11]. According to
our knowledge, there exists no unified quantum mechanical theory for this phenomenon. We
have shown that both effects, IPD and ITE, have to be considered to explain the disappear-
ance of spectral lines. The synthetic spectra and the transition energies are systematically
described using a consistent quantum statistical approach within the simplest RPA. The De-
bye results for both IPD and optical transitions are obtained. Of course, the Debye model is
very simple and the ionic contributions are strongly underestimated. In order to better un-
derstand and describe such spectra from plasmas observed in nature and laboratory systems,
a consistent and systematic quantum statistical theory is indispensable.
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APPENDIX

A. DYNAMICAL STRUCTURE FACTOR AND
RESPONSE FUNCTION
The response function γr is the real part of the Laplace transform of the density-density
correlation function. With the eigenstates |φn〉 of the bath, (HˆB −∑c µcNˆc)|φn〉 = Bn|φn〉,
the spectral density of the density-density correlation function follows as [Ro¨p13, LGRR16]
I(q, ω) = 1
e2e
∑
n,m
e−βBn∑
n′ e
−βBn′ 〈φn|%ˆ−q,B|φm〉〈φm|%ˆq,B|φn〉2pi δ(ω −Bn/~ +Bm/~). (A.1)
The spectral density is the Fourier transform of the density autocorrelation function,
〈%ˆ−q,B(τ)%ˆq,B(0)〉B = e2e
∫ ∞
−∞
dω
2pi I(q, ω)e
iωτ . (A.2)
We find [LGRR16]
Γr(q, ω) =
e2e
2~2 I(q,−ω) + iP
e2e
~2
∫ ∞
−∞
dω′
2pi I(q,−ω
′) 1
ω − ω′ , (A.3)
where P denotes the principal value of the integral.
Now we can use the fluctuation-dissipation theorem
γr(q, ω) =
e2e
~2
I(q,−ω) (A.4)
and have for Sr(q, ω), which determines the Lamb shift, the Kramers-Kronig relation
Sr(q, ω) = P e
2
e
~2
∫ ∞
−∞
dω′
2pi I(q,−ω
′) 1
ω − ω′ = P
∫ ∞
−∞
dω′
2pi 2γr(q, ω
′) 1
ω − ω′ . (A.5)
The response function can be related to the dynamical structure factor (DSF) of the
bath which is defined via the Fourier transform of the correlation function of the density
fluctuation [HM86]
SB(q, ω) =
1
2pinplΩ0e2e
∫ ∞
−∞
dτ eiωτ 〈δ%ˆq,B(τ)δ%ˆ−q,B(0)〉B, (A.6)
where npl is the electron density in plasma and δ%ˆq,B(τ) = %ˆq,B(τ)−〈%ˆq,B(τ)〉B is the density
fluctuation of the electrons. Because of the plasma environment in equilibrium, the condition
〈%ˆq,B(τ)〉B = eenplδq,0 holds for all times. Then the DSF can be rewritten as
SB(q, ω) =
1
2pinplΩ0e2e
∫ ∞
−∞
dτ eiωτ 〈δ%ˆq,B(τ)δ%ˆ−q,B(0)〉B
= 12pinplΩ0
I(−q, ω) + npl2piΩ0 δ(ω)δ(q). (A.7)
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The last term in the above expression contributes only at ω = 0 and q = 0. For dynamical
processes this contribution can be neglected.
It can be seen that the functions γr(q, ω), Sr(q, ω), I(q, ω) and SB(q, ω) are all related
to the density-density correlation function and connected to each other, which means that
we need only one of them to construct the correlation function of the plasma environment.
In this work we use the DSF SB(q, ω) which is directly related to the inverse dielectric
function −1(q, ω) in plasma physics by employing the well-known fluctuation-dissipation
theorem [KSKB05]:
SB(q, ω) =
~
pinpl
1
e~ω/kBT − 1
0q2
e2e
Im
{
lim
ε→0+
−1(q, ω + iε)
}
. (A.8)
The dielectric function can be treated by perturbation theory or numerical simulations as
a quantum many-body problem. An analytical approach calculating the dielectric function
in context of the linear response theory and the random phase approximation can be found,
e.g., in Refs. [KSKB05, Ro¨p13].
B. AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS AND LINE
SHAPE FUNCTION
In general, the line shape function is given by the Fourier transform of the dipole-dipole
correlation function [Gu¨n95, Fuj05]
L(ω) = 1
pi
Re
{∫ ∞
0
Φ(τ) exp [−i (ω − ω0) τ ] dτ
}
, (B.1)
where ω and ω0 are the transition frequency in plasma and in the isolated system, respectively.
The dipole autocorrelation function Φ(τ) reads
Φ(τ) = Tr
{
dU †(τ, 0)dU(τ, 0) ρ
}
, (B.2)
where d is the dipole operator, U(τ, 0) the time evolution operator, and ρ is the statistical
operator of the radiator.
The canonical current density is generally defined as [Rei05, Ro¨p13]
jk =
∑
c
jck =
1
Ω0
∑
c,p
ec
mc
~pncp,k, (B.3)
where the index c denotes the particle species, and ncp,k = a
†
p−k,cap+k,c is the particle number
density. It can be seen that the current-current correlation function can be expressed by the
density-density correlation function
〈 jck; jc
′
k 〉z =
( ~
Ω0
)2∑
c,c′
∑
p,p′
ecec′
mcmc′
p · p′〈ncp,k;nc
′
p,k 〉z. (B.4)
For optical transitions involving only one bound electron, this expression can be rewritten in
a form via the matrix elements
〈 jµν ; jµν 〉z =
∑
p,p′
( ~e
meΩ0
)2
pµν · p′µν〈np;np′ 〉z. (B.5)
Additionally, the dipole-dipole correlation function can be also reformulated via the density-
denisity correlation function
〈dµν ;dµν 〉z = 〈
∑
p
i~e
meωµνΩ0
pµνnp;
∑
p′
i~e
meωµνΩ0
p′µνnp′ 〉z
= −
∑
p,p′
(
~e
meωµνΩ0
)2
pµν · p′µν〈np;np′ 〉z. (B.6)
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To derive this expression, the relation 〈φµ|rˆ|φν〉 = −i~〈φµ|pˆ|φν〉/ (meωµν) is utilized. Com-
paring the formula (B.6) with the expression (B.5), we found [Lor14]
〈dµν ;dµν 〉z = − 1
ω2µν
〈 jµν ; jµν 〉z. (B.7)
Within the framework of the Green’s function technique, the line shape function is de-
termined by the polarization function, which can be calculated from equilibrium correlation
functions. The longitudinal polarization function is related to the irreducible current-current
correlation function via the formula [Rei05, Lor14]
Πlong(k, ω) = −ik
2βΩ0
ω
〈 jlongk ; jlongk 〉irredω+iδ (B.8)
with the longitudinal component of the above defined canonical current density jk.
C. RELATION TO THE UNIFIED THEORY OF
SPECTRAL LINE SHAPES
We investigate in this appendix the relationship between the spectral line profile and the
response function which relates to the retarted two-time Green’s function [ZMR96, ZMR97].
In plasma, if the interacting transition frequency of the reduced atomic system ωnn′ is
larger than the plasma frequency ωpl = ( ne
2
0me
)1/2, the imaginary part of the inverse dielectric
function can be approximated as
Im
{
−1long(k, ω)
}
≈ −Im {long(k, ω)} . (C.1)
In this case follows the relation discussed in the appendix A
L(M ω) = Im εlong(q, ω) = ~(1− e~ω/kBT ) e
2
Ω00k2
γr(k, ω)
= (1− e~ω/kBT ) 2~e
2
Ω00k2
· Re
{ 1
~2
∫ ∞
0
dτe−ετeiωτ 〈%ˆ−k,B(τ)%ˆk,B(0)〉B
}
. (C.2)
We must keep in mind that the above expression implies that it is not a single atom but
the plasma as a whole emitting or absorpting radiation. In the present work, we consider a
radiating system which consists of a single radiator immersed in a plasma environment. In
this case the spectral line shape is related to the Laplace tranform of the dipole correlation
function of the atomic emmitter A,
L(M ω) = (1− e~ω/kBT ) 2~e
2
Ω00k2
· Re
{ 1
~2
∫ ∞
0
dτe−ετeiωτ 〈%ˆHk,A(τ)%ˆH−k,A(0)〉
}
, (C.3)
where the trace is performed over both the atomic system and the bath variables. The index
H denotes the Heisenberg picture.
In oder to give the Doppler broadening in the case that no density effects are taken into
account by neglecting the surrounding plasma we identify the emitting atom
〈%ˆk,A(τ)%ˆ−k,A(0)〉A. (C.4)
In zeroth order with respect to the interaction, we simply have after introducing the atomic
eigenstates
L(M ω) = e
2(1− e~ω/kBT )
~Ω00k2
Re
{ ∑
nn′P
Z−1e−βEn,P
∫ ∞
0
dτe−ετeiωτ−iωn′nτ |〈ψn,P|%ˆ0k,A|ψn′,P+k〉|2
}
= lim
δ→0
e2(1− e~ω/kBT )
~Ω00k2
Re
{ ∑
nn′P
Z−1A e
−βEn,P |〈ψn,P|%ˆ0k,A|ψn′,P+k〉|2
i
L
(0)
nn′P (k, ω + iδ)
}
,
(C.5)
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with
L
(0)
nn′P (k, ω + iδ) = ~(ω + iδ)− ~ωnn′ −
~2k2 + 2~2P · k
2M . (C.6)
This gives already the Doppler broadening. 〈ψn,P|%ˆ0k,A|ψn′,P+k〉 denotes matrix elements of
the charge density operator %ˆ0k,A.
To investigate the pressure broadening, we introduce the interaction picture where the
operators depend on time only via Hˆ0 = HˆA + HˆB so that
OˆH(t) = e(i/~)(Hˆ0+Hˆint)te−(i/~)Hˆ0tOˆI(t)e(i/~)Hˆ0te−(i/~)(Hˆ0+Hˆint)t. (C.7)
We apply the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff-formula for the exponential function for two non-
commutating operators Aˆ and Bˆ [ZMR96, ZMR97, Ro¨p13]
e−AˆeAˆ+Bˆ = 1 +
∫ 1
0
dxe−xAˆBˆex(Aˆ+Bˆ)
≈ 1 +
∫ 1
0
dxe−xAˆBˆexAˆ[1 +
∫ x
0
dλe−λAˆBˆeλAˆ]; (C.8)
eAˆ+Bˆe−Aˆ = 1 +
∫ 1
0
dxex(Aˆ+Bˆ)Bˆe−xAˆ
≈ 1 +
∫ 1
0
dx[1 +
∫ x
0
dλeλAˆBˆe−λAˆ]exAˆBˆe−xAˆ. (C.9)
With these expressions the time dependence of the operator %ˆk,A(t) in Heisenberg picture
with Aˆ = iHˆ0t/~ = i(HˆA + HˆB)t/~ and Bˆ = iHˆintt/~ is calculated up to the second-order
terms in Hˆint
%ˆHk,A(t) =
(
1 + i
~
∫ t
0
dt1Hˆ
I
int(t1)−
1
~2
∫ t
0
dt1
∫ t1
0
dt2Hˆ
I
int(t2)HˆIint(t1)
)
%ˆIk,A(t)
×
(
1− i
~
∫ t
0
dt1Hˆ
I
int(t1)−
1
~2
∫ t
0
dt1
∫ t1
0
dt2Hˆ
I
int(t1)HˆIint(t2)
)
(C.10)
where we have neglected the higher order terms in Hˆint . The first-order terms vanish because
of the commutation [HˆIint(t1), %ˆIk,A(t)] = 0.
In the zeroth order the above expression yields the natural line profile:
∫ ∞
0
dτe−τeiωτ 〈%ˆHk,A(τ)%ˆH−k,A(0)〉 =
∑
i,j
e−βEi
ZA
|〈ψi|%ˆ0k,A|ψj〉|2
∫ ∞
0
dτe(iω+iωij−)τ
=
∑
i,j
e−βEi
ZA
|〈ψi|%ˆ0k,A|ψj〉|2
i
ω + ωij + i
. (C.11)
Going up to second order with respect to the interaction we have to perform the trace
of the correlation function also over the bath variables. We have three contributions to the
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Laplace transform (C.3) in the second order:
L(2)(∆ω) ∝ Re 1
~4
∫ ∞
0
dτe−ετeiωτ
{∫ τ
0
dt1
∫ t1
0
dt2〈HˆIint(t2)HˆIint(t1)%ˆI−k,A(τ)%ˆk,A〉
+
∫ τ
0
dt1
∫ t1
0
dt2〈%ˆI−k,A(τ)HˆIint(t1)HˆIint(t2)%ˆk,A〉 (C.12)
−
∫ τ
0
dt1
∫ τ
0
dt2〈HˆIint(t1)%ˆI−k,A(τ)HˆIint(t2)%ˆk,A〉
}
.
To perform the integration over time we introduce the atomic eigenstates |i〉, the Hilbert
space of the bath variables is separated and the trace 〈. . . 〉B is performed independently.
The matrix elements of the following operators in the atomic Hilbert subspace arise
Lˆ(2,1) = − 1
~4
∫ ∞
0
dτe−ετeiωτ
∑
k1k2
∫ τ
0
dt1
∫ t1
0
dt2
1
20k21k22
(C.13)
× %ˆIk1,A(t2)%ˆIk2,A(t1)%ˆIk,A(τ)%ˆI−k,A〈%ˆI−k1,B(t2)%ˆI−k2,B(t1)〉B,
Lˆ(2,2) = − 1
~4
∫ ∞
0
dτe−ετeiωτ
∑
k1k2
∫ τ
0
dt1
∫ t1
0
dt2
1
20k21k22
(C.14)
× %ˆIk,A(τ)%ˆIk1,A(t1)%ˆIk2,A(t2)%ˆI−k,A〈%ˆI−k1,B(t1)%ˆI−k2,B(t2)〉B,
Lˆ(2,3) = 1
~4
∫ ∞
0
dτe−ετeiωτ
∑
k1k2
∫ τ
0
dt1
∫ τ
0
dt2
1
20k21k22
(C.15)
× %ˆIk1,A(t1)%ˆIk,A(τ)%ˆIk2,A(t2)%ˆI−k,A〈%ˆI−k1,B(t1)%ˆI−k2,B(t2)〉B.
The trace over the atomic system has the form Z−1A
∑
i e
−βEiLi,i with Li,j = 〈i|Lˆ|j〉. with
the matrix elements (atomic form factors) Fij(k)eiωijt = 〈i|%ˆIk,A(t)|j〉 after writing the time
dependence in the interaction picture using the eigenstates of the atomic system |i〉 we have
L(2,1)i,i = −
1
~4
∑
k1
1
20k41
∑
jmn
∫ ∞
0
dτe−ετeiωτ
∫ τ
0
dt1
∫ t1
0
dt2
×Fij(k1)eiωijt2Fjm(−k1)eiωjmt1Fmn(k)eiωmnτFni(−k)〈%ˆI−k1,B(−τ1)%ˆk1,B〉B, (C.16)
where we used k1 = −k2 because of the homogeneity of the bath and t1 − t2 = τ1 because
of the equilibrium of the bath. In this work we only show the derivation for L(2,1)i,i . Similar
treatments can be performed for L(2,2)i,i and L(2,3)i,i .
Now we can perform the integrals over the time variables. After integration by parts, we
have for L(2,1)i,i with t2 = t1 − τ1∫ ∞
0
dτe−ετeiωτ
∫ τ
0
dt1
∫ t1
0
dt2e
iωijt2eiωjmt1eiωmnτ 〈%ˆI−k1,B(−τ1)%ˆk1,B〉B
=
∫ ∞
0
dτe−ετei(ω+ωmn)τ
∫ τ
0
dt1e
iωimt1
∫ t1
0
dτ1e
−iωijτ1〈%ˆI−k1,B(−τ1)%ˆk1,B〉B
= 1
ω + ωmn + iε
1
ω + ωin + iε
∫ ∞
0
dτe−ετei(ω+ωjn)τ 〈%ˆI−k1,B(−τ)%ˆk1,B〉B . (C.17)
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This expression can be further simplified using the RWA by setting m = i for L(2,1)i,i .
Using the definition of Gamma function Γr(k, ω) we obtain
L(2,1)i,i = −
1
~2
∑
k1
1
20k41
∑
jn
|Fij(k1)|2|Fin(k)|2
(ω + ωin + iε)2
Γ∗r(k1, ωnj − ω). (C.18)
Similarly for L(2,2) and L(2,3) we find
L(2,2)i,i = −
1
~2
∑
k1
1
20k41
∑
mn
|Fnm(k1)|2|Fin(k)|2
(ω + ωin + iε)2
Γr(k1, ωim + ω), (C.19)
L(2,3)i,i =
1
~2
∑
k1
1
20k41
∑
n
Fii(k1)Fnn(−k1)|Fin(k)|2
(ω + ωin + iε)2
(
Γr(k1, ωin + ω) + Γ∗r(k1, ωni − ω)
)
.
Then we have the spectral line profile
L(2)(M ω) = 2e
2(1− e~ω/kBT )
~Ω00k2
∑
i,n
e−βEi
ZA
i|Fin(k)|2
ω + ωin + iε
· 1
ω + ωin + i+ iΓBSin − iΓνin
(C.20)
with the vertex correction coefficient Γνij and the broadening and energy-shift coefficient ΓBSin
Γνin =
1
~2
∑
k1
1
20k41
Fii(k1)Fnn(−k1)
(
Γr(k1, ωin + ω) + Γ∗r(k1, ωni − ω)
)
, (C.21)
ΓBSin =
1
~2
∑
k1
1
20k41
∑
j
(
|Fij(k1)|2Γ∗r(k1, ωnj − ω) + |Fnj(k1)|2Γr(k1, ωij + ω)
)
, (C.22)
where the trick 1 + x = 11−x is used for the derivation of L(2)(M ω).
D. PARABOLIC COORDINATES AND STARK
EFFECTS
The solution of the problem of motion in a centrally symmetric field in terms of spherical
coordinates (r, θ, φ) is generally useful. This is already shown in investigating the properties of
hydrogen atoms, where the bound electron moves in a spherically symmetric Coulomb field.
Another possibility to such symmetric Coulomb field is to separate the variables in terms
of parabolic coordinates (ξ, η, φ), which is defined with respect to the Cartesian coordinate
system (x, y, z) via [Sch68, LL85]
ξ = r + z, η = r − z, φ = tan−1(y/x) with r =
√
x2 + y2 + z2, (D.1)
where ξ and η takes values from 0 to ∞ and φ from 0 to 2pi. For hydrogen atoms, solving
the Schro¨dinger equation
−i~ ∂
∂t
ψ(r, t) = H0ψ(r, t) = Eψ(r, t) H0 = − ~
2
2µ 5
2
r −
e2
4piε0 r
(D.2)
in parabolic coordinates, the following normalized wave functions are obtained
ψn1n2m(ξ, η, φ) =
√
2
n2
fn1m(ξ/(na0)) fn2m(η/(na0))
eimφ√
2pi
(D.3)
with
fpm(ρ) =
1
m!
√
(p+ |m|)!
p! F (−p, |m|+ 1, ρ) e
−ρ/2 ρ|m|/2, (D.4)
where F (−p, |m| + 1, ρ) is the confluent hypergeometric function, n1 and n2 the parabolic
quantum numbers and m the magnetic quantum number. They connect to the principle
quantum number via
n = n1 + n2 + |m|+ 1. (D.5)
Obviously, the possible values of the quantum number |m| for a given n run from 0 to n− 1.
For fixed n and |m|, n1 takes values from 0 to n−|m|−1. Introducing the following notations
µ1 = (m+ n1 − n2)/2, µ2 = (m− n1 + n2)/2, (D.6)
the wave functions in the parabolic coordinates for the state |n1n2m〉, or equivalently |nµ1µ2〉,
can be transformed to those in the spherical coordinates which is represented in terms of the
quantum numbers |nlm〉 [LL85]
ψnlm =
∑
µ1+µ2
〈lm|µ1µ2〉ψnµ1µ2 (D.7)
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or conversely
ψnµ1µ2 =
n−1∑
l=0
〈l, µ1 + µ2|µ1µ2〉ψnlm (D.8)
with the overlapping coefficients 〈lm|µ1µ2〉.
In the case that an atom is placed in an external electric field E with the perturbation
Hamiltonian
H ′ = −e E z = −e E r cos θ, (D.9)
it is more convenient to use the parabolic coordinates, since the polarization axis is in a
certain direction in space, here in the direction of positive z.
Because of the perturbation of the external electric field, the energy levels of the hydrogen
atoms are altered, which is generally known as Stark effect. This modification of the energy
levels is determined via the perturbation theory up to the second order. The displacement
of the energy levels of the level En is given by the form
∆En = −12α
(n)
ik EiEk (D.10)
with the atomic polarizability tensor of rank two α(n)ik . To understand the Stark effect, the
matrix elements for transitions n1n2m→ n′1n′2m′ with in the same principle quantum number
n should be studied. In this case, only the diagonal matrix elements are non-zero and given
by ∫
|ψn1n2m|2 EzdV =
1
8E
∫ ∞
0
∫ ∞
0
∫ 2pi
0
dξdηdφ (ξ2 − η2), |ψn1n2m|2 . (D.11)
Then the energy displacement for the linear Stark effect (in atomic units) can be obtained
∆E(1)n =
3
2E n(n1 − n2). (D.12)
To calculate the quadratic effect, it is not convenient to use ordinary perturbation theory
and will not be detailed here. For details, the textbooks in quantum mechanics and atomic
physics [Sch68, LL85, SVY81] are recommended.
E. MULTI-ELECTRON SYSTEM AND INNER-SHELL
TRANSITIONS
In discussing shift and broadening of bound electrons induced by electron scattering, we
should treat the ion as a bound system consisting of N electrons each of negative charge −e
and mass m, and a nucleus of positive charge +Ze and mass M . Within the independent-
particle approximation (IPA), each bound electron is considered to move in an effective
central potential representing the Coulomb interaction with the nucleus and the (N − 1)
other electrons. In other words, an effective composite system of two interacting particles
can be taken into account and the so-called screened hydrogenic model (SHM) [FBR08] can
be applied.
The effective charge, which is seen by the radiative electron belonging to the k subshell
of a given configuration {(n1l1)g1 · · · (nklk)gk · · · (nkmax lkmax)gkmax}, is given by [FBR08]
Zk = Z −
kmax∑
k′
σkk′ · (gk′ − δkk′) , (E.1)
where σkk′ and δkk′ are respectively a screening coefficient and the Kronecker symbol. The
coefficients σkk′ , describing screening of the k subshell by the k′ subshell (k < k′ for outer
screening effect and k > k′ for inner screening), are constants that are independent of the ion.
gk is the integer population of the k subshell varying from 0 to 2 (2lk + 1) with
∑kmax
k=1 gk = N .
Tab. E.1: Screening constants σkk′ of the screened hydrogenic model [FBR08]
k
k′ 1s 2s 2p 3s 3p 3d 4s 4p 4d 4f
1s 0.3100 0.0135 0.0003 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
2s 0.7388 0.3082 0.2522 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
2p 0.9461 0.3481 0.3495 0.0392 0.0210 0.0007 0.0097 0.0060 0.0000 0.0000
3s 0.9511 0.8511 0.6480 0.3106 0.2496 0.1676 0.0477 0.0245 0.0290 0.0000
3p 0.9696 0.8550 0.7916 0.3002 0.3136 0.3226 0.0513 0.0338 0.0392 0.0000
3d 0.9987 0.9865 0.9413 0.4847 0.3230 0.3786 0.0743 0.0781 0.0188 0.0224
4s 0.9340 0.7502 0.8500 0.6718 0.6068 0.6547 0.2983 0.2881 0.1889 0.1276
4p 0.9886 0.9068 0.8899 0.6760 0.6770 0.6543 0.2988 0.3348 0.2663 0.2574
4d 0.9988 0.9973 0.9891 0.9856 0.9109 0.7160 0.4474 0.3416 0.3438 0.2737
4f 0.9988 0.9983 0.9955 0.9891 0.9280 0.9768 0.5507 0.4388 0.4126 0.3863
Classically, all the electrons and the nucleus are regarded as point charges and their spatial
distributions are described by the Dirac-delta functions. This description is not valid from the
viewpoint of quantum mechanics where each of the atomic electrons is being characterized by
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an extended charge distribution. The charge distribution is generally scaled by the hydrogenic
wave function [Sch68, FBR08]
Rnl(Znl, r) =
(2Znl
n
)3/2√(n− l − 1)!
2n (n+ l)!
(2Znlr
n
)l
exp
[
−Znlr
n
]
L2l+1n−l−1(
2Znlr
n
) (E.2)
Based on the SHM, an effective two-particle description is introduced within this chemical
model for the the A-particle GF. In the ladder approximation, the A-particle GF satisfies the
Bethe-Salpeter equation [SRS90, RSSN98, Ro¨p13]
GA(1 · · ·A; 1′ · · ·A′; zA) = G0A(1 · · ·A; zA) ·
A∏
i=1
δii′ (E.3)
+
∑
1′′···A′′
G0A(1 · · ·A; zA) · VA(1 · · ·A; 1′′ · · ·A′′) ·GA(1′′ · · ·A′′; 1′ · · ·A′; zA)
with the interaction VA(1 · · ·A; 1′ · · ·A′) = ∑i<j V (ij; i′j′) · ∏k 6=i,j δkk′ . The unperturbed
A-particle GF is given by
G0A(1 · · ·A; zA) =
f˜(1)f˜(2) · · · f˜(A)− f(1)f(2) · · · f(3)
zA − ε(1, · · · , A) =
f(1)f(2) · · · f(3)× g−1A (1, · · · , A)
zA − ε(1, · · · , A)
(E.4)
with the following shorthand notations
f˜(n) = 1− f(n), ε(1, · · · , A) =
A∑
i=1
εi =
A∑
i=1
(Ei − µi) , (E.5)
gA(1, · · · , A) =
{
exp [β · ε(1, · · · , A)] + (−1)A−1
}−1
(E.6)
The composite A particles can be decomposed into an Ath optical electron involved in the
transition and a rest atomic core β = (1, · · · A−1) in the frozen orbital approximation. Then
the effective two-particle GF can be expressed as
Geff2 (1, β) = G01(A)G0β +G01G0β V MFA Geff2 (1, β) (E.7)
with the effective mean field potential V MFA .
The discussion displayed in the present section gives a possibility to calculate the Kα lines
in plasmas via the GF technique. Before we consider the specific physical systems, there are
still a lot of other problems that have to be solved. For example, how can we build the
effective two-particle vertex function to replace the transition matrix element Mnn′(q)? How
can we handle the relaxation of other bound electrons during the transition?
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